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0II0Rl,\L - The View from l\lounf Pleasant 

The nearest I have been to violence recently was in 
Liverpool, wa lking back from the Speaking Science Fiction 
conference 10 my bed fo r the night - or what passes for 'for 
the night ' after four a.m. - when someone tossed a crate of 
milk bonles in my general direction. Someone had 
checked that I didn't want a taxi ordering - was it safe? -
but I'd responded that I'd walked through city centres I 
didn't know in the middle of the night for almost a decade 
and had never come to harm yet. 

There's always a first time, of course. 
I stood on the verge of an act of violence - intellectually 

speaking, and quite trivial compared 10 a baseball bat -
when the next day (later the same dayn I risked a 
comparison between Anthony Burgess and Jack Womack, 
misrepresenting both . At the same conference, Veron ica 
Hollinger had suggested that A Clockwork Orange and 
Random Acts of Senseless Violence were modernist and 
postmodernist examples of the same construction/ 
deconstruction of identity through language and violence. 
She didn 'J an nounce a causa l link, as I came close 10, 
which is just as well given what you will learn Womack's 
opinion of Burgess in the interview contained within these 
pages. 

Kubrick's fi lm of A Clockwork Orange was withdrawn 
from this country by its d irector, as he began to become 
blamed for every act of violence in the land. Cronenberg's 
Crash was gomg to lead lo a series of copycat car accidents 
- and note {wi th thanks to the Daily Maif) that the BBFC 
includes among its members the ex-wife of Malcolm 'Alex
from-A-C/ockwork-Orange' McDowell. But the BBFC -
having showed it to a room of disabled people who d id not 
proceed to have an orgy on the coach home - have now 
granted the film an 18 certificate, whilst the tabloids were 
distracted by the smal l matter of an e lection being 
announced. 

Having seen A Clockwork Orange - it has dated badly -
I'd suggest it might benefit from George Lucas add ing some 
extra digita l violence. Srar Wars remixed is meant to be the 
sf event of 1997, a strange phenomenon which displays an 
odd sense of family values, a nostalgia for nostalgia and a 
stunning disregard for life. 

As Kevin Smith's characters discuss in his much more 
worthy film Clerks: was it really moral to have killed the 
hundreds of construction workers rebuilding the Death Star 
in Return of the Jedi, or did they deserve it as they were 
obviously workmg for the evil empire? (I r also has a 
succinct comment on the respective strengths of episode 
five and six of the saga: 'Empire had the better ending. Luke 
loses his hand and finds out Vader is his father. Han is 
frozen and caplured by Boba Fett. It ends on such a down 
note. Just like in real life. All Jedi had was a bunch of 
Muppets.') 

Star Wars was old-fashioned space opera, the sort of 
thing we hke to thmk we left behmd wnh E E 'Doc' Smith. 
On the other hand, look at all 1he space opera in the BSFA 
Best Books of 1996 Poll - perhaps the pendulum has 
swung back to gung-ho adventures. And with that thought, 
0 my little brothers, my droogs, let us proceed to the rest of 
the magazine. 

LETTERS TO VECTOR 

Wt' btg111 with two lt11v, ~uni onto 111 from 10me time fuck. Mike 
Bn.in wniu from the Chai" ,r1T,:1 j,m before O:mstm.as, ~rd, in 
mpome to the lettm m V«ior 190: 

This ii probably my first letter to V«tor (memory not wh.11 it U$td 
10 be), but I have on a few rare occa.sions written to M.itrix. I have a 
broad sweep & lartdy uncritical view of F &:: SF h3ving brgun with 
Vari;o Stanco i.n 195], & Tolkien in 1957! At one time I ,·:u a 
member of the Brum Group in the days of Nov.icon I, and for 
inform~ choice on the F & SF scene, mainly rdy on BSF A & 
Andromeda catalogues. 

As m ost F & SF fans probably stan~ by borrowing from 
friends & then 1he local library, may I PLEAD for FIRST 
gettini;/orderinga loan copy of New F & SF, then buying the pb to 
re-read and/or keep. That way you suppon the Authors, make more 
SF choices for library rc:ukrs, :uid conserve a valuable resource that 
is under thrc.it. 

San h Goldntt; I agree that the (minitlcd?) F.iiryLmd was an 
unwonhy winner of the Clarke Award - didn"t get 10 finish it 
myself, but had expectations after reading P.is,qu.ile'JAngel. 

Mike Mason: 1-fo letter was great - he should be co-opted/ 
persuaded to write regularly :u a Columnist. 

Chri.1 Hill: More ;i.grccmcn1, but I s1i1l read & enjoy f;im;uy. 
not caring for Cyberpunk, and though I enjoyed H4wkwood J 
Voy.igt by Paul Kearney, it crammed in too many familiar 1hcmes to 
ful ly categorise i1. To the Fantasy writers list I would add M. Gentle 
and B. Hambly. 

Jack Hughes; Finally. I love awful puns, so how many 1rees did 
we dcmoli, h to publish his letter? 

In Fcbru4ry Philip Muldowney wrote, wicing some diua1i.Jfoction 
with the ful,mce of tht 11iag;;1zme: 

I wonikr if the time has come to r~ V«ior? Fioanci;i.l 
exigencies fore~ 1hc merger of p,.P"'fuck /nf~o, and since 1hcn, i1 
h:u really had no de.or character. h comes across as more assembled 
1hao edited. Like the old ikfinit ion of a camel. an animal designed 
by a commincc. A question: v.·i1h five mcmben on the editorial 
team, who is dolllg the nccrlllg? 

T akc the present issue, 191. 20 ou1 or 32 pages arc reviews. 
Knock out the Booksponing pi«c (a review by any other name) :uid 
the editorial. and you arc left with ten pages of non-review material. 
Why is V«tor just a rcvicwzioe, and not a lot dsc now? 

You might well argue that it is essential 1bat the rcvic,-s arc the 
hcan of the mancr. There arc precious few places where you un 
find decent sf reviews now. Ouuidc of lmerzone, and the capsulat~ 
book reviews of SFX, 1hcrc 1s h3rdly :uiywhcrc that you ,:.on get a 
bro.id overview of the sf Of! the market. The general press seem to 
h.ivc abandoned any pretence of sf reviewing v.·hauocvcr. Therefore. 
why u the general q\Wny of V«rorw bopclesdy v:ariable? 

h seems 1ha1 there is oo dear general Kita ,u to the overall 
nature and qu.ality of the re\·icwing. Everyone speaks with a 
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different voice ;md a diffucnt stand.i.rd. -;,.nd on this occasion. ,·ari(ty 
don no1 add to the spice, just cmirdy confusN the palate. It 
b«omcs a cacophony, the good dro,..-ned ou1 by the bad. 

The idcA of giving longer rcvie,;,.•s has not worked out mo well. 
The original idea of Paperb,1.ck Inferno - shon condensed reviews 10 

give ~n overall review of what was going on - was a very good one. 
However they semi 10 have expanded to fill the space available. 
Some like the reviews of Close Enco,mten of the Fourth Kind 
(Mn1rccn Kincaid Speller) and Ft!V1"e Dream (fanya Brown) seem to 
be hcadmg into the 800+ words, while the average is about 600+ . 
Since these arc often reviews of books that have already been 
revie111•ed somewhere else, perhaps the whole space that Pulp Fiction 
takes up might be reduced by more concise reviews. 

The wordier length of First ImprNsions seems to have 
mcouuged self-indulgence. r.uher than perceptive analysis. Bad 
habits seem 10 have crept in. Over lengthy plot summary (YAWN!) 
seems 10 have become the norm. personal clever smartassness, 
character :md motive assessmem that is woefully shJllow, and 
analysis done as a piece of GCSE coursework. h would be unfair, 
and I have not the cime, 10 do an individual analysis of fault s, but 
they arc certainly legion 

This sounds like a truly carping lener. l do no! mem it 10 be like 
that. It is jus1 that I enjoy the non-review pans of Vt-ctor. The 
Michael Marshall Smith imervicw was particularly intrrN!ing. h is 
jusi that I 1hink that 1hc o,·era.11 policy of the reviews domina!ing 
e,•cryihing nerds m be seriously qucstioned. If things arc to s1ay as 
1hey .ire, 1hen !he reviews ha,·e 10 be a damn sight more 
professi onal. 

77,is is something U't' takt serio,.sly, but steps wert alrt.:ldy being wken 
to ,./ur tht b.,./i,rict before we saw your /mer. Paul Kincaid has has 
now taken ovtr sole control of the rroitw pages a,id is ltft to make ffn~ 

of ilJf! hardbacks, y11ppitbach, paperbacks, paperback originals and 
reprinu u.•hich form tlJf! British scent. Ht can speak for himself.· 

Yes, there has been rather 100 much of Vtaor devoted to reviews of 
late. I think I speak for the entire editorial team - probably for the 
entire BSFA cornmittcc - when I say that. ideally, I would like 10 
sec no more than 50% of the magazine given over to reviews. 

h 's not going to happen immediately. One of the things we aim 
to do with Vector is to provide the most comprehensive coverage of 
new books pouible; we also ,;,.•ant to provide up--to-datc coverage of 
the books that arc out now. These 1wo aims are, perhaps 
surprisingly, contradictory. At the moment, partly because of the 
hiccups in our schedul('s last year, we' re running further behind 
with our reviews than we would re.illy like. We're siarting 10 catch 
up again, buc it will be a linl(' while before we arc right up to dau. 
Un1il 1ha1 happens, it's likely that there will be a somewhat gr.-a1er 
prepondcrmcc of rcvic,;,.•s than we would really like in 1he 
magazine. 

However, changes Jrc alr.-ady under way and I hope !hat o,·er 
1hc next few issues you ,;,.•ii! sun 10 notice the effect. For ins1ancc, 
T.mya Brown will in future be working on the BSFA web page; this 
has neccssi1attd her giving up the paperback reviews and we wi!l be 
bringing all 1he review:;; together. This will allow ot her changes that 
should become apparent in time and which will , I believe, allow us 
10 achieve our twin goals of being comprehcmive and up-to-date. 
But please be patient, it will take some time for these changes to feed 
through into the magazine. 

As 10 the quality of the reviews in V«tor, it is worth 
remembering that the BSFA is and always has been an amateur 
orgmisa1ion, and while some of the people who write for us have 
wrincn profeu ionally, all the reviews arc, strictly, amateur and 
provided by members. In fact , it is one of our aims 10 encourage as 
many of our members as possible to write for our publications, and 
contributing reviews is often a good way to do that. Quality will, of 
course. vary, hath from one reviewer to the next and from one 
review 10 the next, hut I happen to believe that we have a very good 
1.-am of rev,ewers 111·orking for V«tor and I 1hink the general 
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sundard is quite high. Of course 1he r('view:;; do nttd to be edited, 
and if there arc failures of quality it is more likely to be my failing as 
editor rat her than 1hc reviewer's fai ling as writer. Bui without 
"ranting homogeneity, or to impose a house s1yle on what reviewers 
should think and ,;,,•rite, we do aim to achieve as high a stand.ird as 
possible - md I think mostly we do achieve it. 

The length of the review is, generally. governed by a wide 
variety of factors, including the imp0rtance of the work or the 
author, the perceived quality of the book, or how much the 
reviewer has to say on the topic. I do give reviewers a word length to 
aim for as a guideline, but this has to be flexible to allow for thei r 
personal response 10 the book in qucs1ion. We will. in future, be 
featuring a greater variety of length of review, but we will not be 
abandoning the long review that gives a critic the opponunity to 
really get their teeth into analysing a work. Such long reviews can 
be, 1 feel, invaluable, and we would be doing both V«tor and 011r 
readers a disservice if we unilaterally tried to exclude such 
consideration at length from our pages. 

But, as I said before, all these things arc pan. of the mix that we 
will be changing, sometimes mbtly somet imN dramatically, over the 
coming issues. I think you will find 1hat these changes do answer 
most of your criticisms. 

hmdemally, excfoding Mitorial matter, Vector bad stabd15M a/ one 
p.,rl 11rttrles 10 t-u.'O paru rrviews, ~ without the mag11zine and small 
pms rowrage wt 11!.M to fuvt {and would like to resume m some form) 
If tiNre ,s " mcn,'!' to a fiftyfifty split, ti'!' w,11 of cou~ nttd to r«m .. '!' 
mort submwiom than we r«eivt now - or u-r'll IJJve to commimon 
rven more material. 

Chris Hill also rommtmed on 1he Michat! Marshall Smith 
iriter1.11tw, prior to his joining the BSFA staff as Awards Admininracor: 

After falling fo ul of the black hole of Bramley Mailing Services, I 
finally received Vector 191 a week or so ago. It was amusing 10 rrad 
about drinking out the old year in Andrew's editorial. The new year 
seems so long ago now. 

I left Kev (McVcigh]'s article on 77Jf! Wasp Factory for the 
momem as I haven't read the hook yet and want 10 remain 
unspoiled. However Penny (my wife) 1clls me it's very good ... 

It was a strange experience reading Paul Kincaid's transcript of 
the in1 crvicw with Michael Marshall Smith. It took place at one of 
the BSFA London meetings that I managed to make (an all 100 rare 
occurrence). Wliat is lost is quite how funny Michael is 10 lis1en 10. 
He has a very good sense of comic timing which you cmnot capture 
on paper. Still, it brought back memories of a very pleasant evening. 

Dave M. Robert.s's article on Tim Burton was -;,.n okay 
in1roduc1ion 10 Burton's films. Ho,;,rever, I fed that there is a place 
fo r a more in-depth look at hi.s work. 

On the mcngch of Jus1ina Robson's anicle on Philip Pullman'5 
Nonhtm lights I read the book. Very good it was too. It just adds 10 
my theory tha1 m<»I of the really good fantasy these d.i.ys i.s being 
published for children. 

Anyway, an enjoyable issue. 

We IJf!ar that 11>1der its US title 1})1! book is sJxmlisud for the ABBY 
award. 71N cynics on 1})1! editorial uam are tempted to m11lltr that 
fantary is literature for children, but we might get hit by Certain 
Parties, JO wt won't ... There's eno11gh violence in this iHut already. If 
anyone wislJf!s to write in depth on Burton rhen ple,ue do - particularly 
since tlJf! masterpiece {GD] or mm {AMBJ 1bJt is Mars Attacks! has btt,1 

released. 

Letters to Vector should be sent to 
Gary Daikin, 5 Lydford Road, 

Bournemouth, BNl 1 SSN 
and marked 'For publication~ We reserve the right to 

edit or.shorten letters, 
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tomorrow had An Interview with 
Jack Womack 

already happened by Andrew M. Butler 

Vidding that Jack Womack - scriber of the five Oryco Chronicles sf novels and mainstream Let's Put the 
Future Behind Us - was Britside, I trained metrowards to see if we could truthspeak. Past deconstructing 
British Library we footstepped, elecUng to beseat ourselves within the safety of the Euston Plaza Hotel. 

When you st2rted to write the Dryco C hronicl~ you tudn't 
read much science fiction, had you? 

rd read next to no science fiction. At t1w. point I had rexl only 
Philip K. Dick, I'd read his ~ i,!an m ~ High Gude-, I'd read, 
back when I was deven or twdve, ~ M:mi.zn Chronicles. I tud 
always been a big fan of sciena--fiaion movies but I tud never 
got into the literature. I got distracted by too many other things 
in the regul;u literary field early on, :md jUSI n~ got :t.round. to 
hitting it at that optimum period in early teens, when so many 
writers :md tt:t.den I know were first introduced to it or came 
upon it. 

Do you consider younclf :t.n sf writer, or arc you on the 
edges somewhere? 

I alwa.ys consider myself in•bi:twttn. I have no difficulty with the 
labd •science fiction'", because, you know, anyone who writes 
anything tfu.t's set even in the immediately near future is 
technically writing science fiction. At the same time, what I 
alwa.ys try to do involves so much more in terms of social satire 
and obse~tions on contempor.ry society, that I sec myself 
doing that slippery~e fiction where I an pretty much get 
awa.y with anything. Science fiction is nice because it enables me 
to gei. away with much more in terms of being able to explore 
more interesting concepts, wilder ideas, actually to think about 
things that are so often ignored in contemporary mainstream 
fiction, which so often focuses upon ·the characters of a select 
group of individuals. What I try to bring to science fiction is just 
a broader sense of social milieu and a deeper sense of character 
that comes just from my regular reading, my personal preference 
for reading, just liter,nure in general. And so I like the 
combination I have there, when I can son of bring them 
together. 

It 's interesting that you mention The Man in the Hi"gh Castle, 
because that 's one 0£ the classic alternate history novels. 

Well, the first time I'd he.mi of Phil Dick was when I'd read Paul 
Williams's Roi/mg Slone article back in the mid-seventies. Of 
course at the time [ read it I thought, •oh, this guy sounds re:tlly 
interesting/ and so I said to myself rd have to read something of 
his, and I believe that one is specifically mentioned. I've alwa.ys 
liked aJtemate histories - history being one of my fidds of 
interest. I'm alwa.ys thinking, you know, "For want of the nail, 
the shoe be IOSt" son of thing. And then when I read tha1 one, 
du.1 would have bttn. not that long before I began writing 
Ambient: '81, '82. And then of course I read Nmetttn Eighty Four 
and Br.nll! New World, the more "OK• science fiction. 

What about Anthony Burgess's A Clocku.wk Orange? 

I had read du.t but not liked it; in fact I never finished it. I loved 
1he movie, but the book r could just never really get through. .. 
[laughter] 

It's always bring mentioned in relation to your work. 

Oh, they stuck it on early, early on. I liked Burgess·s nonfiction 
writings, his writings on music, his essays on Joyce, but his 

fiction never really caught me. And Oockwork Oran~ was like 
R,dd/ey Walker, which also crops up periodically -

Y~ that was no:t on the list! 

- rve just never been able really to get through either of those 
books. I just don't have the patience, I suppose, 10 do the son of 
things I subject my own readers to on a smaller scale. 

What ~ut James Joyce? 

Joyce, of course, Joya- was always one of my favorites going 
back to Junior High School, when I first read Dublinen and 
Portr.11t of~Artut IISl1. Young Man, and then in High School I 
read Ulysz for the first time, :md then rere2d it several times. I 
still bdicve that there arc scctioru of Ul'JS'ilS that could easily be 
set aside and no one would ru//y miss them. 

Most o r my influences early on, just again came from the 
broader scale. I me.in, I enjoyed Faulkner, but I much preferred 
Shirley J;iC}uon and her most famous shon story, MThe Lottery'". 

I don't know that name, I'm afraid 

OK, she's an e:xcellent, deeply underrated, American writer, 
written several novels. Her best two novels would've bttn ~ 
Haunting of Hill Hou~ and We Have Alturys Lwed in the Cutle, 
psychological cha~er studies of ind.ividw.ls who are 
tangentially in contact, as they perceive it, with the supernatural, 
but they may not be. She's just a marvelously subtle writer, and 
just one or the first writers that I could read and just sec how you 
could re-ally understate something and get the point across. 

My other fuvorite minor American writer wa~ Ambro~ 
Bierce, for his very high level or cynicism, as well as for his 
propensity for knowing when to play it subtly and when to 
know when to hit his readers over the head with a cosh of some 

His Devil's Dictionary is ideal bcchide reading. 

That is definitely true. Anyone who can describe a hearse as 
"Death's baby carriage~ appeals to me greatly. 

I can Stt that .•. Your first five books carry endorsements by 
William Gibson, and Bruce Sterling, which suggests you 're 
being positioned within cyberpunk. 

What had happened was I had staned Amblblt in late '83 and had 
finished it in early '85, and had absolutely no ide.i of the 
cxistena- of cyberpunk or Gibson or anything like that or even 
wha1 was going on in contempor.uy scien~ fiction. I realized 
that, when I was finishing Ambimt, that if I was to do it 
properly as a novelistic series I was going to need. to do it in up to 
six books - not realizing that at the time tha1 the one are.i., God 
help us, 1ha1 trilogies were easily gonen awa.y with was in science 
fiction. You know I didn°1 realize this. When Ambient and 
especially when Tm.1p/ane came out, the first people to notice 
me we~ 1he science-fiction readeB attracted by cyberpunk. 
which at the 1ime I had no idea existed. I was coming in on wha1 
was lnsically the end of cyberpunk, looking brl. Gibson had 
encountered me fairly early on, :md didn't have the f.i.intest idea 
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where I had come from. I had just son or popped up out or 
no,i,1here. 

Righl before Amb1m1 ame out in 1987. I re.id a review in 
Tix Vi//.:,ge Voice or Coum 1Lro and thought, ·This guy sounds as 
if he's writing about 1he same son of thing as I am, rd better 
chcck it out", so I looked at :a copy O worked in a bookst.ore at 
the time), and I thought, "OK, he's got the same viewpoint, but 
he's coming at it from a different di rection, so I'm safe 1hPre·. 
•who's this Gibson guyr .md everything. So I ""2S read by, 
early on, by cyberpunk readers md writers and then it slowly, 
very slowly, expanded o utv.0.ird from there. 

Besides Alice, you don't re:illy seem to go in for computers. 

No, beo.use it's like in the fu1ure computers - (on the o ne hand I 
didn't consciously think :about this at the time) ... You see in 
Ambim1, Alice is mem1 to be mo re of a god representation more 
than anything. it 's al l tying back in wi1h one of my overa1I 
messiah themes th.1.1 will biter pop up. In terms of science it's on 
the same Je..,d as in Tm-~plane .nd in fJwsey going b;ick and 
fonh between pu.allel worlds essenti.uly with a VCR. I just try 
to get aw.iy v.'lth as litt le science JS possible in these and just get 
back 10 whatC'-·er points and stories I'm trying to make. 
Computers - thinking abou1 it, looking at i1, wh.1.t I suspect it 'II 
be like in the future, what has certainly been the c.ise as I've 
gotten my laplOp and worked o n it - it ·s just computers, will be 
just one of those things that you just don't notice in thiny years. 
It'll just be like, I think I've seen a descriplion one time, where 
you worry about your computer in the s;ime way you'll be 
reJlly deeply concerned aboul the motor in your refrigerator. 
They'll be everywhere but jUSI not noticed. 

Some critics luve .sttn cybenpacc as :a rq,~ ution of the 
underworld, a place characters go to try and solve some of 
the problems in their own world - ofrcn fail ing o f course. 
You .sttm to use time n,wd in a similar way. 

I use the parallel world TerrJp/,ane, Elvmey and in the final book 
0£ 1he series - which is the o ne rm working o n now - in order 
to posi1 the existence of a hisiory that's yet a.ltema1ive to the one 
which I present, which is closest 10 our world, which will 
undoubtedly not be like our world. 

Like The Grasshopper LJes Heavy in nie Man in the High 
Ctmlt? 

Oh, right, yeah, exactly. I rather liked that notion of there being 
several worlds, and I jUSI played wi1h that a bi1 wi1h this book. 
Basically with the parJ.llel world in my universe, I jusl wan1 10 
posil a world which is in not o n1y different from the one which 
we share, but is, in many ,i,,t;;1;ys. even worse. And it 's just son of 
like, you get your choice 0£ dystopias. 

Wi1h the world in which my the books uke place, in the fim 
five, 1here·s a ccruin le1,,d of detachment which is necessary fo r 
all 0£ 1he characters 10 be able to live, 10 get by. And 1he pu.alld 
world alloW5 me to nuke that world somehow a litde more 
homier, in a bizarre kind of VlllY, just that you can say, "Phew, 
we're back~, where you can just figure tha1 everyone's killing 
each other but at least we know why and it's like -

'There's no pl:ace like home'. 

Exactly, jun home is r.uher gruesome [laughter) when you think 
aboutil. 

Elvis seems an obvious musical icon to ust:. Why Rohen 
Johnson? 

Jake is the one who is most reprcsenu.1ivr in terms of as a 
~nifJCation of Dryco as being essentially just, •we·rc here to 
do 1his, and this is wha1 I'll do. and i1's not very pleasant, but I 
do It very well". Jake has essemially had 10 circumscribe his 
emo1ionally life in so many v.-ays, that 1his ""2S jUSI the one 
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o utle1 that he found, of a kindred spiri1. It's more than just a 
personality thing, Jake identifies with Johnson's belief 1h.1.t "I'm 
going 10 be doing this, but I'm cuncd, but I have to do it bttausc 
essentially my soul ""2S essenti.al.ly sold for me many years ago, 
or if it ""2Sn't then it should"ve have been~ etc. h adds an 
incongruous element to the charaaer o( Jake, for another thing. 

At the same time, il allowed in 1he pan.lid 'NOrld - which is 
so much more ovenly r.cis1, an Amerio which is at that time so 
much mo re ovenly racist and eventually genocidal - it al lowed 
me to ha..,e Johnson coming to New York, again, as he cenainly 
seems to have done at one point during the thirties. He never 
had the chance to come back to the Carnegie Hall, to the 
"Spirituals 10 Swinf concert in 'JS since he had died beforehand. 
Again it jusl opened up a nice litt le alternative sort of thing 1here. 

Is Buddy H olly next on the list? 

No, no, I could never do that, I would never do 1h.1.t, nor will 
there be any rnntroduction of EJ..,is., or the Big Bopper, Gene 
Vincent o r Eddie Cochrane. 

Bob Dylan? 

I'm going to avoid him, 1ho ugh at some point you might get a 
brief glimpse of The Velve1 Underground, .myw:ay. 

In the afterword to Heathern you suggest we go OOck :ind 
reread, or read for the fi rst time, Ambient and Terrapla11e. 

Er, yes, except that I've slightly altered the reading order; I 
would say Random Acts of Senseless Violence and Heithem take 
pl:J.CC concurrently, I would recommend, lO those readers who 
haven't come 10 me before or the readers who read me again 10 
sun read Random Acts firs1. 

It's a very harrowing plaa: to sun.. 

Yeah, but by the end of the book, you should be re.idy for 
everything elsie I throw al you. Bec.tuse 1h.1.t was the VlllY I 
intended that o ne, I wan1ed 1hat to like the novd that someone 
who wasn'1 necessarily familiar with my 'NOrk and who ""2Sn't 
necessarily a science-fiaion reader, could pick up, read. h st-arts 

out as mainstream, comple1ely mainstream, and a child's 
narrative at that and then, the slow transforma1ion, not o nly is 
inherent to the plot, to the nature or the book, but it also enables 
Lh~ re-.ider to reach the point by the end of that 10 not to 
theoretically - and I 1hink this often happens - to no longer have 
any trouble wi1h the language. Even when you hit those words 
you don't undemand, you've picked up enough of the context, 
1hat the reader shouldn't h.1.ve any 1rouble reading 1he ot hen, 
and has also been prq,ared by slipping in to the fu1urc world, in 
such a way that 1hey can handle whatever son of oddhal.l. things I 
start throwing at them. 

So I now recommend &mdom Acts, Hut:htm, and then 
Amb1CJt, Terraplane, Elvwey, which are 1he five that are ou1. I 
know th.1.t the earlier ones are out of print over here, but 1he fim 
five at least can now be read in conseculive order. As I say, I'm 
writing the concluding volume now. 

Why has it t.akcn you so long to get to writing number six? 

Oh, because I'm slow and dila1ory. In 1he mean time I have 
wrinen let's P11l tht Future Behind Us, because I did wan1 10 do 
o ne which was completely contemporary. Though by setting it 
in contemporary Russia I ""2S able to au1omatically h.1.ve a 
society that was so alien, so science-fiaiona.l tha1, er, i1 wasn't so 
much a case of exaggeration and extrapolation as uying to 
subdue tbe surtta.lily that ""2S already 1here, in order to produce 
a believable £iaional background.. Bui in tmns of why it took so 
long to produce the rest of, my getting to 1his one it takes me 
usually about a year, a year-and-a-half, to write each book. Most 
of lhe 1ime I've been doing this I've bttn working. and in the 
past couple of ye-.i.rs I haven't had a day job, although 0£ course, 



the perils of the frttlance writer, that can always change ... 

So you 're no longer with the newspaper o r the Anwgamated 
Clothing :md Textiles Union? 

No, no, I was off or them for two years, so, off of them two 
yean ago. So we'll have to just see after my t.:ax bills come in this 
year as to whether or not I go back to a day job. 

It seems difficult t·o see how you could regood Dryco 
convincingly, along with the rest of the world, how salv:ation 

Oh well dut 's the whole point of rcgooding from the stan. For 
one thing it's a forced moral rnrmament as it were. There's a 
very insightful review that Simon Ings did for Found.ztwn 59, of 
Elvwcy, and he points out that at this point, Dryco has become 
history, it is the world, and with something of that size it is so 
big. it's so great, that .all thinks it on do this. It's too late, it's just 
stepped so fu- in the own blood it's dn.wn and unable to go 
~ They realize this cventwlly, but they're trying it out, 
there's this brief mor:il flicker. 

'Back t o Basics' they aU«I it in England 

Precisely, and that's worked just about as well. They've tried the 
same thing in America, and that 's ,;i.'Qrkttl just about as wdl over
there. One of my great beliefs is that good intentions so often go 
horribly, horribly wrong, and certainly in Eivissey, with 
regooding, certainly it's a very good intention. But it causes 
nothing but great traum:as for those such as John, lz's husband, 
who are having to specificilly regood, just finding that lhey 
can't, it's just impossible, but the company is so big and careless 
and thoughtless it just docsn 't even notice much less care. 

I have to gy with the portrait o f the grnerations of llutcher 
Drydcns on the wall in £/vissey, there's a real sense of an end 
of :m cr:athere. 

Yeah, which is precisely what I want to carry. Eivisrey is a 
transitional thing, it's the last time you will see a number of 
those characters, there'll be a few showing up in the last book. 
Joanna, notably of course, who has essentially been sitting on 
Long Island for six years, waiting to know exactly what it is a 
messiah is supposed to do. But most of the characters at that 
point are gone, and the legacy of Dryco has just been so 
poisonous that it's infected everyone within the company, which 
again hJS been the world. 

One of the basic beliefs or Gnosticism was as the world had 
been created by the evil personific:uion of God or by the 
demiurges, that the only chance o ne had to redeem oneself was 
through self-s:alvation. And that's what Iz. does, she realizes at the 
end that she has to go rorw.u-d, she wants to have her baby, she 
doesn"t w.uu to kill herself, C\'en is her death is definitely 
foreseeable. She just makes a decision that - rm not going to die 
and I'm going to make the best of it.- £111,ssey ended up with a 
much more optimistic ending than I would've e:ver guessed, but 
there you have it. 

Salvation certainly seems to go through all of your works. 

Salvation, or the hope for salva1 ion, striving to find salvation or 
hope or something. beo~ it's the only thing so many of my 
characters have to get by, even if they're not conscious of it. 
facn if it's just this vague yearning that they kno,;i.• they should 
,;i.~t it, but they haven '1 1he faintest ide.l or what it is, or how 
they ~ve it, but they just know they need something else And 
it's not so much C\'en J. religious feeling. it's, you know, "Give 
mea reason why I should w.ike up tomorrow.-

I love the line you h:ive in your Loaa interview: 'The fun 
about sinning is tlut you can rq,cnt'. 

Oh. precisely, that's one of the lnsic teachings of the Baptist 
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religion, which I left when I was about six. But it's ,1.bsolute!y 
true, just it's ad i,ifimtum, it's an endless process, the tape-loop o f 
redemption. 

In Britain we're probably m ore ready to :icccpt a villain cal led 
Thatcher. There's the throwaway g:ag of the Thatcher 
monument in Elvissey. 

I came up with the n.une Thatcher Dryden, unconsciously -
although I was certainly aware of Thatcherism, it was the early 
chy:s of Rcaganism in America - but I wasn't consciously 
thinking. I was just using the name beci!US(' it was just 
exceptionally WASPy. But at about the time of the third book, 
acrwlly my first tour over here, a couple of times it was 
discussed thJ.t it was obviously Thatcherism, but I had honestly 
not thought of th.it before. And I suddenly thought, h'm ... So in 
fJvwey, which was the first novd I'd written in which I'd 
consciously tilin some science-fiction tropes and concepts and 
try to tum them inside out and play with them a lot matt, I 
couldn't resist 1hrowing it in the future world- a little Thatcher 
st.i.tuc in a sqUJ.rC which is briefly glimpsed 

Are there any rcfercnc:cs to Dryden? 

The poet? No, no, Dryden just had a nice ring to it. I was 
thinking of Dryden the poet when I came up with it, bul it went 
well with Thatcht:r. It allowed Dryco very nicely, which was just 
a clumsy enough n.une to sound vagudy believable. 

LikeGlaxo. 

Exxt..ly. The things they have come up with since have sounded 
more unlikely. 

l.Lt~s P111 th~ F,1t11ff ~bind Us came o ut of a film you were 
going to write with Gibson. O r was that just wangJjng 
expenses? 

Gibson had to remain stuck in Vancouver. They sen! me to 
Moscow for a week so I could soak up local color for a script and 
whatever. Of course nothing happened to the script for the film, 
but I was able to .lctually go as it were to the parallel world for 
the first time in real life and then come back with this entirely 
unexpected wealth of material. In '92 it was truly like the parallel 
world visit. I went bJ.ck there this past summer to cover the 
election for Spin m;1.~ine, :md I suddenly definitely h:1d the 
feeling this trip out that it w.un 't that world, that it was stming 
to take on really unexpected aspects of things I had written about 
in my novels, but in a kind of wilder "W:lf than I could ever have 
foresttn. 

It's shades of John Sladek who had a char:acter in a story 
called Ronald Re:ag:ut, who t hen turned into a re:al person; 
Sladck's promised not to do it ag:iin. 

Precisely - and suddenly a night in June last I found myself in :a 
place where, I ask whether the posters are for the upcoming 
elections, but I'm told, ·oh no, i1's David Bowie playing the 
Kttmlin. • And all the criminal mafia are walking around in suits 
of really bright colors, and where you're body searched in some 
hotels, going to lunch. This wild sense of 1he barbecue grill of 
capitalism with a an of gasoline tossed on, just really capitalism 
at its most r.unp.tnt, .ind with the complete absence of morality, 
which was a remarkable thing to see. 

I aaw.lly, er, at least enjoyed this thing. I always had this 
sne.aking fear that if I wound up in the Dryco world that I might 
actua11y get along reasonably well, as long I could run and duck 
fast - I was never a big ,;,.,npons guy. ln Moscow I dcfinitdy got 
the feeling that ·This is r.uher plc:mnt·, but again I think I'd find 
myielf duclcing too often, there's always that, the inherent gun 
fire dcmem there, which has just developed. But I ,;i.•asn 't .iware 
of that, of cows.c, when I fim met all of this. 

I wasn't just able to uke off what I read, I tried, all of my 
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books I write in the first person narration, I tried to make this 
one sound like a Moscow, an intelligent Moscow businessman, 
writing either in English, or having had it written in Russian and 
having it translated - so it had that delightfully odd Russian
English translation tone, slightly formal ized and full of bombast 
and an odd son of insecurity running through as well as the 
telling of what's going on, with very dark humor and extreme 
cynicism, which gets even worse as the book progresses. And it's 
just my broad-based view of the world, of humankind. 

It struck me that whilst you begin by satirising Russia, which 
in a sense is a soft target, you end up, with the Disney-like 
Sovietland and the rampant free market economy, with a 
commentary on the USA. 

Oh, right, exactly, precisely. There are great similarities between 
Russian and America, in many ways, just in terms of everyone 
loves money, everyone loves things that are big, everyone is nice 
sometimes and really incredible terrified other times, there's a 
number of generalizations. But then again, my sense of humor 
tends to be so really glitteringly dark that it's just about average 
for Russia. There are times when it get a bit shaven for America. 
But Russians are just so good with irony, which Americans are 
not, not good at all. 

I always get into trouble when I make comments like 
"Americans don't do irony" 

They don't, they don't, but / do. But you won't find it too 
often! [laughter]. 

At the same time, the American ironists - like Vonnegut and 
Bierce - are some of the best around. It seems like there's no 
middle ground. 

No, you either understand it, in which case you understand it 
reasonably we\!, and I don't want to sound self-aggrandizing, but 
al /rust for an American I'm fairly good at irony. Or you just 
never get it at all, and are therefore like left bereft of just 
understanding of why just so many things in American life are so 
inherently ludicrous, but you can never understand it because 
you're not able to see the contradiction if you're seeing America 
with a non-ironic viewpoint. 

Most of the reviews seem to pick upon the quote on the back 
cover: "We can prove Kennedy shot himself, as long as we're 
paid in advance". 

Oh, they like that line; I suppose it is one of my better lines. And 
it's true, you know, Max does have a business where essentially 
he's been able to so commodify, history is just a product. There's 
just so much in the world, even the contemporary world, that 
has been commodified, and it happened in the science-fiction 
novels as well, the commodification of the world, which is what 
Dryco affects. Plus in Russia you've got the long-standing 
tradition of changing history as need be, depending upon the 
political circumstances at the time. 

Picnic in a Graveyard was the original title of the novel. Let's 
Put the Future &hind Us was just the more felicitous title, that we 

Novels by Jack Womack 

came up with, during a moment of inspir:nion back in the 
union, as a possible column head for the president, the union 
president's boiler plate message which is always ~The future is in 
front of us". Where else would it be? 

Yeltsin seems pennanently in and out of hospital - I hear he's 
out again-

- He is out of hospital, but I'm sure that's not going to last-

-Some people are nost.algic for the communists, some want 
the Romanovs back. Can Russia, as it were, regood itself -
assuming it was ever good? 

Oh Gawd, er, yeah, it was good in the first place, but I think that 
time was possibly before 1200 AD. Since then it's just suffered so 
many utterly inept and horrible drunken leaders, and they've 
become so used to being led by the inept and horrible, the 
thuggish, that it's sort of what they expect. But at the same time 
1he basic human love of art, of music, the basic human passion, 
has certainly never been curtailed in Russia, that is to say the 
gracely thing that those people have that however badly things 
get, they can see it with humor, with a joke, rather than 
necessarily with a revolution. Though sometimes the other way 
seemsthe!ikelicstaswell. 

Recently one ac:tdemic suggested that the future for sf lies in 
the Pacific Rim nations - Australia, Japan, the tiger 
economies. You've visited Japan in Heathem. Any plans for a 
return visit? 

I have, yes, but I've never been there myself. I would just love to 
go IO anywhere along the Pacific Rim, and see it myself, because 
I'm sure I could come up with two or three more books. But in 
He.2!hem I just touched by tangentially, just IO give some idea of 
how Dryco is managed. I wrote that before the bubble burst, as 
it were, in Japan, and when it seemed like Japan would continue 
upon its upward economic course, which does not seem to be 
the case now that it has to some degree been supplanted by 
Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, and the other countries, and China, 
to some degree. And it's interesting too, in that China's turned 
out much closer 10 the sort of Soviet Union I posited in 
Terraplane than Russia has. It's just the totalitarian capitalist 
system which seemed an unlikely combination, does seem to be 
what they're developing very nicdy in China, unfununately. 

Finally, I gave a paper on your novels al an academic 
conference, as did Veronica Hollinger. At my paper, the 
second, one member of the audience suggested that this had 

. made you canonical. Does the thought of this fill you with 
horror, or has it made your day? 

No, 1 find it impossible to believe, I guess, because I just think 
that one thing a writer should never do is believe anything bad 
or good that's said about him or her. It keeps the writer much 
more sane in the long run, and much more realistic and much 
more focused on what they should be doing, which is writing. 

Ambi.ent {New York: Weidenfcld & Nicolson, 1987; London: Unwin Hyman, 1988). 
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Books of the Year - 1996 
Compiled by Paul Kincaid 

It was Elizabeth Billinger who agonised over the wide remit postmodern sensibility', while Paul Kincaid considered it: 
given to BSFA reviewers and committee members in 'the first of Banks's space operas that I think has really 
responding to this annual survey, and who finally arrived at worked, the sense of scale, the humanity, the mystery are all 
the following conclusion: 'If I wanted to look back on the in perfect balance.' It was left to Paul Billinger to say what 
MbestH books published in 1996 I could refer to awards and really seems to have won people's votes, the sheer exuberance 
shonlists for same, or I could look back through reviews in of the book: 'How space opera should be, winy, inte!ligent 
relatively current magazines. -----------------~ and pointed with some of 

~~ow~~;ew~:te Ot~:~e~~op~! Books of the Year - 1996 :~eific:~s~in:n:ndr:a1~;:~ 

read and enjoyed last year, 1: lain M. Banks - Excession (Orbit) to match. Book of the 
regardless of publication date, 2: Greg Egan - Distress (Millennium) Year.' 
perhaps provides more of a 3: Kim Stanley Robinson - Blue Mars (Voyager) It is never easy to tell 
service and something of 4 =: Stephen Baxter - The Time Ships (Voyager) what people look for in 
fresh interest, rather than Sheri S. Tepper - Gibbon's Decline and Fall (Voyager) science fiction. For a start 
simply repeating what has 6 =: Stephen Baxter - Voyage (Voyager) it can be a matter of 
already been said.' It is Neil Gaiman and Ed Kramer (eds.) - The Sandman: fashion changing from one 
probably ·better, therefore, to Book of Dreams (Voyager) year to the next. In the last 
talk of these as 'favourite' Peter F. Hamilton - The Reality Dysfunction {Macmi llan) two years with 
books rather than 'best' Jack McDevitt -Ancient Shores (Voyager) Complicity by lain Banks 
books of 1996. Nevertheless, Jack Mc Devitt - Engines of Cod (Voyager) and "fhe Prestige by 
it is interesting to note how Ian McDonald - Sacrifice of Fools (Gollancz) Christopher Priest named 
they do compare to the 'best' Jeff Noon -Automated Alice (Doubleday) books of the year - people 
books as represented by the Neal Stephenson - The Diamond Age (Penguin) seemed to have had a taste 
shon!ists for the Arthur C. Bruce Sterling - Holy Fire (Orion) for more literary and less 
Clarke and BSFA Awards, N. Lee Wood - looking for 1he Mahdi (Vista) overtly science-fictional 
and what stands out is that works. This year it is the 
every one of the books from the two shonlists (a total of opposite. After Banks's baroque space opera the second place 
eleven books in all) has found its way in as someone's (a long way behind, but with enough votes to have won in 
favourite. The clear favourite, in fact, also won the BSFA just about any other year) comes Dirtress by Greg Egan 
Award, though it is perhaps not surprising that the tastes of (Millennium), and again it is a work chosen for its distinctly 
BSFA writers and members should coincide in this way. science-fictional values. 'Hard sf at its very best: mind-

And what has emerged as the favourite from the last year blowing ideas, deep plouing, and more twists than a Chubby 
is Iain M. Banks's Excession (Orbit). In all the years that I Checker Greatest Hits album' said John D. Owen, a viewed 
have been conducting this poll, I can't remember another echoed by Norman Beswick who called it: ' Ingenious hard sf, 
occasion where one book has emerged with such a dear lead. intellectually taxing.' K. V. Bailey made much the same 
It was named by about one third of all respondents and had point: 'post-Einstein, quantum-happy, postmodern 
nearly twice as many votes as the second-place book. It is a apocalypse', while Paul Allwood expressed slight reservations 
little curious, considering that those who chose it were not but still applauded the ideas in the book: 'Not quite as good 
altogether overwhelming in their support . John D. Owen as Permuu.tion City in my opinion, but nevertheless a fine 
said it was: 'not the best of the Culture novels, but one of the piece of sf. Egan always seems to find something new to 
most disturbing, placing as it docs humans very much on the write about and his books are usually chock full of ideas.' 
periphery of influence in the Culture's major decision Maybe we are heading back to a taste for sf when it used 
making processes.' And Paul Allwood concurred: 'One of to be considered the 'literature of ideas'. At least, such an 
these days Banksie will get it just right. The idea of an impression is strengthened by the other books that scored 
excession causing havoc and how the ----------~ well in the poll. T he Egan, curiously 
Culture citizens and Ship brains would II A near perfect end•of• enough given this level of support, didn't 

:;n~:/ ;!!f; grs::t P;~:~t ia~c::~/0
:: history·as-we•know·i_t" ~1:~~/~ew:~;~ b~;\t;rb;:~ t~:~~a;; 

stunning, but I felt that the flow of the KV Bailey on Greg Egan's Dutress third is the only title to have made both: 
story was lost towards the end, hidden Blue Mars by Kim Stanley Robinson 
in the complexity of the narrative and scene switching. His (Voyager). Again this is a book praised for its ideas, though it 
non-sf doesn't seem to suffer in the same way, though.' Not seems to have won its votes not for the merits of this volume 
everyone was as equivocal, however, about what Colin Bird on its own, but as the completion of Robinson's Mars 
ca!led: 'A glorious mess of a Culture novel: Banks has style trilogy, which Andy Sawyer, for one, believes is: 'one of the 
and imagination to burn.' Andrew Seaman said: 'Another most ambitious utopian sequences in recent years'. Indeed, 
typically exuberant exploration of the Culture. Good old- Colin Bird made this explicit: 'Not a great book on its own 
fashioned sense of wonder, tempered by Banks's ironic merits, but a satisfying final volume to a trilogy that stands 
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out as a towering achievement' Andrew M. Butler made 1he 1he Clarke shonlin, and to judge by Vi kki Lee's comments it 
same son of poin1 when he said: 'the epic sf novd of the is the storytelling skill that might have got it there: Tve 
1990s is finally complete and wonh the wait. Robinson's waited a long time for my latest Tepper •fix• - and was not 
strategic changes of scene to Eanh, Mercury and beyond at all diS2.ppointed by this offering. All Tepper's drum
should surdy finally convince that this is more utopian banging about green issues and popub.tion control is still 
mapping that a blueprint'. Cenainly it seems to be the there, but played down much more in this book - more built 
neatness of the w.iy in which this final volume doses the into the story. I'm hopeful that this is ,1 sign Tepper is going 
circle of the trilogy as a whole that has auracted K. V. Bailey: back to what she does best - storytelling. An engrossing 
'A kind of culminating and satisfying ~--------- --~ read.' There was a time when 
ci rcularity: a terraforming completed BSFA Award Shortlist ( 1996) dramatic storytelling, vigorous plots, 
and new terraformings and wilderness Strong chanctcrs and sharp new ideas 

~~:r~i~~~~~dsr~d~ns~a~a~e~::d~d~ Winner: la in M Ba nks - Excession ;~~;ot ::wa~el::ededfi:i~~~ fi~e~~ 

a valediction for and celebration of 1he Gill Alderman - The Memory Palace however much good writing 2nd 
founding •First Hundred•: Stephen Bury - Interface complex intellectual stimulus are to 

B«ause respondents ue asked to Ken Macleod - The Stone Canal be celebrated, J>fflple have never 
name five books from those they have Kim Stanley Robinson - Blue Mars really lost a taste fo r colourful action 
read in 1he previous year, the lis1 Bruce Sterling - Holy Fire as well. Norman Beswick cenainly 
never consists entirely of new books. found it here, C1bbon'1 Decline and 
Like everybody else, BSFA reviewers and committee Fall "9.'""J.S, he declared: 'absorbing, preposterous, mind-
members often have to wait for books to appear in bogglingly gorgeous'. 
paperback or else catch up on books they have been waiting Usually by th is stage in the game we would have 
to read - sometimes for years. As a result the list tends to be exhausted the books that more than one respondent chose to 
fairly eclectic, including quite a number of old titles. name (hardly surprising, given the number of books 
Nevcnheless, it is unusual for an older book to feature highly published in each year, and the number o f non-sf or old titles 
in the list, especially when, as in the case of Stephen Baxter's selected - it sometimes seems that any agreement at all is 
1ht Time Ships (Voyager), it came second in last year·s ballo1 amuing). This year, however, has been something of an 
and won last year's BSFA Award. It has to be a measure of excep1ion, and a staggering total of fifteen books were named 
the book's quality that it comes in as join1 founh this year. by two or more respondents. 
Joseph Nicholas summed up the response best of ;ill: 'A work Of tho~ that feature 2longside Baxter's Voy.ige as joint 
which I'm sure needs no comment whatever, other than to sixth , perhaps the most surprising and in some w;iys the 
expr~ a delighted surprise 1h;11 it is actually possible to most pleasing is 71N: S.:mdm,m: Book of l>re.tm1 edited by Neil 
produce a work of genuine scientific romance in these cynical Gaiman and Ed Kn.mer (Voyager). This is the first time in 
postmodernist times... and even more delight that the more years than I care to recollect 1h;11 a shon s1ory 

:~:u~~c~efi:7t:11~ t:vesow;;~;e ~o::~. ~ "One of the most ;:~~0~a~; ;:::~=~u~; ~i~;i:fti~:; 

~~:e1c :~:~ ;~~ ~e:t~!e~~:~:~:r ~: ambitious utopian ~::sso~~gi;:~rs~n;~;l:~!~:esl b~aj~h~o~~ 

Oiamo11d Age - Eds.] ' k's wonh noting Sequences of recent Ford and Susanna Clark: alone make it 

~:;ge~ w::!lh :~~~ !a;~e~~t l~~~ar~~:;~ years" :::: o~~rt~e~~di~~::sab~::tn:y s~::% 
fairly late in 1he year, has already made Andy Sawyer on Kim Stanley collection which adds to the original. This 
enough of 2n impact no1 only to make 1he Robinson's B1"e Man is, in fact, splendid, so full of good things 
Cluke shonlist but also to figure here as by people who have responded to 
joint sixth. Ye1 again it was the science-fiction quality that Gaiman's Sandman th;it I hardly know where 10 stan. Let me 
W2S picked up on, although Andy Sawyer no1es: 'in a w.iy just cite George Alec Effinger's "Seven Nighu in 
hardly sf - a his1orica1 shift ch2nges our present very slightly Slumberland"; Windsor McCoy's gorgeously chilling "Liule 
and we go to Mars. And, er, that's it. But it's a neat revisiting Nemo in Slumberland• covered many of the emotional areas 
of the nuts-and-bolt Clarkeian space-journey novel and the Gaiman now explores, and Effinger's brings the two comic
juggling with time is at times quite disconcening. And there strip evocations of Dream together, highl ighting both.· 
are on or two St"Ctions - deliberately brief - which capture A couple of years ago I was bemoaning the almost 
that overpowering Clarkcian sense of awe along with the complete absence of short stories form the list, so the high 
nuu and bahs.' And that sense o( intellectual excitement that placing of 71,e Sandma11: Book of Dre.:nm is particularly 
seems to be the connecting facto r in all 1he books so far pleasing. But what makes it even more surprising is that it 
discussed is 21so 2pplauded by P2ul Allwood: ' I thought this isn't alone. Two other anthologies made the list, one of 
migh1 be boring, being just an al ternative history on how which was a reprint anthology - Or, Sp«: The First Fi'llf.' Years, 
mankind could have got to Mars using existing technology which Andy Mills ~ribed thus: 'A n eclectic anthology 
given 1he politic.i.l will, but I found it gripping. Another fine gleaned from the Cll.n2dian sf magazine. Vinually all the 
piece of work from Baxter and I'm sure it will win some writers were unknown to me so this proved to a refreshing 
awards.' voyage of discovery, with many quality stories to enjoy.' The 

There is something of the same sense of excitemen1 in the other original anthology was Starlight I edited by P.11rick 
novel that 1ied with TM T,meSh,ps for founh place. G,bbon's Nielsen Hayden. So far this has only been published in 
Dtdmeand Fall by Sheri S. Tepper (Voyager) has also made Americ.i. (Tor), bu1 Maureen Kincaid Speller's enthusiasm 
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suggests tha1 if i1 does find a British publisher i1 could fe.lture Billinger made a telling point when she said it was: 'like 
s1rongly in future years: "The first of a new series of origi nal reading Snow Cr.uh but more so. I was so conscious of the 
short story anthologies, and those are rare enough these d.lys, process of reading and yet still to1ally absorbed.' 
it possess6 another rare commodity: artis1ic imegri1y. These The thing the strikes me about all these books - with the 
stories are chosen by an sf fan for sf fans: they're well• exception of Sacrifice of Fools and Ancient Shores - is their 
written, thought-provoking, entertaining, they trample distance from normal experience in time or space, and even 
cheerfully over genre boundaries yet remain true to the these two use aliens to take us away from the known. The 
vision of sf as mind-expanding. Patrick hoped the anthology near-future only features in a couple of books on the list, as if 
would rekindle a sense of wonder; it certainly did for me.' science fiction is once more taking us far away from the grim 

Maybe that rekindling of the sense of wonder is dystopia we begin to sec in our daily world. Nevertheless, 
something that is going on more generally in sf at the the near future does occur, though in the case of Looking/or 

moment. Certainly it is there in all the books that featured in tbe Mahdi by N. Lee Wood (Vista), another title from the 
the list up to now, and there does seem to be a genuine Clarke shortlist, it uses thri!ler elements alongside the sf as 
enthusiasm for science fiction on a grand scale. Witness the fan McDonald does. Andrew M. Butler commented wryly: 
reaction to Peter F. Hamilton's The Reality Dysfunction 'Despite wondering ~what's a Mahdi?" for most of its length, 
(Macmillan): ' It's about time we had someone who could: this book had me gripped throughout; a thriller for a media 

a) write well and b) tell a good space Arthur C. Clarke Award Shortlist (1996): age with more twists and turns than 
opera. Peter Hamilton was my a twisty-turny thing.' Steve Jeffery 

~:1::J. :hil~
996

~a;aid Daf~~ Amitav c~:~h~e;h:a;:~;~~~y~~;omosome ~~;i7l:~ ;:~n :~:r 'L:::: J;~~:~~ 
considered it: 'barnstorming space Jack McDevitt, The Engines o( God politics. If this goes out in the US 
open on not quite a grand enough Kim Stanley Robinson, Blue Mars with a blonde Barbie heroine on the 
scale to justify the length. Still a very Sheri S. Tepper, Gibbon 's Decline and Fall cover, I shall join with Colin 

~;~;;~l~:;~~:t~~:th:~~ot:eo~:~: N. Lee Wood, Looking for che Mahdi ~::~~don a Ctmpaign fo r Real 

Engmes of God (Voyager) is, said Colin Bird, 'good old old- The other novel that attempts to picture the familiar 
fashioned sf: solid storytelling and big concepts clash in an world of tomorrow is Bruce Sterling's Holy Fire (Orion), 
enthralling tale.' The same book (another Clarke shortlist which made the BSFA Award shortlist. Brian Stableford 
title) was 'pure Clarke', according to Gary Daikin, 'and considered it: 'a compelling account of a believable future'. 
hence winning no marks for creativity or imagination, this is Andy Mills pointed out that: 'This novel received very mixed 
a tremendously exciting slice of archaeological sf. notices but I have to say I am in no doubt that this was the 
Disappointing primarily for stopping, rather than ending, best of the review books I received in 1996.' 
nevertheless I will be reading the inevitable sequel.' It is not that the near-future has disappeared from the sort 
McDevitt's other novel to see British publication during the of sf people arc choosing to read, it is there often enough in 
year, Ancient Shores (Voyager), received a similar reception: other books that have been listed. There are two of the other 
'Having read and enjoyed his Engines of God I was looking books that appear on the BSFA Award shortlist, Interface by 
forward to this one. An easy read and an inventive first Stephen Bury - 'A rattlingly good political techno-thriller, 
contact story, with interesting politics between American guaranteed to keep the reader turning the pages, but 
Indians, Scientist and the US Government', said Paul populated with a cast of solid, believable characters' (Andrew 
Allwood while Andrew M. Butler drew another comparison Seaman) - and Ken MacLeod's The Stone Canal - 'I suspect 
with Clarke: 'alien contact using the ~ - -,-~---,--,----~ one day he will write biz.arre 

~1~}1~rdr~.tc~i~:., E:n e;hv:s~:z:11}!s "It should definitely ;:~~::;: Ke:ov~s. M~;i;d; t~~: 

ending doesn't destroy 1he atmosphere.' have won the Hugo" Banksian-structured novel is as 
One wonders if there had been only one Joseph Nicholas on S tephen interesting for its political edge as its hi• 
novel from McDevitt published in the Baxter's The Time Ships tech thrills' (Andrew M. Buder). It is 
year whether it would have finished ~--------~~ there, also, in MacLeod's previous 
higher still in the list . And the 1:me for that 'barnstorming', novel, 71Je Star Fraction - 'Triffic sati re of both Trotskyist 
'old-fashioned' sf continues with Ian McDonald's Sacrifice of and libertarian ideas, even if you can't quite believe the 
Fools (Gollancz), as Steve Jeffery said: 'McDonald's ongoing Balkanised near-future Britain he offers' Qoseph Nicholas) -
recursive discourse with the sf genre takes in Gwyneth and in last year's Clarke Award winner, Fairyland by Paul J. 
Jones's \Vh11e Queen and North 1Vind? But it's also a pacey McAuley - 'All too probable miseries to come - read it 
thriller, set in, and reflecting through an a!ien mirror, the between political election manifestos' (Norman Beswick). 
divisions and distrust of Northern Ireland.' John D. Owen Nevertheless, compared to the results from the previous 
also co mmented on the novel's political dimension: 'In a year ye::1.rs this seems a very small percentage, maybe the 
for alien invasions, you can trust Ian McDonald to turn the ipproaching election referred by Norman Beswick was 
concept on its head, while still making a telling commentary enough to make us want something a liule more esc::1.pist in 
of Ulster's continuing problems.' Yet another book lauded our reading. 
for its science-fictional virtues was The Diamond Age by Neal But if the neaduture doesn't feature strongly this year, 
Stephenson (Penguin) which, like Baxter's The Time Ships, neither does the pastiche, or the 'literary' form of the 
also featured strongly last year. Claire Brialey praised: ' the fantastic. The one that does stand out is Jeff Noon's 
wealth of ideas, interplay of characters plotting, narrative Automatffl Alice (Doubleday), of which P.aul Billinger said: 
variance, scope or pace. All impressive .. .' and Elizabeth 'Not having read the Alice books I wasn't sure how I would 
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ge1 on with this but I n~n·1 have worried .is the style took 
linle effon to ad.tpt to and rapidly became .:iddictive. Plus, 
I'm now going to read C:uroU-s Alice books.' A,aom:md 
Al,cr is not quite alone on the list. Of the more literary 
fant:mic we might coum Tix Lighthou~ al 1ht End of UN 
World by S1ephen M.:irlowe, which Gr.aham Andrews 
considered: 'The best novel yet wriuen abou1 Edgar Allan 
Poe - bar none. Fantasy/science fiction/ thriller/historical/ 
wha1-the-hell - the only companion piece I can think of for it 

Theory of Mmd by Sandjid..t 0-Connell, which is: 'the kind of 
non-sf book you find which sf readers should apprecia1e -
and not only because of 1he references to Philip K. Dick. 
Through a reseucher's study of chimp.anz.tts, her experiences 
with her selC-cemred lover, and a highly intelligent but 
severely autistic child, we speculate abou1 empa1hy and 
whether we can reall y im;1gine other minds as autonomous 
individuals. Despite the melodramatic ending, a fascinating 
book.' Andrew M. Butler included Pat Barker's The 

is Willia m Kotzwi nkle's Fata 
Mo7i,Hla (high praise, to my mi nd)' 
or Richard Powers's 71,e Goldb11g 
Varial/ons, which M.mreen Kincaid 
Speller described as: 'Pan mystery, 
pan love s1ory, 1wo strands se1 in 
l 9."0 diHerent decades, it's .1bout 

"Absorbing, preposterous, 
mind-bogglingly gorgeous" 

Regeneratwn Trilogy on the st rength 
of: ~sex, psychi::it ry, slaughter, 
Stevensonian echoes, Sassoon and 
science fiction: wha1 more can you 
ask for in a book?' K. V. Bailey 
hailed Alan Game.r's long-a9.•ai1ed 
novel Strandlopv for 'ancient 

Norman Beswick on Sherri S. Tepper's 
Gibbo11 's Decline and Fall 

cncking the genetic code, the computer code, the code of 
relationship, the code of information. Be;1utifully written, 
mixing Bach and DNA, passion and rationality, i1 seems to 
have everything I might want from a book.' And there is 
pastiche also in Manin Rawson's Tbt Life and Opm,om of 
Tmm1m Sh.:Jndy, Cemleman: 'The first and finest of all 
postmodern novels rendered as a graphic novel? Yes, and 
excellently so, and Rowson has managed to add hilarious 
jokes of his own that ::ire perfectly in keeping wit h the spirit 
of Sterne's original', ::is P::iul Kincaid said. Neven heless, when 
we consider th::i t the last two winners of the Book of the 
Ye.u poll might have fallen into 1his loose ca1egory, i1's a 
distinct change of pace. 

F,m1asy still seems 10 hold up well as favourite reading 
matter, though even here there hilS ~n something of a mo\·e 
away from 1he traditional heroic fantasy to something 
slightly more complex or, some1imes, jUSI darker. This 
.although fantasy of a more 1radi1ional kind .appears on the 
list, such as Terry Goodkind's Stone of Tears and excellent 
follow-up to Wizard's Fmt Ride - 'losing much of the 
~clunkiness~ one ge1s with a fi rst novel. Another adolescent 
love affair is im proved by separation (always a good plan) 
.:ind the book gets much darker as it progresses' (Vikki Lee) -
::ind A Man &trayed by J. V. Jones - 'A 

custom, the mind's dream1ime, the surfacing of archetypes, 
the cruelly shifting ironies of his1ory, all cunningly 
intt'rwoven.' Janet S1ephenson said of Tom Holland's Ams: 
'while not sf (i1's mains1ream-literary-mystery, an updated 
reworking of the .1ffairs, romantic and poli1ic, of 1he poet 
Catullus) ::appealed massively - i1 has a sense of place which is 
both su rreal and bleakly surrealistic. The atmosphere if 
nothing else put me in mind of Gormenghast. Full of energy, 
it is more dense, more sat isfying, tha n The Vampyre.' And 
Maureen Kincaid Speller's discovery o f 1996 was Lovmg 
Lmle Egypt by Thomas McMahon: 'Theoretically, I should 
hate this, I' m no1 fond of the USt' of historical figures, but 
this works. Marly Void, a physics prodigy who is almost 
blind, learns to 1ap into 1he burgeoning phone sys1em of 
1920s America, Set.ting up a communicnions network for the 
visually handicapped. It doesn'1 t::ike a genius to see 1his novel 
has neatly pr-mpted the la1er phenomenon of phone 
phre.:iking, a precursor of compu1er h;i;cking, but 1he nory 
tha1 surrounds this neat id~ is equally sunling.' 

Then again, while there is not much non-fiction ::about sf 
on the list - j ohn Clute's illustrated £11rydopaeduz of Science 
Fiction is the sole exceptio n - peopl e have clearly been 
reading a lot of non-fict ion, and much of it has been 

~~;~i~~~g~:t~~as~~:1;0n:~~~~i:e~;r:~~ "Banks has style and 
book. Not many books make me laugh imagination to burn" 

recommended because of the way it 
ch imes with the sf 1hey read. Steve 
Jeffery found an sf reference in the 
history book Tbt RonCTuc1an 
En/1ghtenmen1 by Frances Yates, which 
describes: ·a brief period in Europe on 

out loud nowadays, bu1 this did, Colin Bird on Iain B2inks' Excruion 
frequently' (Vikki Ltt) - these are 
ou1numbered by fantasy tha1 is more emgm.:iuc and ohen 
much <hrker. Gill Alderman's BSFA AW1.rd-shonlisted novel 
Tbt Memory Palace - 'I still keep finding 1hings in this, and 
echoes of Gill's ambitious romp through an eclectic mix of 
reference , from Russian folk tales, the Fisher King, fairy tales 
and Steeleye Span' (Steve Jeffery) - or Charles de Li nt 's 
Memory and Dream - 'T he best fantasy of the yea r, prim::i rily 
bec.1use it forswears sword and sorcery for a modern sett ing, 
in which dark magic comes 1h rough An (of the painterly 
v.arie1y)' Uohn D. Owen). 

One of the th ings I've noticed is that, besides fantasy, sf 
readers seem to read lot of crime fiction. This year is no 
exception: ln111tallon to a Funeral by Molly Brown and the 
Fauh, Ho~ and Cfuruy 1rilogy by Len Deighton. Bui these 
are only a small s.mple of 1he wide vuie1y of what we might 
loosely 1erm 'mainstream li1en.ture' 1hat is included, usual ly 
r~ommended because i1 arouses some science-fictional 
response. Andy S::iwyer stated this explicitly in choosing 
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1he crux of 1he Thiny Years Wu- where politic and 
occuh/experimental science s1ood briefly poised on the 
brink. Had things gone differentl y, we migh1 even now be in 
a world more recognisable in the novels of Mary Gentle.' But 
you cm't help feeli ng that there was a similar impetus behind 
Andrew Seaman's choice of Gutenberg Elegies by Sven 
Biken s, which he characterised as: 'a series of cogentl y argued 
and wonderfully inspi ring arguments in defence of re::iding in 
the age of post-literacy and the Internet' or Maureen Kincaid 
Speller's espousal of Albeno Manguel 's HISlory of Reading: 
'This has been cri1icised fo r its supposed lack of scholarship, 
but it's not mean1 10 be an exhaustive study of the an but 
instead an historical overview and a personal celebn.1ion of 
1hat most private of pastimes. Manguel is an emhusiast for 
reading (and how!) and his book guarantees 1hat you never 
again take the skill fo r granted.' She also championed 
Longuude by Dava Sobel: 'A slim and admittedly expensive
volume {but doesn't it feel good and solid in 1he hand?), it 
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proved an unexpected hit. I'm not one for hype, but I'm a 
sucku for scientific history, and this book was a gem. The 
·longitude• problem was a scientific dilemma of the first 
order in :m age of explor.i.tion where men were still lost the 
moment I.ind dis.ippeared. Sobel tells the story of how John 
H;a.mson, an engineer, ch;a.llenged 1he astronomer.; J.nd 
eventu;illy won. Filled with skulduggery, derring-do and the 
de1erminJ.tion of one very ordinary man, it is as gripping and 
enthnlling as a novel .' Even ~ Works of lord Byron had 
Andy S;a.wyer: 'annoying the family with sudden spuns of 
giggles in the SJ.me w:i.y u 1 do when 1 re.ad J. Terry Pr.i.tchett 
book.' 

hshtnnan of the Inland Sea - 'it was marvdlous to coml' 
across these- stories which can stand among her best . She has 
gone back 10 what she he-rse-lf has said is he-r primary concern 
- to depict and unders1and characte-r - rather then le-tting the 
the-me- dominate' (Che-rith Baldry). 

As an aside, for the first time a film script makes it into 
t he list, and not one but two (or, in a se.nse, three). Smoke 
and Bfoe m 1~ Face by Paul Auster got this recommendat ion 
from Paul Kincaid: 'Smoke was undoubtedly the best film of 
the year and the script shows why: delicate, sensitive and 
precise characterisation. As usual with Auster, a beautiful 
piece of writing.' David Cronenberg's script for Crash was, 
s.i~d _An?rew Seaman, 'a tantalising glimpse of what we're 
m1ss1ng 

And above all there- are the- novds. There is time- tr.i.vel in 
Orson Scott Card's P.utwauh: ~ Redemption ofChrutophn 
Columbus, medical detwion in Amitav Ghosh's C);lrke
Award shonlisted novel "TM G,/cutta Chromosome ('A fine 
combination of sf and historical detection which has, tucked 
away inside it, one of the best and most chilling ghost stories 
I've ever read' - Paul Kincaid), the- 'pure delight' (Cherith 
Baldry) of Terry Pratchett's 1-/ogfother, ;a.nd The Sparrow by 
Mary Doria Russell ('an earnest account of firs1 contact, 
solidly based in anthropological and historical accounts of 
past first contacts' - Brian Stableford). The sf that 
predominates, as it has done right through this list , is 
'widescreen space opera' (Colin Bird) , the colourful 
adventure-, exemplified in their various ways by David Brin's 
Brightness Rttf, Stephen R. Donaldson·s The Gap mlo Rum, 
Stephen Palmer's Memory Sttd - 'An intriguing and 
promising debut which fails 10 deliver its po1e-ntial but still 
offers more- than scve-ra1 books by supposed mas1ers of the
genre' (Gary D;a]kin) - Dan Simmons's Endymion, Mich.ael 
Marshall Smith 's Spam - 'Mix of many genres, crime, 
cyberpunk, horror. Fast moving and a compulsive re;a.d' (Paul 
Billinger) - Gene Wolfe's Exodus from UN long Sun and 
David Zindell's Tbe Wild and many more. 

For all that, though, it is science fiction that still arouses 
most enthusiasm. There are not just the anthologies 
mentioned earlier, but no less than eight short story 
collections on the list, r.i.nging from a collection of classic 
stories by James Blish, A Dusk of Idols 11nd Otkr Stor1~ , to 
tll.'O new collections by Ursul.a K. Le Guin, Unlockmgtk.A1r 
- ' A really excellent collection with s1ories that m;a.de me 
giggle and one that nearly made me cry and a couple that left 
me fttling baffled and passed over' (Sue- Thomason) - and .A 

It has been J. dr.i.matic year for science- fiction. 

Gill Alderman - The Memo,y Palace 
Paul Auster - Smoke and BJue in the Fac.e 
lainBanks-~it 
Clive Barker - Sacrament 
Pat Barker - The Regeneration TnlOgy 
Roland Banhes - Mythologies 
Sven Blkens - The Gutenberg Elegies 
James B!ish - A Dusk of Idols and Other 

Stories 
Rebecca Bradley - Lady in Gil 
David Brin - Brightness Reef 
Molly Brown - lnviration to a Funeral 
8111 Bryson - Noles from a Sman lsJand 
Stephen Bury - lnlerlace 
George. LOfd Byron - The ~s of LC"Xd 

Byn,n 
Orson Scott Card - Maps in a Mirror 
Orson Scott Card - Pastwatch: The 

Redempt;on of Christopher Columb<Js 
Jonathan Carroll - The Pane Hand 
C J. Cherryh-FoltressintheEyeo/T.me 
John Clute - lluslnJted Encyc/oplHKJia of 

Science Ficl.,on 
OaVld Cronenberg - Crash. the scre&nplay 
Charles de l int - Memo,y and Dteam 
Len Deighton - Fatth - Hope and Charity 

trilogy 
Stephen R. Donaldson - The Gap into Rum 
Terry Dowling - Rynosseros 
Helen Fielding- Bridge/ Jones"s Diary 
Stephen Fry- Making History 
Jostein Gaardner - Sophie's \11.t)nd 

Alan Garner - Strandloper 
Amitav Ghosh - The Calcutta Chromosome 
WilliamGibson-ldoru 
Terry Goodkind- Stone of Tears 

Also recommended· 

Nicola Gnffl!h - Slow River 
Ken Grimwood - Replay 
Tom Holland-Ams 
Peter Hopkin<. - On Secret Serviee Easl of 

Constanlinop/e 
William Horwood - The WOives of Time 
Ronald Hutton - The Ste/ions of the Svn: A 

History of the Ritual Year in Britain 
Peter James - The Sunken Kingdom: The 

Atlantis Mystery Solved 
JV Jones -A Man Betrayed 
Graham Joyce - The Tooth Fairy 
ArloKarlen-Plague"sProgress 
Guy Gavnel Kay - The Lions of AJ-Rassan 
Garry Kilworth -A Midsummer's Nightmare 
Garry Kitworth - The Roof of Voyaging 
Stephen King - Rose Mildde.r 
Nancy Kress - Beggars., Spa,n 
Dave Langford - The &Ienco of the Langfotd 
Ursula K. le Guin -A Fisherman of the Inland 

Sea 
Ursu!aK leGutn-Unlot;:JungtheAr 
Richard Mabey {ed ) - Flora Bnttann,ca 
Paul J. McAuley - Fa,ryland 
Ken Mad..eod - The Sier Fr&et,on 
Ken Macleod - The Slone Canal 
Thomas McMahon - L.owr,g t.m/e Egypt 
Sara Maitland - Home Truths 
AlbeftO Manguel - H,story of Reading: 
Stephen Marlowe - The 1.Jghthouse at the 

End of the World 
Mick Mercer - The He~ Files: The Goth Bible 
Spike MtlHgan - Black Beauty according lo 

SpikeMill,gan 
James Morrow - Homeless In Abeddon 
AlvaroMutis-Maqrol/ 

Kim Newman - The Bloody Red Baron 
Ha1ng S Ngor - Surviving the Killing F,ekls 
Patric« Nielsen Hayden (ed.) - Starlight f 
Sandjida o ·conneH - Theory of Mind 
On Spec· The First FMJ Years 
Tim Page - Derailed in Uncle Ho"s Vie/ory 

Garden 
Stephen Pa/mer - Memory Seed 
Richard Powers - The Gokibug Variations 
Terry Pratchett-Hogfalher 
Terry Pratchett - Johnny and the Bomb 
E. Annie Proulx - Heart Song.s 
Ed Regis - Nano 
Marun Rowson - The Life and Opin,ons of 

Tnstram Shandy, Gentleman 
Mary Doria RusseH - The Spatrow 
Carl Sagan - The Demon-Haunted lM:>r1d 
Franas A. Schaeffer - Escape from Reason 
Sharon Shinn - Archangel 
Dan snvnons - Endym/Ofl 
Michael Marshall Smrth - Only Fotward 
Michael Marshall Smith - Spares 
Oava Sobel- Longitude 
S P Somtow - The Pavilion of Frozen 

""""'" Bnan Stableford - Salamander's F,re 
Neal Stephenson - Snow Crash 
Howard Waldrop - Sirange Things in Close 

Up 
Jill Paton Walsh - Knowledge of Angels 
Ian Walson - Hard Questions 
James White - The Galactic Gourmet and 

The~itePapers 
David Wingrove - Days of Bitler Strength 
Gene Wolfe - Exodus from the Long Sun 
Frances Yates - The Rosicrucian 

Enlightenmeni 
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~ 
Cognitive Mapping 8: Violence 

by Paul Kincaid 

Wt livt in a ,·iol.-n1 c.-ntury. lnt"V1ubly. popular h1tr:1;tUtt - ~l li1tt:uun- - likdy to "=t 10 )ivt m thr gnm, n":limic:dly nuty .,.orld ponr.iyed, for 
h» rdl«trd this: .,,,.r ;and crimt have bttn a fund.unto1al elemmt in the imt-;uu:e. m Rich.1.nlCalckr'so-/G,rb(l992) or Jack Wonuck's.1.pdytidrd 
plots of ;an over,,.•helming m~iomy of novels ;and films, pbys ;and television R.ndom Acts ofSmJdm V"wlma (199]). 
drama. It is hanl to 1hink of a computer g:unt tod.iy 1hat does not have For ;i.l) the persistence of violence throughout the Jut c.-ntury or more of 
violence :ll its guiding force, :ll the impetus that drives everything else. our gen fl', fn,_• sci.-nce-fiction writers have wed it :ll much mott tbn a 

A lot of this, of course, iJ canoon ,~olenct: on one ~e the hero is dramatic backdmh, a propellam to the plot, or .1.n tuy symbol of their 

;Y~:1Y~i:r;:e!Y ~; h~ Prnendy her eye uundered w ~ other, and she ~s surpmM to recogmse in ?im a :t5; r;r ii:;a,u:0
~~ 

up and abou1 as if nothing CPl1Am Mr Hyde, who One!' -umtt:d her m:uter, and for whom SM had conce,Vt!d a one of the first and in its 
lud ~ Or .1. .,.ar dul/R£. He had m hu hand a he:rvy amt, wuh u-h1ch he uw mfling; bm he ansu'm'ti .-;ay ~ viol.-nt of ;i.11 
lnve the screm lincnd n~a uord, and s«med to /men u:,th an J/.amt.:tined imp:i1ima. And tlxn all of a satn=raction novds. 
... 1m deKI bodies. but they s,"1dm he brrk out ,n a gre.11 Jun~ of anger, stamp mg wuh hu foot, br.:indishmg tht St,-.,~ Cur of Dr- felry/1 
are nm .md tidy, thcn is ome, and canymg on (as tht maid domb«l ll) Ilk£ a rrudman. 1nt old gentleman ~- "~ /--ly,:k, =, 
:iX,00

'\ or ~!t1; took a sup l:udt, u,•,th tht a1r of on~ 't"7)' m11ch surpru«l and a mjle hun; and at tha1 mu: t~~~ J 
violent backdrop 10 Mr Hyck bro/« out of all bounds, and clubbm bun to tht earth. And ncct moment, Hyde a fundamcnul part 
highligh, the heroics of our wuhapNik fury, he uw tramp/mg bis111ct1m undu foot, ,md had mg down a storm oJ or h1S ;accrbK e:x:anurutl001 

pnxagonw. Then is pl.-nty blows, under which tht bones wt'n' a1id1bly Jfu1tned and body J11mptd upon tht of the •·eneri- ol 
of this 1n science foaion . roadW2y.A tthtl,orrorof~nghaandsomllU,thtm.1uifamud. civilWtK>n. TI>e Rory is 

r~:~:;:r\~vi~:g :i~f;~ Strange Case of Dr Jekyll a11d Mr Hyde (1886) Robert Louis Stevenson :=t ih~:;~tsc 0! 
but generally sanitised w.u,; a.s b:11:kdrop for far.fetched adolecent adventures, respecuble ;and successful c.dmburgh merchant .,.ho, by night, \V;1S an equ;i.lly 
ruiging from the spice ••ms of E. E. Smith's l.£nmun se ries (193+SO) in successful thief umi! he wa.s Clpture ;and hmg,:d on 1hr g;Jlows of his own 
"'·hich each subseq.iem epi~ 1ttmi:d m feature a yet brger .,.npon, to the devising. This notion of du;,,lity, of civilised and non,civilised beh2viour 
conOation of World War Two :utd :i.li.-n :anack in H my Tunledo,•e's existing sidt-by-side in the same person .,.as explorrd and rxp;mded by 

:.)".'i't@~ J::~:: ~~ h 1fflned john's ha11ds workff! of thtir own, tearing tht ~~ a1ide, gmbbi~a,for i~ks :~ 1\"w~h:, t:::r 
;anything. e-,•.-n more and washes u,J;J~ tht dr.ttu1~?} grew m dq,th and vwid_nm 1k bri/11:mt silk :a p01.ion, frees h~f from 
ol,.,iow .,.ff.h marauding hghnng;fJm of su.-eat on bod/L$ that dutmded and herotd m «sL:UIL$ of pam; arms the anirKJ..tl coruuainu of 
:aliens from 7he 71,,ng dlSJOmud by tht wt:1ghu and pulleys, uomachs aploded by~ rark, bnghz me shape civtliszion.. ~ result II Mr 
(l'>SI) and ~ W..- of 1hr of~ blood nmmng W ~ floor. h Stt111«I tht hm~ tnM W for«~ slblch, ~ Hyde. :a rmn .,.hmt, rdnse 
Won.:4 (l'>SJ) to squalor, n:,m :zl List ~ noise down onw tht paper; Brotlxr Sdusr.ian, unptmffi in from ~ behaviour 

~~:,;•~r{;z 8:l rp1~ of himmj. had finally , dr.irg«/ john auuy by fo,r:e, but he rouldn't swp bun ~ ev!~ Kl w~= 
1herr limply to provide :an U-()rkmg{ ... ] . hun is filled ,o,nh g<nuine 
6(\1$e for a visually He only spo/tt ona, and ~ W Brother .Jowph; leznmg 11pngh1, eyes fnghun«i but ine:xpliablr fcdinp of 
$.Jlisfying sequence of on, and wild, gnppmg tht bay's wrul. '/ enjoy~ 1/1 Brother,• he wbupned. 'Cod and tht din2Ste for the, m;,n. Bui 
screenexplosiom-afarcry Samapreserwm~, l enjoycdmywork. .. ' C5Clpc from civili~uon 1s 
from the ~re m=ge of Pavane(t966)Keith Roberts n011hefrttdom1h11Jtkyll 

~~i;~1:~i,:r':':: :rthe first m11)r sf films "4ter the violenc.r of thr becomes :1 monster of incm.sing v,olrnce. ~~~gici~i is:11i:d ha.s ~:. 

Se,;o~:oz1!:•p!,~ ==1~= ~~/~~:}! keeps the action going ~:;s°~t~~i~to:::;:~.~/:~;i:~~if~~ in ournatun.l violtnce 

by introd'-ICing :motlin- fight jun as diinp begin 10 O.tg. Oa;:asion:ally it wrd Violence is, of cou~. ugly and unplea$2nt, We nonr of us .,.ish to be iu 
to signify the dcg.-nrr.icy of the b1d guys: we know 1he Morlocks in H. G. victim nor do we -.n.nt 10 be part of a violcn1 society. (The adven,e reaction 
Wells's 7hr Ti-M~~ (1195) h:1ve <kgenrm.ed ~ of the .,.,,y they .,.eNve1othe worlds of De.JG,rbor 1heMoi mlhrftmrk, foriruunu. is 
:u1xk d,e peaaful El01. just :is the ritwlised VKJlena in Pim Anthony's =iple~idcnceforthis.)Nevenheless.MthRobeNprovidcsSOOlcthingol:1 
&ttle Circle trilogy (196J.7S) is :1 symbol ol the w;ay diis pcm•apoc:Jyp1ic correction to~•, YlCW in 'Brother John', the story dw form,- the 
iOOel.Y N$ brokm down. cc,nttt ol his mos.aic novd P•- Brother John is :1 ulmt.i:d :lftlSl .Ind :a 

Somelimes violmtt xu » .1. coun~ple, a rtpresanxion ol the monk who is called m by the Inquisition to record their :aa.ivities. This 
2\llhor' s horror a the violena m the rt::al world :l11>UOO h,m. Philip George becomes a series ol picturt:l ol bodies distorted by pain .md violax:ie, bu, the 
<:Mdwick reaard to the rise, ol the fascist pow en by ~1ing the chilling n":li horrordoa nodie in the viokntt: iudf but in Brother John'ue:actiot1; 'I 
violence of Thet:Jr.,,rh G.,..,,J(J939'J. while in the immrd.i:ue aftenn:1di of the .-njoyrd my work'. Hen ..,e see violence nol as something terriblt but :is 
S«ond World W:u Georie Orwell. in Ninmm E.,ghty lwr (19-49), AW a somrthing fascinJting: ii is noi: the violmtt bonl,:d .,.jU,in us but Ule k,~ o( 
grey, inhllJTWle, communistic future in tams of one of 1hr most violent vio)a'ICC, the;ibilityto witness -.mhoutspe>ltingout. theW".ty that fascination 
images m 1he whole of liiemure: a boot ~ping on the hum;,n f;acc, forever. overwhelms disgwt t:lu1 is the true horror. M:utin Amis aptun,s somahing 
Politicalutirehascontinued1oprovokev1olentimageseverJincr,whnhcrit of this in Ti~'s A.-.ou, (199 1) in which we witnes.s a m;,n's life li,·i:d 
is Norman Spinr:ad's cruel but slapdash novel Tht Mm m tk Jsmgft (1%7). lnckwards. H e begins in o ld :igc as a 5\lrgeon who takes whole, he;i.]thy 
typiol of the w2y a gcnc~tion of American writers reacted to the Vietn:un bodies ;and breaks them into the victims of accidents or disease, bm :is he 
War, or Ursula K. Le Guin making .t feminin poim in stories such as 'A gro""s young he becomes a doctor in a N:W concemntion camp who takes 
Wom:an'J Liberation' (1995) bysubjectinghn-pr01.:1gonist to:1srri~ofr.ip,$, wrtekrd bodies and tums Ulan into whole human beinp once more.~ 
atudu and degr:r,datiom. violma of the twen1irth cmtury 1w bttn tr.umnogrififtf. but in thr 

Morr often, mday, wmen p.Um a generalised picture: violence is a mmfonmuiontheoldquestionsolcomplicity.1.Te:iskrd;ant'W. 
comunt bw. oft.-n unrmurki:d pan o( the background to their no>-ds. By tht S.evtman Sttl1U 10 h.1.~ di.scoVftffl .1. uudi in tht noi:ion dw civilis:u1011 
end of b.m M. S.tnlu'1 Ag,,,mr • D.dt &d,gro,,nd (1993), for example. holds in diedt thr r.iw violmtt within us., bu1 Roberu Sttl1U to Nvr found 
v1nually e>'ef)' n.vno:d chlnan- m 1hc book !us bttn ltilkd Of" d:mug«I. m 50fflahing ckq:,tt and more disrurhing. the fascin.ion o{ violmcr th:u 
some -.. ... y. Orviolena is a rKOplised bw. Wl.1.~kwci:al tv1l :is long ago ,mplic:ues us :i.ll in the crimes o( our time.his perhaps th,s ~eompbcny, 
:is 1962, ... ha, Anthony Bu~ ponr.if"'1 be:aunp :and ~ :is ~ com~ this wne fascination, th:u makes us wri1e soeoes ol v,olena ,mo so much of t:~ ~n ~1~~1 ~:~~1the u;:~ S';f;, fuu: ~= ou~ ficuon, and, more impon~mly, th:u uq>S us ~.>ding such scenes. 

.. .u .a future of science foa ion 1w long sina worn off. and few of us :ur 
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From Frida to Mahdi: Some Notes on C bor Sex and Violence 

The recent gestures begin in Blade R. imner, but that is 
only an arbitrary starting point. Think of the two 
death scenes which dominate the film: first, the slow

motion assassination of Zhora, the stripper replicant - the 
lady with the snake, whose shower we have witnessed and no 
doubt been titillated by - her aestheticised and eroticised 
death becomes as a soap powder commercial, with glass 
showering around her. Of course, she made the mistake of 
hining our square-jawed hero. Second, the wholly sexualised 
fight between him and Pris {'Your basic pleasure model') 
leading to her expiration-as-orgasm. 

At around this time Robert A. Heinlein published his 
novel Friday, the tale of an Artificial Person, or, rather, an 
Artificial Woman, whose mother was a test-tube and whose 
father was a knife. The Freudian symbolism of this (cups and 
swords) is such that even someone created away from an 
essentially gendered origin is implicated in the biological 
battlegrounds. 

ln 1985 Donna Haraway published her 'Manifesto for 
Cyborgs', an attempt to think beyond such old-fashioned 
dualisms as machine and organic, male and female and so on, 
and declared that we are all cyborgs now. The cyborg 
identity is one of 'transgressed boundaries, potent fusions, 
and dangerous possibilities' We should be able to expect 
fruitful analysis of gender politics from both Robert A. 
Heinlein and Roberta Heinlein. And yet for reasons which 
wil! become apparent in a moment, I'm uncomfortable with 
Heinlein's novel as an example of feminist discourse. 

At the start of chapter two Friday is attacked and raped 
by enemy agents: 

The whole operation had ama1eurish touches. No 
professional group uses either bea1ing or rape before 
interrogation 1oday; there is no profit in it; any 
professional is trained to cope with either or both. For rape 
she (or he - I hear it"s worse for males) can eit her detach 
the mind(. .. . ) emulate the old Chinese adage [ ... or] the 
victim can treat rape as an opportunity 10 gain an edge over 
her captors. 

Note how the event becomes shrouded in economic 
connotations, as if the most degrading and humiliating 
experience that a person can experience is purely a business 
transaction, an opportunity to be taken advantage of. Friday 
seeks revenge for the rape, not because of her violation but 
because the perpetrators weren't pleasant enough:' Mthe scum 
should bathe and he should have his teeth fixed and should 
brush them and use a mouth wash. And somebody must tell 
him that it is not polite to slap a woman with whom he has 
copulated.~' Indeed: an act of bestial brutality is trivialised as 
a breach of etiquette. I find myself unable to read any more 
of this novel. 

I fear that the average (male) reader of sf will figure that 
getting around a woman's 'no' is simply a matter of 
improved technique, and that the unaver.1ge (female) reader 
will presume that such enforced sex is something to be 
endured rather than deplored. But that was the early eighties 
for you - fifteen years later, after the men's tree-hugging 
antics and the spectre of HIV, things must have improved. 

Take N. Lee Wood's debut novel Looking for the Mahdi 
(1996). Even with the dedication to ·Norman, my friend, my 
partner', one might assume that this is a male writer, were it 
not for the extratextual knowledge that this is Norman 
Spinrad's wife. Here it is a male cyborg, John Halton, an 
artificial bodyguard who is being smuggled into an invented 

by Mary Anne Lever 

Gulf stat~ to further American int_erests. He is being 
smuggled in with the aid of a Kate Adie-like journalist, Kay 
Munadi, but a journalist who has to disguise herself as a man. 
By the time she has to !eave the country: 'as a woman 
disguised as a man disguised as a woman' (334) - she is deep 
in cyborg territory. 

As a man, she is twice the victim of violence; firstly, a 

classic kick to the crotch situation: 

Do you know that if you kick a woman in the crotch as if 
she had balls, the resulting physiological incapacitation LS 
very similar? Well, okay, maybe not cx.utly the same, but 
when he kicked me with a sted-reinforced boot, I heard 
the bones go crunch. I don't know lf it hun as bad as it 
might have had I been a man, bu1 it was bad enough. (81) 

Note the same cross-gender comparison as Heinlein made, 
but also note that this is a situation that the male reader is 
more likely to be repelled by than turned on by. This attack 
is chickenfeed compared to a later ambush: 

He didn't rape me, nothing so simple as pushing a 
protruding pan of his body into a concave part of mine[ ... ] 
He was careful not 10 create an Uljury I could actually die 
from. Not then. Not at first. He systematically broke 
several of my fingers, pausing between screams, then 
expertly squashed my nose into pulp (313) 

This is much more graphic than anything in Friday, but at 
the same time there is something coldly cl inical about it. The 
torturer takes a quiet pleasure in the extended sequence of 
inflicting pain, the narrator unemotionally portrays her 
experience. I know journalists are meant to observe, but we 
are uncomfortably positioned as voyeurs. 

At least Munadi is not taking pleasure from this torture, 
but then she takes pleasure from so little. Haraway argued in 
her manifesto for 'pleasure in the crossing of boundaries'. 
What boundaries, then, does Munadi cross? Racia!ly she is a 
combination of American and Arab, in appearance she can 
pass for a man ('As a woman, I was homely as a mud fence, 
but as a man, the same features were judged as "craggy," or 
"distinguished" ' [l t] but not so handsomely that she is 
attractive to gay men. Nor are the lesbian possibilities 
explored: as a man she operates in a culture which downplays 
female desire, and therefore no woman is allowed to fall in 
love with her male persona. 

On one occasion the gender politics are played out, with 
the CDI agent Laidcliff: 

l said in a low. sexy voice. 'I'm saving myself for you.'[ ... ) 
His reflex was lovely 10 watch. His ~yes told him I was a 
man before hl.S brain kicked In and reminded him I was 
really female. Then he glanced around hastily, afraid 
someone would see and think he was with a faggot. (30) 

Alas they become polluted in homophobic feelings, and later 
cause her trouble. Even her sexual intercourse with Halton 
cannot be viewed as a transgressive act - except for the 
human / machine boundary - since he is not responding to 
her ~pparent malesness but to her (female) chemical 
secretions. 

Alas, in the age of the cyborg, the transgression , the 
hybrid, we return to biological essentialism, and traditional 
gender roles. Violence remains something that women are 
forced to tolerate and, even worse, are willing to consent to. 

Mary Anne Lever teaches se!fdefence - AMB/GD 
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Peter S. Bc.'.lgle The l 'mcom S0111.ll,1 

If !, , I 11, I \Jr~ ' ' " 

Nigel Sw.:kl ing, Linda & !he Book oj the 

Roger (,arland Umcom 
I I I , I 111 I ' ~r~ 'I' >I 

Reviewed by K. V. Bailey 

~ Boolt of UN Unicorn is a lavish large-form;i,t softback rich 
in fantastic, often foll-page, colour illustr.uions, the work of 
Linch ;rnd Roger Garland. Thematica.lly and nylistica.lly, 
th~ match the sations into which Nigel Suckling has 
divided his survey of unicorn myth, lore and "natural 
history'. hs four ch;i.pters ('The Legends', 'Unicorns in the 
West', 'The Lion and the Unicorn', 'Unicorns in the East.1 
are subdivided i.nto such topics as 'Seekers and Sightings', 
'Tn.vellers' Tales' and 'The Unicorn ;i.nd the Maiden', this 
last cont;i,ining an illustration of Therese prmecring ~he 
exhausted unicorn from Boron's hunters, the tone of which 
is Pre-Raphaeli1e, the maiden evocati,rely Burne-Jones. In 
'Unicorns in the East' the unicorn (1he Ch i'-lin) is depicted 
rising from 1he w.1ters in a delicate pastiche of Chinese 
landscape painting. I found panicularly pleasing a black and 
white medievally-s1yled representation of the chase for 'The 
Wondrous Alicorn'. The alicorn was the unicorn's horn 
which w,1s endowed with so many medici nal and magical 
properties (such as the detection of poisons) that any number 
of fakes and substitutes (narwhal, rhino) flooded the market. 
Suckling insunces these in detail, :u he does the various one-
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Edited by Paul Kincaid 

horned beasts which have been created by accident or by 
grafting. The chapter of widest (and deepest) interest is 'The 
Lion and the Unicorn' which, after tracing the children"s 
rhyme through history and heraldry, goes on to consider the 
two emblematic figures in relation to the Tree of Life and 
their association with the sun and moon. In the akernations 
of day and night, phase and eclipse, they have ;wumed 
cosmic signifiance; in other guises, as god or devil, they 
came to be religious symbols. The text includes brief 
references, though there is no bibliography or index, i1 is not 
that kind of book; but it does cover the field pleasantly 2nd 
infonm1tivdy, and delights with its h.ntastic pIDuings. 

At one point, Suckling quotes the Unicorn's 
astonishment on encountering Alice in 11,rough the Looking 
GLm: "I always thought tlut [hum2n children] were fabulous 
monsters·. Peter Beagle's The Unicorn Sonau (not a sequel to 
71N Ulsc Umcorn bu1 a welcome ret·urn to tbe &bled beast) 
stans with 2 unicorn meeting 2 human child, thirteen-year• 
old Josephine, in a small suburban Los Ange~es m~sic shop. 
The unicorn has assumed hum2n shape and ,s trying to sell 
his horn (transformed into a wonderful mdody-producing 
instrument) for 1he gold which could give him permanent 
cn1ry to human life. Joey - the 'Alice' or, perhaps more 
comparably, the 'Dorothy' of this semi-aduh fairytale - hears 
his uneanhly music and is eventually lured by it to cross the 
Border into the world, not of Oz, but of Shei'rah. She is 
greeted by the satyr, Ko, who takes her to the 'Eldest', the 
leaders of a varied population of unicorns inhabiting this 
idyllic terrain of meadows, craggy heights and streams with, 
centrally, an expanse of rose-red forest : Sundown Wood. 



Joey's meeting with the Eldest is deep in this luminous 2nd 
music-filled wood, and there she realises that they are blind, a 
fate awaiting all the unicorns. How Indigo's 'trading' visits to 
LA and Joey's grandmother's escape from an LA rest home 
to Shei'rah will help them, is the story's dramatic substance. 

The charm of the book lies in Joey's encounters with 
individual unicorns and with other exoti~: baby satyrs, the 
naiad-like 'brook jalla' and elusive mini-dragons. Sundown 
Wood, though it has its dangers, is less menacing than Robert 
Hold.stock's Ryhope Wood, but it, too, is a kind of reservoir 
of myth, though its flavour is more 'classical'. There is, in 

Stephen Bradbury Rejlect10m 
("\\ith Da'"id Ho"\\e) Pip« r,i:,.r l'J'lr 12.spp £1299 

Da\-1d B. Mattmgl) (u1th Altermlte Vte-us, 
Cathleen Cogrnell) Altemate Unn:erses 

l'11trl1i:,tr l'l'lfi 12Sppfl299 

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery 

An exercise in contrast: two art books, two very different 
styles and artists - one a British ex-postman, the other an 
American who served out an apprenticeship as a matte 
painter for Disney Studios. 

Stephen Bradbury's work will be instantly familiar to 
almost anyone who has casually browsed the covers of more 
than a handful of fantasy novels. That almost cartoon-like 
style of sharp-edged, ice-blue mountains in the far distance, 
spiked cities and waterfalls, ornate pillars and borders of 
twisted dragons, leaves and sword hilts. Recurrent motifs that 
become as familiar and dist inctive as the little SB in the 
bottom corner. This is what Bradbury disarmingly refers to 
as his 'heavy metal' period, a harder-edged style he started to 
develop around the mid-'80s starting with Freda 
Warrington's Blackbird series, and reaching a son of 
apotheosis in his covers for books by Sheri Tepper, Marc 
Alexander and Elizabeth A. Lynn. 

Up to now, I have to admit, I've not been a great fan of 
Bradbury's work. lt all seemed a bit too pristine, sharp and 
clinical. On the other hand, this is cover painting, not fine 
art; it has a job to do, a message to convey: this is a fantasy 
novel. In this, it is supremely successful. 

Seeing his work collected like this, however, you get a 
better sense of progression in a very personal style, and 
perhaps a better appreciation of Bradbury as an artist. More 
recent work sees him moving back to a softer, more diffuse 
look, in a series of covers starting with Julian May's Jack the 
BodiieH. He also seems to have started a minor trend for 
covers with disembodied eyes floating above a foreground 
landscape. Again, there are recurrent motifs and elements 
that serve to tie a series of books together as a whole. In the 
last couple of years Bradbury's style has changed again, 
almost to a Pre-Raphaelite mood of misty lakeside 
landscapes. The juxtaposition of 1995's The Kingmaking 
(Helen Hol!ick) or 199J's Mists of Avalon (Marion Zimmer 

Vera Chapman The Three Damosels 
(,,11,nu J<i% 'IH'lppiJi,')9 

Reviewed by Cherith Baldry 

The life of the average Anhurian damosel was restricted. 
Carried off by Breuse Saunce Pitie, rescued and married, she 
would dwindle down into a lady and never be heard of again. 
So it should be no surprise that in writing these three short 
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fact, a Platonic aspect to the Eldest ,rnd to thl• rnusic.11 
harmonies which emanate from Shei'r.ih and at ran.• times 
flow over into the Out world (our world) to which unicorns 
have crossed to live human lives. The mingling of perennial 
allegory with West Coast viewpoints and colloquialisms, 
adroitly avoiding banality and sentimentality, manages to be 
unforced and does much, on the one hand, to universalise the 
story, and on the other to make it congenial as contemporary 
fantasy. Incidents in its progress are illustrated appropriately 
with a fine mixture of realism and outlandishness, with nine 
full-page colour paintings by Robert Rodrigues. 

Bradley) with the stylised formalism of his mid-'80s 'heavy 
metal' period is quite striking. 

The work of David Mattlingly is, to my mind - perhaps 
because of unfamiliarity and because it is more wide ranging 
in subject, style and technique - less immediately distinctive. 
Mattingly is probably more technically proficient as an 
il!ustrator, although his figures and action scenes often have 
an oddly posed, stuck-on, quality, as if they were constructed 
as a collage. Part of this may lie in his free use of the 
computer and scanner in composition. For works that are 
intended as co!lages, such as the covers for Star Wars 
novelisations, this works quite well, but other tableaux, 
particularly action scenes, look curiously static and frozen . 

The computer comes into full play, however, in 
Mattingly's depictions of interplanetary hardware, which are 
rendered in digitized hyperrealism, as if someone had built a 
hugely detailed model of one of those 1970s Chris Foss 
spaceships and then photographed it. The effect of this level 
of detail extending far into the background, is initially 
disconcerting and unreal, until you realise that this is space, 
and perhaps you would be able to see that far and that clearly 
without the blurring effect of atmospheric haze. It reminds 
me of the first time I tried contact lenses after years of the 
same under-prescribed spectacles, and stood in the middle of 
a busy shopping centre, amazed at how much I could now 
see in that formerly blurry netherland outside the frames. In 
painterly terms, though, it is still odd, because the eye is 
drawn everywhere rather to any central focus, and some of 
Mattingly's compositional tricks to overcome this come 
across as artificial and forced. 

Artists, it seems, cannot resist playing games and visual 
gags. Look closely and you'll find Mattingly's cat's head 
lurking among an asteroid swarm, little in-joke messages 
among the city neon signs and graffiti. Br.idbury, who works 
in a less directly illustrative and more interpretative style, is 
less prone to this, possibly because he can work his personal 
motifs directly into the paintings and borders. 

An, as much as music and fiction, is very much a personal 
taste. Of the two books here I prefer the Bradbury, as much 
for the stylised compositions as for the short notes and cover 
credits which accompany each painting. Matting!y's paintings 
are often technica!ly impressive, but there are few I could see 
hanging on my walls. 

novels, each with a different damosel as its central character, 
Vera Chapman had 10 invent two of them. 

The authentic member of the trio is Lynett, who appears 
at Arthur's court in Book VII of Malory's Le Marte d'Arthur 
seeking the help of a knight and is furious to be fobbed off 
with the kitchen boy who is soon to emerge as Sir Gareth of 
Orkney. But Vera Chapman does something more 
interesting than merely retelling familiar material: the 
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original Slory is barely alluded to; ra1her the novel traces 
Lyneu's background up to the point when we meet her in 
Malory then follows what happened to her after that story is 
over. She emerges as a challenging character, ill at ease in the 
rOle which her society lays down for her and finding 
eventually another destiny for herself, but not without pain. 

Lynett 's story is the second of the three; first comes the 
story of Vivian, the imagined granddaughter of Merlin and 
Vivian/Nimuc, whom Chapman identifies with Bcrtilak's 
Lady in the Middle English poem Gawain and the Green 
Knight. This is another Gawain, too, nephew of the 'real' 
Gawain, and as Chapman retells the poem she also connects 
these two characters into the Arthurian world and shows 
how their story influences its fate. 

The third novel tells of Ursulet, daughter of Arthur and 
Guenevere, who attempts and fails to make herself Queen 
after the departure of Arthur and the destruction of his 
kingdom. Together with Ambris, the son of Gawain and 
Vivian, and helped by Lynett, she discovers a new way of 

Alice Thomas Ellis Fa,ry Tale 
\,km1; 11 1,-, ~l'~'F 11 :: 

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid 

Mainstream writers who venture into the fantastic tend to do 
so with an agenda. They are not writing out of the heart of 
the territory we know as fantasy or science fiction; rather 
they arc using its devices because it suits their purpose. What 
tends to happen, therefore, is that the fantastic is used in a 
blunt and unknowing way by someone with no appreciation 
of its nuances or possibilities or history (as with P.O. James, 
for instance); or the fantastic device is given far more 
prominence or weight than it needs for the sake of the story 
simply because the author is showing off his invention (as 
Martin Amis did in Time's Arrow); or, more often, both . 
When a mainstream writer, therefore, touches only lightly 
on the magical and leaves it as a vague shiver barely visible in 
the background of the tale but vital for any understanding of 
it, it is an accomplishment to be applauded. 

Not that Alice Thomas Ellis is a complete stranger to the 
fantastic (she has ventured into this territory in previous 
novels), or that this is necessarily a great book. It isn't, it is 
neither as original nor as effective as it might have been; but 
it is all too easy to imagine the hamfisted attempt thar too 
many ot her writers might have made of this story. 

The thing to bear in mind is that Fairy Tale is a comedy, 
one of those peculiar literary confections intended to raise a 
wry smile rather than an all-out guffaw. It is, therefore, 
peopled with the sort of paper-thin characters never intended 
to step off the page into any sort of real life. Eloise, at the 
centre of it all, has the sort of fey vacuousness that makes 

Lrnra Esquivel The Lau· of L01.•e 
( l,,n ,& \X 111-iu, [ l'li, 2-'FF !._!~ l'J 

Reviewed by T anya Brown 

'lbe I.Aw of Love is a strange blend of magic realism and New 
Age spiritualit y, from the author of the award-winning Like 
Water for Chocolate, which was made into a successful film. 
Esquivel's second novel is set mainly in 23rd-century Mexico; 
but there ;ire flashbacks to the past using an imaginative 
blend of music and graphic art. Th is may be the first true 
multi-media novel; it is packaged with a CD which contains a 
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transmitting the spirit of Arthur down the ages to create a 
response for the time when Arthur shall come again. 

As this shows, the three novels are linked, not just 
becJ.use they share the Arthurian background, and part of the 
fascination of reading them is the tracing of the various 
threads, of theme and plot, that run through all three stories. 
When I first came to read this book I had my doubts about 
adding to and adapting the Arthurian material so freely, but I 
don't doubt any more. In extending the legend and exploring 
its themes, Vera Chapman is carrying on the tradition of the 
Middle Ages. There's no reason to think of the Matter of 
Britain as if it was carved on stone tablets, not when the 
adaptation is as sensitive and imaginative as this. The colou r 
of the Arthurian world as portrayed here is a joy; the stories 
are moving and above all true. 

These three novels were originally published in the '70s 
and, although Lynett's story reappeared in the collection The 
Pendragon Chronicles, the complete version has been difficult 
to get hold of. It's here now; it makes a splendid book and 
we should all celebrate its reappearance. 

you wonder how she could have survived long enough to get 
married - or how the practical , unimaginative non-entity 
Simon could have become her husband. Claire, Eloise's 
mother, is the sort of dithering, unseeing air-head that has 
become the clichf for sitcom motherhood. And there is, of 
course, Miriam, the practical, no-nonsense older woman who 
gets it all sorted out but who would, in truth, never have 
befriended Clare in the first place or got herself into the son 
of situation we arc asked to accept here. 

Suspension of disbelief, in other words, comes under 
tremendous strain before you can even start to accept the 
st0ry. But if you can get past the fragility of the 
charicterisation, the subtle incursion of the supernatural into 
a remote corner of Wales has a robust, everyday ordinariness 
that is really quite wonderful. Eloise starts to receive visits by 
four strange men in business suits who talk with strange 
accents yet say nothing she can remember afterwards. Then 
she declares she wants a baby. Unsettled by her stranger than 
usual behaviour, Simon summons Clare and Miriam to visit, 
but before they cm achieve :,mything Eloise ~ppe-an; with :i 

baby. Where it came from, nobody can say, but before long 
the four strange men reappear - and their demands become 
ever more threatening. 

What does work well in this slight novel is the 
supernatural. Alice Thomas Ellis is true to the tradition in 
her portrait of fairy kind, but at the same time she gives a 
convincing picture of a race pushed ever more to the edges of 
existence by the encroachments of rational humanity. This is 
not quite the adult fairy tale it might have been, but at the 
same time it gives a solidity and a menace to the fairies that is 
both welcome and pleasing. 

catholic mixture of Puccini arias and Mexican danzones, and 
the narrative switches between text and pictures - drawn by 
the celebrated Latin-American graphic artist, Miguelanxo 
Prado - as the characters relive their past lives, each evoked 
by a particular melody. 

The novel begins with a flashback to 16t h century Mexico 
at the time of the Conquistadors. Rodrigo, a Spanish 
commander, has conquered the Aztec city of Tenochtitlan 
with sword and flame. As his soldiers destroy the city, he sees 
Cidali, an Aztec woman whose new-born child he has killed, 
and is smiuen with lust; he rapes her on the pyramid of the 
Temple of Love, and takes her to be his slave. Rodrigo 



imports a Spanish wife, Isabella, who eventually becomes 
pregnant. When the child is born, Citlali kills it; Rodrigo 
kills her, and then himself. 

After the blood and horror of the opening chapter, the 
contrast with Azucena's life could not be greater. She lives in 
the Mexico City of the 23rd century, in an enlightened world 
where people routinely boast of their past lives and how 
much karmic debt they've worked off. Azucena is an 
'astroanalyst' who helps people regress to previous lives to 
discover the roots of their current problems: her landlady's 
grandmother, for example, is blind because in a previous life 
as a member of the Chilean military 'she had blinded several 
prisoners during torture'. 

Azucena has evolved to such a high level that at last she is 
permitted to meet her twin soul, Rodrigo. But after one 
night of cosmic passion they are parted; Rodrigo has been 
framed for a murder he did not commit by Isabel Gomez, the 
next candidate for Planetary President and the apparent 
reincarnation of Mother Teresa. 

Stricken with grief, Azucena resolves to be reunited with 
Rodrigo. In the process she will relive episodes from several 
past lives, and realise that the two of them - along with Isabel 
and Citlali - have played out a violent drama together in 
several past lives, each taking his or her turn at the roles of 
victim, aggressor and avenger. Only after reliving her various 
pasts can Azucena begin to understand who she is in this life, 
the karmic debt she owes and the mission she has repeatedly 
tried to complete. During her quest, she is aided - in the 

K. W. Jeter Bl,ule Runner 3 Rephcant Ntgbt 
( ) r, ,r1 ] /41, 1 ] ! !_ !, l'I 

Reviewed by Andy Mills 

Replicant Night is K.W. Jeter's second follow-on to the 
Ridley Scott film - not, note, from the original Philip K. 
Dick novel, though Dickian concerns and themes do have 
walk-on parts. But if you have seen the film (and who 
amongst Vector readers has not?) you respond immediately to 
Jeter's imagery: 

When he'd still had the gun, he'd walked with the black 
piece dangling at his side, its weight pulling down his 
hand the same way it'd dragged rock.like the shoulder 
holster strapped beneath his long coat. Rivulets of LA's 
monsoon rains and his own s"''eat had oozed beneath his 
shin cuff, across the back of his hand, imo the checked. 
death-heated grip inside the aching curve of his palm. 
He's walked across spearlike shards of glass cnmching 
under his shoes. The fram es of the store windows 
through which Zhora's dying body had crashed were 
transformed imo gaping mouths ringed with transparem, 
blood-flecked teeth. 

In a neat twist, retired, broke blade runner Rick Deckard 
is involved with a seedy Mars-orbit video company which is 
making a film of his life. His involvement ends - or so he 
thinks - when a replicant is deliberately killed on set. He 
returns to Mars and Sarah Tyrell, with whom he shares a 
hovel, taking with him a briefcase which contains the 
downloaded personality of Roy Batty, recovered from the 
dead body of Holden, a former colleague of Deckard's. Batty 
wants Deckard to take the case to the free replicants in the 
outer colonies, because it contains the code which will waken 
those replicants on Earth who do not know their true nature 
and could be recruited as allies. In the meantime, Sarah has 
gone back to Earth in the company of two odd characters, 
employees of a 'shadow' Tyrell Corporation, who return 
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grand tradition - by a motley assortment of helpers, from 
Julito and his rag-tag spaceship the lmerpfanet4ry Cockfight, 
to Cuquita - Azucena's b.ndlady - and her amazing 
cybernetic ouija board. Azucena's Guardian Angel 
Anacreome, and the demon Mammon, Isabel's 'teacher', 
provide a more theologically-oriented commentary on the 
proceedings. 

7be Law of Love is a blend of Latin American magic 
realism and classic European fairytale themes, set in a future 
world which, although not entirely consistent, is nevertheless 
quite believable. The author doesn't seem to have set out to 
write a science fiction novel, but rather to depict a society in 
which reincarnation, cosmic harmony and all the rest are not 
only acceptable but integral to everyday life. Her characters 
are as ready to propitiate a volcano as to commute to work 
from the Moon. Esquivel successfully imagines a future 
which encompasses not only astroanalysis and past-life 
regression, but also instant teleportation, weather forecasts 
by planet and holographic TV. That future is occasionally 
cartoonish, and scientifically shaky, but it provides an 
entenaini_ng backdrop for the author's exuberantly human 
protagomsts. 

The horror of the first chapter balances the epiphany of 
the grand finale: above all, this is a book about balance and 
reconciliation - European with Mexican, man with woman, 
mother with daughter - and the ability to forgive people no 
matter what they have done to you. 

Sarah to the Scapa Flow graveyard of the spaceship she was 
born in, a move which is critical in pushing her already 
fragile mind off the edge. 

Throughout the book, Jeter maintains, with great 
aplomb, a brooding, claustrophobic atmosphere: this is film 
noir: the novel writ large. People, replicants and things die 
violently and - invariably - with utter pointlessness: do not 
read Replicant Night if you need a quick chortle before bed. 

And those Dickian touches? WeU, apart from talking 
briefcases we have sentient docks and calendars, cloned 
employees, dehydrated deities, secret organisations, 
questionable realities and conspiracies galore. Jeter has, I fear, 
gone somewhat over the top with the latter: wherever you 
move on this dark set, you trip over a prop marked 
CONSPIRACY. 

Yet this would be fine if the reader did not become 
convinced that Jeter was making the whole thing up as he 
went along. Sometimes, when reading a book, you think this 
doesn't add up, then turn a page and a character says: that 
didn't add up, and the reason for that is ... It happens all the 
time in Replicant Night! Why do the replicant, Holden and 
Marley get killed? What was the point of the first scene with 
the film director? How could Deckard walk away from 
Holden's death so easily? Why was Sarah taken to the 
Safander J? Who was right about the reason behind taking 
the briefcase to the replicants in the colonies - Marley or 
Batty - and what was the point of setting up the conjecture 
without resolving it? How did everyone find Deckard so 
easily after he'd just wandered into a bar? And how, pray, 
does Deckard come out of his drug-induced state clutching an 
object given to him in his dream? I'm especially eager to 
discover the answer to that one. 

What we have is great atmosphere and interesting ideas 
put together in a professional way 0eter can write decent 
prose) but with a crucial lack of any editor's critical input. 
Replicant Night is considerably better than the vast majority 
of books which sport the dreaded letters TM on the cover -
but ultimately it still disappoints. 
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Da\ld La,er:, Angela Den}•All 
Hague & Marla Knou ledge Readmg 
Cart\\ right (Eds) tbe \-Ft/es 

I ,f tr l "" .:' "fl.' _i: ~ •' 

Reviewed by Brian Scableford 

!Any All Knowledge is a collection of papers by Americ.tn 
ac:adem ics on The X-F1Jn. It h;is already achieved a magnitude 
of success far beyond the dreams which academics normally 
entertain; it h;is been published by a mass-market publisher 
ra1her than a specialist press and i1 has been published 
quickly {run-of-the-mill co\lec1ions of academic essays usually 
take about seven years to go through the exhaustive process 
of getting into print in the USA). 

From an academic point of view, of course, public.ttion is 
an end rather than a means. Most books are exercises in 
communiotion which auempt to convey somet hing to an 
2udience, and publication is merely a conduit through which 
the communiquC pllSCS, but the politics of 2cademic life are 
such that ~tting publ,Jhtt/ is the currency of repuution, 
promotion 2nd tenure. The panicul-ar cynicism involved in 
selecting hot topics of popular interest as 2 subjec1 for 
:i.cademic :i.n:i.lysis has far less to do with the possibility of 
making money from royailies than with the possibility of 
docking up publications on an accelerated timescale. David 
Lavery has experience in this line of work, having edited 2 
collection of essays on Twin Ptak.I a couple of years ago (to 
which Angela Hague was a cont ributor), and he can hardly 
be blamed for his relentless application of the age-old 
academic adage that if you ever get on 10 a good thing you 
milk it to death. 

Given this, it is hardly surprising that DmyAIJ Knowled~ 
has little or nothing to offer the general reader, and even less 
to offer the hardened X-Phile. Indeed, the acknowledgements 
dutifully attached to some of the essays suggest that the 
method of research employed by several of the writers has 
bttn to post requests fo r helpful suggestions to the various 
Internet discussion groups devoted to The X-Files and then to 
translate the replies into appropriately jargon-laden prose, 

Ursula K. Le Gum 4 Ftsberm,m of tbe 
htl,rnd St•,1 

l, ln I Irr 1, 

Reviewed by Barbara Davies 

This slim volume (published in the USA in 199-1) contains 
eight of Ursula K. Le Guin's short stories, which appeared in 
various American magaz.ines between 1983 and 199-1. 

Sf, says 1he author in her thoughtful introduction, 'is 
fiction that plays with certain subjects for their inherent 
interest, beauty, relev;i.nce to the hum;i.n condition' - note 
that 'plays'. I hadn't previously associated playfulness with 
Le Guin, yet two of these stories are based on jokes. 'The 
Ascent of the Nonh F:i.ce' - the shones1 and earliest story in 
the collection and one which loses its funniness once 
explained - is very silly indeed and had me giggling 
hysterically. In 'The First Contact with the Gorgonids' a 
couple driving :i.cross the Outback encounter a crashed flying 
saucer and its weird inhabitants. Le Guin skilfully shows the 
relationship between Jerry Debree ,ind his wife through her 
choice of dialogue and action, and by the end of the story we 
are glad the timid wife has become the heroine. 

The stories ;aren't all jokes, of course. 'The Kerastion' 
origin,ued :i.t a writing workshop run by Le Guin where she 
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lightly-spiced wi1h obligatory hom;i.ges to such currently
fashionable academic gurus as Jacques Lacan and Donna 
Haraway. 0nteres1ingly. there is not a single reference in the 
entire book to Jean Baudrillard or Jcan-Fran~ois Lyotard -
how brief fame is in these pos1modern times!) 

Actually, the book isn't entirely useless. 'Rewriting 
Popularity: The Cuh Files' by Jimmie L. Reeves, M:i.rk C. 
Rodgers and Michael Epstein has some useful background on 
the economic history and politics of 'cult' TV shows. 
'DDEB, GATB, MPPB, and Ratboy' by Susan J. Clerc makes 
some attempt at a superficial sociological analysis of X•Files 
fundom. If you read on, however, you will quickly see why 
the editors put these two items first; anyone who stays the 
course to the biuer end of Elizabeth Kubek's 39-page essay 
on 'You Only Expose Your Father: The Imaginary , 
Voyeurism, and the Symbolic Order in The X-Fifes' will feel 
that they have bec.n ploughing through the Great Grimpen 
Mire without even the Hound of 1he Baskervilles 10 kcq, 
them company. 

The trouble with following academic fashions as slavishly 
as the au1hors gathered here is th,u all their muddled 
commentaries are bound to fuse into a single undifferenti2ted 
- not to say chaotic - mass. Taken as a whole, !Any All 
Knowlttige is rather like Frederick C. Crews's classic The Pooh 
Perpltx with none of the humour and none of the variety. 
Why, oh why, is there no Benjamin Thumb 10 provide a 
proper analysis of the show's source-material. no Woodbine 
Meadowlark to remind us that education and esotericism are 
two different things, and - most regrettable of all - no Simon 
Lacerous to remind us that 7be X-Files is, :i.fter all, popular 
1elefiction with no pretensions whatsoever to moral or 
intellectu.a1 profundity? 

If I were pan.noid, I'd haz:.i.rd a guess 1hat the editors and 
authors of this book are aliens intent on exploiting our 
naivety and ignorance to the full. They already have the 
Establishment of the US Eduation System in their pocket, 
and they're making significant inroads in10 Publishing. Resist 
the infection! The truth is out there, not in here. Trust no 
one, ambitious academics least of all. 

was given the task of using items inven1ed by the 01her 
panicipants, she chose 't he kerastion ... a musical instrument 
that cannot be heard'. Here it is played at a funeral, its music 
heard only by the dcceasttl, and gradu21ly the n:i.rrator reveals 
it is her brother who died, and tells us how and why. 

Le Guin alls 'Newton's Sleep' {from a Blake quotation 
praying we be kepi from 'single vision ... (and]... ewton's 
Sleep1 :i. 'cautionary tale'. Ike Rose is :i. rational man, 
determined everybody should sh.are his view, but other 
people on 1he space station stan having visions, seeing 
earthly people and places in the sterile corridors. Le Guin has 
been accused of Luddism, but I feel she is merely proposing 
that human beings need to be 'eanhed'; as for charges of 
manhating, Ike is sympathetically portrayed, his excessive 
rationality arising from his need to control the 
uncontrollable. 

Of 'The Rock that Changed Things', Le Guin says 'its 
anger makes it heavy', but this is to underrate a fine story. 
Once again, her theme is rationality as a means of controlling 
chaos: here a blue-grttn rock causes the nurobls, who 
appreciate curves and colour. to challenge their masters who 
prefer straigh1 lines and black and white. 

The relationship between perception and reality is 
explored fully in the final three stories, all of which use Le 
Guin's latest sfnal invention: 'chunen theory'. Where the 



':1.nsible' allows insununeous communication between two 
points, chunc.n theory (.paa Einslc.in) allows instantaneous 
tn.nl or "transilience'. Unlike the 2nsible, however, 
m.nsilience is affected by the pcrccpt..ioru of its particip:1.nts. 
Thus, in 'The Shobies" Story·, 2 sp2ce ship finds itself in 
limbo until iu disconcerted crew can construct 2 shared 
re:.lity. They finally achieve this by telling a commun:1.I 
s1ory. Things h2ve progressed by 'D:i.ncing to G2nam': music 
has replaced storytelling, and D:1.lzul and his three shipmates 
sing the different notes of :1. single chord. But though they 
reach their destination safely, their re.tlities soon begin 
diverging, and Dalzul's preconceptions lead to needless 
tragedy. 

A good storyteller often points out somethinv that then 
Rems blindingly obvious: in 'Another Story o r A Fisherman 
of the Inland Sea' it's the similarity between how time puses 
in folk tales (a day in F:1.erie cqu.ils 2 century in 1he mortal 

bn McDonald S,tcrifice of Fools 
( 11 U\< l 1 " :~"FF !_ I• ., 

Reviewed by Gary Daikin 

The day Andy Gillespie drives for a doomed Loyalist murder 
.mempt is the day the aliens arrive. Three years later, in 2004, 
eighty thousand Shian have settled in Ireland. Gillespie, freed 
from prison in 1he amnesty which followed the 
establishment of joini rule, is working at lhe Belfast 
Welcome Centre: having renounced violence, he has 
dedicated himself to understanding and helping 1he new 
colonim. Then one night he finds a family 0£ five Shian 
ri1u:1.lly murdered. 

Gillespie becomes the prime suspect in OS Rosin 
Dunbar's inves1igation. Then :1. human family is mur~red in 
the same way, and a Shi«n celebrity goes missing. Gillespie 
Joins forces with Ounserrat Soulereya, a Shian Knight• 
Advoc-,ne, to discover the truth and dear his name, while 
Dunb.ir con1inues the official hunt. 

The basic plot is a reworking of Tht Silence of the L,m,bs 
in the context of Alien Nation and ~riced with a helping of 
fudaror. McDonald makes no effon l0 disguise this. Indeed 
there are deliberate references to, resonances with, or 
wholesa.le borrowings from; 'lbrtt Da'Jf of tk Condor, 
Cracker, Snow CraPl, 11.>t Crymg Game, TIN War of ihe 
Worlds, lndepnu}ence Dry, 1001: A Space Odyssry, Babylon S 
and doubtless others I missed. So is the book more than a 
p.itchwork of secondhand componen1.s gr.r.f1ed onto :.1. se.t of 
worn-out seri:i.1 killer clicht:S? Well, yes it is, but only just. 

re1a.!!:i, ~:ti~ ~~r:~=~~:; fu~: t:r~l~:r ~:u~h t: 
build to qui te an exci1ing - if formulaic - fin:1.le. There is 
only so much mileage to be g:.1.ined from 1he tracking of Rrial 
killers, and it has been done too many times before -
definitively by Thomas Harris and David Lindsey - for a 
newcomer to the field like McDonald to add anything of 
value now. I kept waiting for the point at which the killings 
reveal themselves to be just one small aspect of a much larger 
picture, or for them 10 act .u a catalyst to great science
fictional events, but it never comes. 

And if Sllmjice of Fools lacks the splendid im:1.gina1ion of 
McDonald's previous Irish novel, King of Morning, QNttn of 
Day, neither is it anywhere DCM as well written. What it does 
have, however, is :.1 fascin:1.ting exploration of culture and 
ch«n.cter, wi1h powerfully explored themes of identi1y and 
division. We should no1 be surprised that a Belfast writer 
should choose to wri1e :1.bout division, and everything in this 
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world) 2nd the time dil:i.tion effect. In either case, friends and 
relatives are long de:1.d by lhe 1ime the 1ravdler returns. This 
longest :1.nd most recen1 story in the collection uses 
tnnsilience gone wrong as ,1 me,ms of time tr.r.vel: few get 10 
correct misu.kes and recapture lost love, but in 1his elegi:1.c 
story the ol~r 2nd wi~r Hideo geu to do just that. 

These stories deserve the wider rea~rship 1his collec1ion 
should provide - few Le Guin fans will have subscribed to «II 
the magazines in which they fim appeared. The three 
chunen stories in particular benefit from being published 
together, as they throw light on one another. There is much 
to enjoy here, not least Le Guin's invention of one of the 
most complicated marriage structures ever! The 'sedoretu' is 
a foursome (two men and two women) in which e:1.ch person 
is sexually involved with two of 1he Olhers. It looks like Le 
Guin's inventiveness and playfulness is sti ll 1hriving, I'm gl:1.d 
t0S:1.y. 

book is either an opposite or half of a whole: Male./Female, 
Nonh/South, Catholic/Protes1:1.n1, Love/ Sex, Hum2n/Shian. 
The Protestant Male ex·lerrorist is contnsted with the Female 
Catholic detective, and they find they ha\·e as much in 
common as they have dividing 1hem. Gillespie is also balanced 
with the Female Shian :1.nd finds a son of love where there 
cannot be sex. As McDonald wrote in Matrix 30, he sees the 
Shian as mirrors of humanity: he ::admires the fact th::at their 
sexes are equ:.1.l, that there is no possibility of human•Slyle 
sexu;i,J vio lence. The Shian reflect everything sordid, corrupt 
2nd twisted that McDon2ld finds in male sexuality - bo1h 
Gillespie and Dunb:1.r have :1. scene in which they discover 
graphic male perversion - and his ~nsc of lo:.thing runs dttp. 
It is perhaps c:i.rried too far in one panicululy deuiled accoun1 
of inter-species, homose.-xual gang r.r.pe - not in the sense that 
my "good uste' W1lS offended, but in the sens.e that the worst 
horrors really do live in the unseen but imagined. 
Unfortunately, 1he incident is related wi1h such an unflinching 
eye 1hat one must suspect McDonald himself is divided on 1his 
point, that pan of him wants 10 look and his loathing is in pan 
self-directed. 

The theme of division imersecu th:n of identity. Gillespie 
recalls growing up in Belfast, having to choose 10 be one 
thing or another. No fence sitting during the Troubles, no 
place to just be yourself: everyone is defined by what 1hey 
are. It is a division which has made Dunb:i.r nearly 
schizophrenic in her efforts to serve the :i.11-demanding Police 
God ye1 be a good wife, lover, mo1her. But the Troubles :ire 
over :md everyone is ch:1.nging. 

Symbolically, for a book in which few char,1.cters believe 
in God but all live in the shado" of 1he divided church, 
Gillespie changes exm:ly halfway through his Biblical three 
score years and ten. Ironically, the Xenologist oiled in by 
the police, who lectures everyone on the nature of sex .ind 
violence yet who can'1 keep his own marriage toge1her. is so 
unsure of his identity that he has modelled himself :1.lmost 
entirely on Fitz from Cracker. Other humans are so 
uncenain of who they are that they become Frooks, men and 
women who dress and live like the Shi:i.n. Some go further 
and want 10 become alien. Even the Shian change: they go 
through bi-annual mating seasons which arc chemic:1.lly 
mediated :1.11d change everything, even their l:1.11guage. The 
Shian ue effective mirrors even if, at times, with their 
inscrut:1.ble. ritu:1.I, symbols and panerns of speech - to say 
nothing of their colb.psible figh1ing sticks - they Sttm mo re 
like Japanese Minb.iri 1han a truly original creation. 

Given McDon:1.ld's themes, perhaps it is appropri,ne that 
Sacrifice of Fools feels recycled, th.it it doesn't qui1e know 
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what it is or where it is bound, what it is saying or what it 
believes. It just knows it isn't going to give up until it gets 
some answers. It is a bleak vision which hovers on the edge 
of despair, but thankfully refuses such cowardliness. A 

Michael Moorcock The \Var Amongst the 
Angels 

Unon 199;, 2.i- L]i,'I'! 

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery 

The War Amongst The A ngels concludes a trilogy, perhaps 
more properly a triptych, that started with the fix-up fantasy 
of Blood and continued through a frame-narrative collection 
of stories in Fabulous Harbours. Here the form changes again, 
this time to a more or less standard novel playfully subtitled 
'An Autobiographical Story'. 

The sequence has improved immeasurably, at least in 
coherence, as it progesses. Blood was an awkward fix-up of 
separate, and seemingly irreconcilable, stories published in 
the revived New Worlds ant hologies. The story of the loves, 
losses and adventures of a group of eternals, Jack 
Karazaquian, Colinda Devero, Rose von Bek and Sam 
Oakenhurst, fellow travellers, prospectors .-nd players in the 
Great Game of Time in the salons and southern riverboats of 
a Chaos,transformed earth; the :mion 1hen sh ifted abruptly 
into a cartoon space opera universe concerning a Greal War 
and quest for a Lost Universe between the opposing forces of 
Chaos and the Singularity, and its equally improbable cast of 
adventurers, captains and pir.ues: Billy-Bob Begg, Pearl Peru, 
Horace Quelch, evil Freddy Force and Old Reg, the 
monstrous O rigi nal Insect of the Singularity. 

Fabulous Harbours continued as a set of travelers tales, 
expanding and continuing some of the srnries and adventures 
across other planes of Moorcock's teeming Multiverse. How 
this is all drawn back into the concluding volume is, it must 
be admined, a rather impressive sleight of hand. Even more 
characters are introduced, from Dick Turpin and Buffalo Bill 
Cody to Rose's father, Sir Arthur Moorcock, and his brother 
Michael, a moderately successful writer now living in Texas. 

In reviewing Fabulous Harbours I said, with what now 
seems like alarming prescience, that the enigmatic Rose might 
prove to be one of the more important characters in this 
pantheon. Indeed, 1he 'Autobiographical Story' of The War 
Amongst The Ange/J is that of Rose herself, daughter of Si r 
Arthur and music ha!! star, Lady Eleanor, growing up among 
the gypsies, highwaymen and adventurers, her brief career as 

\dam N ,chols Tbe Pathless \\ dl' 
()nm l'I", 4~~pp~lt •J 

Reviewed by Andrew Adams 

At 400 pages, this is .- mere slip of a volume by today's 
bloated standards. Very little is padding and it is not part of 
an everlasting series (while set in the same world as The War 
of the Lord's Veil, no previous knowledge of that book is 
assumed and it is set in a different part of the world). 

The two main characters are both (initially) immature 
young people who are part of a small community in an 
isolated region. Guthrie is the younger son of the Lord 
(Reeve) of the settlement; the girl. Alia, is a member of an 
anarchic group who have forsaken the general community 
for their own loose assocation of Hunters out in the hills. 
The peace of both the main settlement and 1he Hunters' 
isolated group. is shattered by a rading party of 'Sea Wolves' -
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provisional report from the midst of an un-easy peace, 
perhaps? But only a small story from a much more 
promising world. 

Captain Hawkmoon on the 'high toby' wi1h Dick Turpin, 
her marriage to Prince Lobkowitz and her affair with Sam 
Oakenhust. 

It is this last which leads Rose to the select band of 
jugaderos, or mukhamirim, in the Great Game, on whose 
play entire worlds hang in the balance between the forces of 
Chaos and the crushing regimentation of the Singularity. 
That game, on another plane of the Multiverse, becomes the 
War in Heaven, and threatens 10 break 1hrough into 1he 
quotidian world. From the borders of his ranch in Texas, 
Rose's uncle Michael catches visions of monstrous angels, 
exhausted and regrouping after battle. Accomp.-nied by her 
father and her various allies, Rose travels to Texas to play her 
part in 1he final stage of the War in Heaven. 

This is all a huge amount of fun as Moorcock reinvents 

t~~~J\~ddh:1f~h~r mS:p ~~~:?{.o~d:~ ~;a~h:np~o~;:!~:~~ 
even steps in himself as an eponymous archangel with a 
flaming sword. Self indulgent? Every bit of it, but 
underpinning a lot of it is ll political satire 1ha1 is both partly 
nostalgic for the lost romance of Wys gone by, and a liberal 
anarchist argument against crushing conformity and 
regulation. 

It rounds off the trilogy very nicely, afrer a bit of a 
wonky start which gains more in hindsight. It also poses a 
huge problem for new readers, who might come to this with 
only a slight or passing familiarity with the rest of 
Moorcock's prodigous and eclectic output. What are they to 
make of the sinister albino, M. Zenith, the cheerful cockney 
advice of Mrs. Cornelius, or the mysterious Prince Ulrich 
von Bek? There are times when Moorcock's entire cast seem 
so closely interrelated that it's no wonder they all appear 
slightly nuny. Perhaps il's the fact that they keep slipping 
between worlds, and the shift ing planes of Moorcock's 
Multiverse, to the point where even they start to worry 
about being real or fictional. 

lf you can cope with that, and enjoy the literary 
equivalent of a switchback ride, then this is Moorcock in full 
flow, playful as ever, and throwing out more sparks than a 
spinning Catherine wheel. 

Viking-like raiders who 1ear the place up, killing the Reeve 
and his heir in the process, then leave. Guthrie is left 
wandering the wilds thinking everyone is dead, until he 
meets a member of the strange order of 'Closterers', who 
teaches him some extremely strange things about 1he world 
and leaves him feeling confused about what reality is. 

Alia also has the potential to see beneath the 'real' world 
as most people know it , and perceive the underlying reality. 
Her emerging ability leads her into trouble with an invading 
wizard who uses, but does not understand, his perceptions of 
this underlying re.-lity. 

The book works well on a number of levels. It is an 
engaging story of a community riven by outside forces, 
emerging through the fire and death to something better by 
reaching an accommodation with themselves and some of 
those attempting to invade. The stories of Guthrie and Alia 
present an interestingly different take on the idea of the 
young person who believes themself special, especially as 



they explore the theme of the use 1illnd ;ibusc of power. 
Finally, there are some very interesting ide.H .1.bout how 2 
'magial' world an underly 2 're;i.l' world, being seen by few, 
who must pay 2 tremendous cost for their insight. 

The ,·ricing is fairly solid, not too overblown, though 
some of the .u-ch;iisms {'coolth' instead of coolness) can be a 
liule distracting when inserted into mo~ modern-sounding 
pusages. Deuils of the landscape and the fighting are 
sufficient but not overwhel ming and, unlike m2ny writing 

Larn Niven The Rmgu:orld Throne 
• tltln ]*'• 1~1,!'f !_lh'!I 

Reviewed by Norman Beswick 

Twenty-six ye.an ago the original Rmgworld caused 2. minor 
scnution in the sf community, with its colossa.l artificial 
bioworld revolving in space, created by the mysterious Pak . 
It scooped the Hugo and Nebula awards, though not 
everyone liked it: the characterW.tion ~ wooden and the 
irritating Teel2. Brown, scl«ted simply for having a good
luck gene, distracted from the milin thrust of the plot. 
Nonetheless, the Ringworld itself wu an auractive example 
of what ~ Encyclopedia of Science Fm1on calls 'big dumb 
objects'; and David Pringle, in his The Ultimate Guide co 
Science Fiction, wrote of its 'sheer effrontery of scale' - :ind 
that sums it ill! up rilthcr well. Niven can always think up 
good ideas; what he is less good at is making top-clilSs sf 
novels out of them. 

Ringworld raised squillions of questions, some of which 
the 1979 sequel, Rmgworld Engmeen, set out the ilnswcr -
rather to the book's disadvantilj;e .u a story. Since then, sf 
authors hilve given us many more big dumb objects to amau 
us (Shaw's Orb1uv1/le, Clarke's Rmdnvous wiz.h Rama, Bear's 
£on) and Ni,.•en has gone on to explore more of the future 
history of his Known Space, ohen with collaboraton. Now 
he returns to the Ringworld to 2.mu.c us once more. 

Louis Wu is 200 years old and in need of rejuvenation. He 
enters into a. contract with The Hindmost, the la.st 
Puppeteer, which throws him into a bewildering conflict 
involving over 60 characten (with names like Tegger hooki
Thandartha.l, Grieving Tube, Valavirgillin) and representing 
some fourteen species, most of them hominid but culturally 
distinct and sepilrate. 

The sheer size 2nd shape of Ringworld, and the Vilriety 
and complexity of the technologies in operation, add to 
Niven's task - and in one sense he's supremely competent. In 

Jeff Noon 4. utom,lled 4.hu• 
! I I 't l 

Reviewed by L.J. Hurst 

Lewis Carroll 's Alice books are odd in many ways, one of 
which is the rare number of sequels that have been wriuen 
despite the number of yeus they have been out of copyright. 
A specialist children's bookshop had milny editions, with 
many different illustrations, but no spin-offery. The 
Encyclopedia Of Science Fiction mentions only Alice Through 
~ Needle's Eye by Gilbert Adair (198-4), and over the la.st 
twenty or thirty yea.n it bu been the adaputions that have 
drawn publicity (Ralph StCildman's new illustrations, or 
Jonathan Miller's TV venion, for instance), never an 2.ttempl 
ill a sequel. 

On the other hand, in recent years Lewis Carroll himself 
hu been the subject of scvera1 examinations of his unusual 
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this sort of story, Nichols doesn't fall in10 the trap of trying 
to describe 1ill full right with mediev.11 weapons. The land 
portrayed has the bauty of 1he wilds of the British Isles even 
tod.ty; the people have their doubu and their wise and 
foolish moments, and do come a.live on 1he page. 

Millenium are pushing Nichols .u the next David 
Gemmel. Not being a Gemmel fan, I can't really compare 
the~, but 7M P_athless Way is certainly worth looking out for 
on its own merits. 

true hard-sf fashion he presents his tale as seen through the 
eyes of whichever character he is following at the moment, 
which does mean thilt the reader must be constantly alert. 
You solve the problems with them, ilnd as there -are so many 
individuals and species it is sometimes very hard work . The 
list of chnactcn at the end helps, but it is easy to get u.ngled 
up and confused - well, I did, anyway. Y cl this is pan of the 
fun of the story, the plea.sure of sorting out 2 fictional world 
which Niven has thought through in meticulous deu.il. If 
you've h2.d 2 surfeit of dra.gons and quests, 7M Rmgworld 
Throne is a tonic; and you'll still find vampires, ghouls ilnd 
night people, all very scicntirically described. 

What you won'1 find are char.lcten you can believe in 
and warm to. We've met Louis Wu in three stories now, and 
he gets no more interesting; nor does The Hindmost. One 
reason why the different hominid species are sometimes hard 
to distinguish from one another is that they're not 
particululy different a.s people. They make plans, they work 
out problems, they rind md prep.ire food, 2nd they right; 
their only 01her activity is 'rishathra', derined as 'sexual 
practice outside one's own species but within the intelligent 
hominids'. So when groups from two different species meet, 
they politely have rumpy•pumpy with each other, which is 
supposed to help inter-species unckrstanding. When I'd 
worked out what some of them must have £eh 2.nd smelt like, 
I wasn't terribly excited; but on Ringworld it might seem 
different. 

You'll gather that I'm I= than totally enthusiastic a.bout 
The Ringworld Throne. If you've read and enjoyed the others, 
you'll en joy this one; if you've not read them but are willing 
to try, it will help your understanding of The Ringworld 
Throne to have reild them first . I'm glild I've read it - Niven 
is ii leilding example of one sf trend ilnd it's useful to keep in 
touch with his development and ideas - but with such a 
w~th of talent around at present I don't expect to go back 
tOll. 

tastes, and a Dennis Potter filmscript, Drumchi/d (1985), 1he 
title coming from the verse dedica.tion in Alice In Wonderland 
- in fact, the word 'dream· occurs three times there, ilnd four 
times in the acrostic poem that spells 'Al ice Plcasance Liddell' 
:u the end of 71,ro"gh The Looking Glass. DreilmS cause 
problems for anyone looking at the Alice books because 
while their events can be explained as dreams (Alice begins 
both books very tired), once inside they maintain a 
continuous if invened logic. Thilt is, they do not progress 
'dreamily'. So much so that they are not very popular with 
children themselves, beausc 1he books ilre so dark, so cruel, 
with more than a cartoon crudty. 

Now into this world 'Jeff Noon takes on the m;mtelpiece 
of Lewis Carroll, bringing Alice thoroughly up to date. Not 
so much a sequel to Alice In Wonderland :and 1hro"gh The 
looking Glass, more of a trequel, the third book in a series of 
misadventures even weirder than your dreams,' - or so the 
cover blurb says. Alice is visiting her Great Aunt Ermintruck 
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in Didsbury, Mancht"Ster, and 'beginning lo feel vC"ry drowsy 
from having nolhing to do', aftC'r failing to complete a jigsaw 
puzz.le. In 1he first book she followed a rabbit, in thC' second 

t, ~t~:~i~;;:~ i~~:~ ::;k:~}~: ~:~r:;h:~~1:!~~~; 
.stt time racing p.is1 her until she is caught by 1998. But this 
1s not 1998 as we will know it. 

She en1ers through a termite mound, 2nd finds, like the 
Whice Rabbit, 1hat these 2nim2I cr~tures h;in little pillce for 

'Oh!' cried Alice, ' Mm Termite, yo.,'rc l"St too ... too ... too 
logicilformcl' 

'logic~? Of course I'm logiul. rm l compuierrnnc.' 

And a computermite we learn is 'a termi1e that 
computes'. On the other h:md, or leg, this docs nothing to 
stop :mother termite riding through on a bicycle. 

We :.ire in a land of strange confusions. In fact, it has bttn 
.1fftt1ed by 'Newmonia', a disease that turns people into 
combinations - like Badgerman and Policedogmen. Alice the 
hum;m Slands out bee.use she is not one of these chimera (all 
of them 'invurtebr.ttesl Captain Ramshackle thC' Badgerman 
warns her: '~lk careful out there, Alice/ shouted 
Ramshackle. "Times m:1.y have changed since your day."' 
And, of course, they have. He's already told her that she's 
one-hundred-and-thirty-eight years late for her two o'clock 
writing lesson. H e has not, though, warned her of 1he 
jealousies and par.moia induced by 1he 'newmonia' and 
before long Alice has been arrested by the police, who are 
investigating a series of jigsaw murders. ln Carroll 's rabbit 
holes Alice went back into feudal times - it was royalty and 
guardsmen who 1hrea1ened her. Now we have a police force 
to lock her up, though I'm not sure why Ramshackle would 
h:1.ve used a line from Hill Strttt Sluts to warn her. 

So who is Automated Alice? because Alice so far has be-en 
the Alice that Carroll knew and perhaps loved. Automa1ed 
Alice is an anagram - she is Celia lhe doll come l0 life, and it 
is 1his second Alice who Inds the first through t he topsy
turvy world. This is where Noon stans to ge1 a bil gruesome: 

Uh• bent forw•rd ~I her lqUuk,nr; •••SI •nd then turned i 

couplcofscre•·•oncach ,,ckofhertemple.Shc sw,vclleduidc 
the top of her hud. Alice lun.d fo,..,.,d to pcer into the r;~ping 
,kull •nd found ,nside • loosely-packed mound of soa thro.,gh 
which • million 1erm11n "'·ere scmd,ng. 

Shen S. Tepper G,bl,om Dcdme and full 
\ ~' \ " -1 . -IJ- f' I ' ' 

Reviewed by Steve Palmer 

Sheri T epper's latest novel continues in her popular vein of 
extremely well told adult stories. This novel is reminiscent of 
lkauty in its curious merging of r~l locations, modern 
characters and fantasy/sf; but unlike lkauty these latter 
elemenu are played down until the concluding chapters so 
that it becomes a modern t.tle - almost a detective novel -
that mutates into science fi ction. In fact there are plenty of sf 
values and clues early on, but they sneak up on you 
unawares. Though the two authors have very different styles, 
it is reminiscent of Gene Wolfe's 'modern' novels such as 
TM rt A l'l" Doon or Dnnl m a Form - the almost 
hallucin:nory quali1y of mixing reality and fantasy can be 
found in both. There .are ~ions, too, which are reminiscent 
of Orson Scott Card's Ender books: like &auty the novel hu 
-an t'motional honesty that is \'C"ry ,;i,•elcome in the welter o f 
shallow rubbish which maskerades as science fiction these 
cbys. Of course it m;akes for painful reading, and there :.ire 
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In the next chJp1er, though, we discover that nol all these 
biuirre cre.1tures are like Celia when we meet James MarshJII 
Hemnils, who has bttn cr~ted by a reverse butcher: 

She ruched ,n10 1hr soft. cbmp, •~rm 1n1rnor of 1he g1blns 
(sh1wnng from 1he sqwkh,nns') to pluck fr« • sm.ill pitte of 
µgged -.·ood 1lu1 rat.d JUSl 10 1hc nonh of the l,vcr ;ind 1hr 

kidneys. 'Thi, 1:1 • p,,ecc of my J•~• zoo,' Alice s.aid. 

But Hentr,ils is almost completely lost 10 the world - too 
much a parody of the original Jimi. He had a pill problem, 
but the original Alice had a pill problem of a different kind. 
Alice's size changed as a result of her pill taking, now siz.e 
problems re-occur in the use of handles on Celia's china legs 
that send them shooting up into the air, though unusual legs 
have already appeared in a hut on hen 's legs 1ha1 walks out of 
a garden. I'm no1 sure if this is just duplication or whether it 
represents a theme. 

Alice begins to discover that she must collect her missing 
jigs.iw pieces and meet the mysterious Professor 
Chrowdingler if she is to get back in time for her writing 
lesson in Didsbury. And both of those seem 10 represent 
problems with Automaud Alic~. Fimly, I could not identify 
why the jigsaw matters - it is mentioned before Alice goes 
into the clock, but no t signific.mtly. Why should she want 10 
collect its missing pieces, even in a d ream - isn't losing jigsaw 
puzzle pieces an everyday problem? 

Secondly, some of Jeff Noon 's new themes are hidden too 
deeply. I realised belatedly, for instance, that 'Chrowdingler' 
is based on 'Schrodinger· of cat fame, but while the name 
tickled it did not hammer home its connection, and of course 
there is no cat, because the cat (Dinah) appe.i.red in 1brough 
The Looking Gian. 

So is Automatttl Alic~ successful? It has a lot in common 
with the original works - it's almost possible to think that 
Jeff Noon has got a little into Lewis Carroll's mind, but I'm 
not sure it was a mind capable of sustaining a 'trequel'. The 
work wilh which I would compare 1his is Nanon Juster's 
fony-year old 7M Phantom Toil booth, which also deals with 
time, number and logic in a fantastic way. Try reading them 
both. You'll need to if you want to make a comparison. And 
as Alice probably discovers, you have to make your own 
comparisons -you can't buy them for love nor money. 

p,1.5$,lges even more horrible than those describing the 
afflictions of Beauty, but this too is lO be welcomed, if with 
trepidation. 

The plot concerns six women who make 2 pact in the '60s 
declaring they will be true 10 themselves as women. Five of 
the women survive, but the sixth, Sophy, vanishes - and 
there is mystery afoot . T o reveal more would be an injustice 
to those who will read the novel; suffice it to say that the 
~ndi~g, ~hile not entirely convincing, is as unexpected as it is 
1magmat1ve. 

Gibbon's Decline- and Fall - a title, I imagine, which refers 
to the millennial sense of doom and foreboding that shadows 
the Western world - is a strongl y fem inist novel 1ha1 juggles 
themes which a university professor of feminism might balk 
at. Are men the way they are bee.use of genes or society? 
Can we underst2nd humro behaviour through chimp 
behaviour (my reading of th~ pam suggests tbe author is 
not sure, bu1 it is difficult to tell in the 1hick of plot and 
counter•plot)? Can the victim of an appalling rape be healed, 
o r is she forever doomed to mental suffering? What is the 
conntt1ion, if any, be1wttn the violence of men and sex? 



Was the domination of women as a social c!Jss the precursor 
of hierarchical society? 

But don't let these weighty topics put you off: the author 
is renowned for her storytelling ability, which seems to her 
as natural as speaking. In fact, some of the more difficult 
topics - what is the evolutionary path and mechanism of 
human women given that there is no apparent connection 
between physiological fenilily and their desire for sex? - are 
discussed in the form of folk tales, giving them a resonance 
that seems to echo down the ages from the time we were 
apes. Perhaps it is this balancing act between humanity as 
animals and as social beings that is the central point of the 
novel. 

Jack Vance N1gbt Lamp 
\o, 1i-n l'l'l- 188pp L999 

Reviewed by Dave Langford 

Jack Vance is eighty this year, has been publishing sf for just 
over fifty years, and assembled a recognized classic as long 
ago as 1950: The Dying Earth. Now here's another solid sf 
novel, which is as readable as ever. Some people dislike 
Vance's elaborate ironies, his coolly exotic style, and his 
fondness for describing {at length, and with footnotes) oddly 
conceived societies replete with strange customs, 
disconcerting food, subtly coloured artforms and downright 
lunatic musical instruments - like the new novel's 'froghorn'. 
Personally I love these excesses and suspect that the harsher 
Vance critics object not so much to his characteristic 
baroqueness and verbal furbelows as to lhc fact that the 
stories he tells may seem almost too simple - even pulp
plotted - for the ornate vehicles that carry them. 

There is some truth in this, the fine point of judgement 
concerning whether the rich icing is being applied to a good 
plain cake or a slale one. Cenainly Night Lamp features many 
standard plot elements, often already used by Vance himself. 
The young hero, Jaro, has amnesia - as did the hero of 
Mamne: Alas/or 933 and a million books by others - and is 
(here owing to adoption) something of a social outsider - as 
in numerous Vance novels, notably The Blue World and 
Emphyrio. As in Emphyrio and the Cadwa! Chronicles, he 
longs for and ultimately attains his own spaceship to travel 
freely about the Gaean Reach. Shady property speculators 
covet his home, as in Ma;ke: Thaery; and as in that book and 
each volume of the Demon Princes sequence, he ultimately 
sees the not entirely satisfying destruction of his lifelong 
enemy. As in {again) Cadwal, there is a strengthening 
relationship with a fond and competent father, strife with an 
appalling adolescent gang, and difficulties with a theoretical 
ally whose sufferings should make him an object of 
sympathy but who has been driven by them into complexly 
malevolent insanity. Lots of other such points could be cited. 

Yet Nigbt Ulmp certainly doesn't feel stale. There is a real 
sense of doom in the few childhood images that haunt Jaro, 
as though (as also seemed to happen in the slenderly plotted 
Marune) Vance is interminently touching on electrifying 
personal archetypes. The last torment of Jaro's mother is as 
hideously inventive as anything in the Musical Hell of Bosch; 
we can believe that Jaro has to fortet, and later wince at a 
stroke of irony when the desperately lying villain relates a 
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There is also a curious, almost muted, Christianity about 
the novel; many Christian sy mbols make an appearance, and 
there is talk of the Horned Devil and others. This seems to 
fit into the general flow of the book, especially since it is set 
in an America where ninety-odd percent of the people are 
still Christians; but if .rnything there is an underlying anti
Christian st,rnce. 

If you have not re,,d Sheri Tepper before, this is probably 
not the best one to start with. Though it is certainly worth 
reading, it carries a heavy punch that some may not want . 
All in all, though, it is recommended, especially if you are 
already familiar with her work. 

version of events which is somewhat truer than Jaro can ever 
know. His quirky professorial foster-parents - whom one has 
come to like - need to be disposed of, and (rather than stoop 
to traditional means, such as a traffic accident) Vance takes 
some trouble to invent yet another bizarre society whose 
peculiar obsessions lead all too logically and even semi
comically to the couple's fale. Other diversions from Jaro's 
own story include two other characters' tales of grisly doings, 
one of these quite irrelevant. 

My own digression is into a Theory of Successful Self
lndulgence. Old and revered sf authors notoriously produce 
longer and more sprawling works than in their prime, 
perhaps not so much because trembling editors are afraid to 

suggest cuts as because typical book lengths have 
considerably increased, while the average Dean of SF's notion 
of how much plot is suitable for a novel may not have 
changed in decades. Hence, possibly, the padded feel of the 
later Asimov's gaseous expositions or the later Heinlein's 
endless wrangling about protocol and sex. Contrariwise, 
when writing sf at greater length (as here and in Araminta 
SLltio11) Vance gives us more of what he's good at: warped 
sociology on successive worlds, meticulous landscape
painting in subtle colours, and numerous touches of satire. 
The class system on planet Gallingale is characteristic, with 
its frenetic upward striving to join ever more elitist peer
groups with suspiciously frat-like names - 'from Parnassians 
to Black H ats to Underwoods, to Squared Circles, then 
perhaps to Val Verdes or Sick Chickens' - the apex of the 
pyramid being the sonorously titled aristocracy of the Clam 
Muffins. 

Admittedly, Night Ulmp is eccentrically paced and slightly 
shambolic in construction. The conclusion trails off into 
conventional boy-wins-girl happiness, with just a bracing 
touch of uncertainty; but despite many cheery and even 
funny passages, this novel is somewhat darker than expected 
from this author. Vance seems much possessed by death, 
perhaps no unusual thing for an octogenarian. One poignant 
aside concerns the dilapidated libraries of the ancient world 
Fader (whose lonely sun is Night Lamp): all their books, 
millennia old yet still compelling, are the last persona! 
testaments of people who earnestly wanted to convey 
something of themselves into the unknown future. 
Comment would be superfluous. Jack Vance has already 
succeeded in this traditional auctoria! goal, but I hope he'!! be 
with us for a while longer, and able to convey some more. 
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:\hmm Zmuncr Br:tdlc,. I 1~a Burnmg Bnght 
c\ndn: :'\orlon &. \ ·•~ ~ 

\leri.cdcs I .,d,c, 
Reviewed by Vikki Lee 

According 10 the cover blurb, Tir Bummg Bright is •from thrtt 
legcnd,uy .iuthors, ;1 stunning novel of cunning, magic ;md power". 
Hmmm;ltt'sscc-. 

Mc-rin.i is .i ci1y th.it h:u al~ys known pc.ice under the rult of 
tht Houst of the Tigtr. Tht current House is rultd. by ;1 formidable 
trio of femalts - the ruling Queen, Lydana: her mother, the 
Dowager Q ueen Adele; and Lydana's impetuous d.iughter, Princeu 
Shelyra. The marauding Imperial Army of tht Empnor Balthasar Is 
fan approaching Merim, and the cemurics-long peace is about to be 
shauered. The all-conquering army cannot be defe.ited by a city 1hat 
has no sunding umy of in own. nor can ii be bribed. Merin.i, then, 
can only open its doors and adrni1 1he entrny, hoping 10 eventually 
defeat it from ,.,i,hin. 

The Do..-.iger Quecn leads ;1 double lift, as Gcmen Elfrida, a 
Grey Robe in tht 1emple of tht Goddess of l.igh1. Her dt-ath ;u 

Adele is arranged~ broadas1, supposedly ll ;1 result of tht f.i]I of 
Merim1. Sht is now frtt to begin her pan. in 1he battle agains1 1he 
ururpers. 

Lydan.i .ippuently flen 1be c11y, but remains in duguise 10 
uodcrmme the new regime. Shdyn.. also suppoud 10 flee the city. 
remains hidden m tht w;irrm of puuges that nddle the city of 
Merio.i and ~ins her o,'D campaign 10 nd 1he city of its enemies. 
It is from the rebtivt saftiy ont of lht$C' secret p:uugcs that she firn 
becomes aware of 1he disaff«uon bct..-ttn the Emperor Balth:uar 
and his son, Prince Leopold. 

This is a wel\-..,·rinen tale abou1 thrtt resourceful "·omtn's 
baule of brams over bra,..·n, againn a darker evil than ever they 
imagintd when fim handing Merina over 10 their enemy. It is no1 
the Emperor they have to defeat in order to regain peace, but the 
Sorcerer, Apolon, and his necromantic army, who are the real 
power behind Balthasar and his relentless quest for world 
domi1mion. 

I ha\'e 10 say that although this book will never bt deemed 'the 
eutun~ edge of fanusy". it is a hugely enjoyable and involving read 
mdec-d. Th t> characters are \·ery wdl drawn and, for the most part, 
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tXlrtmtly likeable. Tht plot 1s engaging, ahhoul?,h ont c.w stt whtrt• 
ii ,s ltadmg from tlITle to 1imt, so thtrt arc f,,.,, real surpr~. Ont 
.i:lso finds oneself uymg 10 1dvmfy "''h1ch of 1he famasy lummants 
wrolt 111•h1ch m.un character role; I h.ivt my own lhoughu on 1h1s. 
but you "''111 ha,•e to buy 1hc book and re.id lo d«ide for younclf. I 
would highly r«ommtod thili book as ont 10 ,·hinlt .iway a ftw 
houn - you will not be ifuappointtd. 

R;m,sc~ (_ :tmpbdl !be /louse 011 .\,1zareth JI,// 
lh 1 -< rr' 
Rtviewed by Aody Mills 

The d111·clling of the title - N:u..uill - h:.is a dark p:.ist, ""'ith 11,,•i1chcs 
being (somewhat improbably) ton.ured 1herc before the origm:d 
house, ton.urers and victims were all consumed by fire. When 
fifteen-year-old Amy Priestley and her fathtr move in10 ;1 flat in the 
rtnov:ned mansion, a link is opened with the past. Aee1ing glimpses 
are seen of terrible creatures. Worse, Oswald Priestley begins 10 

change, turning into one of the witchfindcrs of yore. And guess who 
histarge1is .. 

SFX liked this book so much it graded i1 A+. /mt>no,1e thoughc 
it "fint-cbn". It irriuted tht hell out of me. Why? Well, the story of 
the possessed house, if scary in p.im, is ;1 hackneyed one and 
Ramsty Campbell offers no new v.1rian1 on it. All the characters 
savt Amy ue ciphtrs; despite a number of lhem {the other rt>sidcnt.s 
of 1he development) being in1roduced early on, thry art soon 
vin.ua.lly 1gnortd. Oswald's gro,..ing pununical spttch is consmcnl 
with his possession but 1hat doe:,;n'1 explain .,.hy his .1ittitudts arc 
mirrorrd by almost tvtryooc tlse U1 tht book:. thert is a duturbing 
simi.lari1y in the dialogue. 

There arc. of course, redeeming fea1urts. Tut climactic duel 
betwttn good and evil is txeiung and tht horror i1 eontllm 1s, well, 
horriblt. h will doubtless utisfy horror fans. And 1his is ,1 book 
which will speak directly to 1ecn.1gcrs, :.is i1 lucidly fflows the lack of 
powtr they have rcl.1tivt to adults (Amy and her boyfnend uc 
diunningly ordin.1ry kids who arc lrtaitd with ruspie1on or 
condescension by every adult around them). Indeed, perhaps 7he 
Houw on N1'ZAnth Hill is meant 10 read a5 ;1 commentary on how 
care c;rn so easily turn 10 abuse: if i1 is, it's an lmponant statement, 
but one which is here swamped by the gtnrc packaging. 

I Iumphrc, ( arpcntcr !be luJ..·fmg5 CS I et..15, 
f RR Tolk1e11, Ch.tries 

\\ i/l,.1111~ ,md their fne11ds 
II 'l' 

Reviewed by Norman Beswick 

This bscim1U1g book w:u awarded the Somerset Maugham A wud 
for bcs1 biogn.phy on in firs, public,uion in 1978. h gives a well
rcscarcbed acc;ount of a unal.l group of writers and academics who 
mtt regubrly aod informally in pubs ~ m C S Lewis' Oxford 
college roonu, to discu.u theology aod littn.turc and read tach 01her 
cxtnru from books in progrcu. Tut in1ernt for Vtctor readers u 
1h.11 C S Lew~ wrote tht Nami.a stones and the sp.u:e 1ri.logy 
beginning with Owl of UN Silent Pl,,net. ll well a5 books of popular 
rel1g1on: that Tolkien wrote 1heHobb1t and 7helordofUNRmgs, a5 

..-ell as tomes on Old English: aod tha1 Charles Wi1liams wro1e 
theological thrillers -u wtll as ?Xtrr and works of litcn.ry ;md 
religious exposition. 

They were a strange group, in many ways nuffily con.scrv.nivt 
and prejudiced; aod Lc .. •is, the person around .,,horn thl' Inklings 
g3thered, was the oddest of them all. Despite his religious cen.itudes, 
one wonders whe1her ht evu truly grew up. Only in the la tter years 
of his life did he, to his own surprise, find himself in a loving 
relationship with a woman, unexpectedly marrying a divorced 
American, Joy Gresh.1m, who w:u later to dit tngically from bone 

More ann.ctive as a person w-u Charles Williams. a sclf-educ:111cd 
literary emhusiast working for tht Oxford University Press, ;1 



charismatic adult education lecturu of mormous energies, ,,,hose 

supernatural thrillers were weird and his T alicsin poems 
LI\comprehensible. 

Tolkien, whose biography Carpenter had already "9.'rtttcn, seems 

.1.lmon normal by comparison: suspicious of modernity, duply 
C.1tholic and dedicated to the recreation of old myth. Endc:anngly, 
all three drank huge quantities of beer and on walking holidays seem 
to have proceeded from pub to pub. 

One hopes this boo k may revive i.ntcrnt LIi Charles Williams' 
noveh (for example War in Heavm, ).fany Dimemiom and TT1r Great 
Divorce); and Hobbit enthusiasts will wish that they had been 

pres mt as T olkicn read the latest chaptu 10 his fascinated friends . 

Nam.:y Collins, Dt1rk Lot•e 22 Tales of Lust 
l du ard Kramer & and Obsemon 
Martin Greenberg "\ I h I f' ' " 1 -+ 1 i 1 , , 

(eds) 
Reviewed by: Stephen Deas 

Bad Cupid. Shouldn ·1 have dropped that acid. Shouldn ·1 ha,•c dum

dum' ed those arrows ei1her. Maybe blame Psyche - fancy carving 
'Tic me down a11d Fuck me' :across herself like that. 

Get the picmre? Lust and obsession LIi abundance. but the main 
title sums it up better. T ake a good strong dme of love. tho:-n squeeze 
it, bt'nd it, warp it LI\10 something it was never meant 10 be. Add a 
gcn,:-rous dos.es of violo:-ncc and insanity and a linle d.uk humour, 
fl:a,•our "9.'ith the toxin of your choice and behold! Dark lot"t! Oh, 
and i1 doesn't s.ay this on the jacket ;i.ny..,,·hcrc, but it should 
probably be kept away from children, pncnts, loved ones and other 
impressionable minds. 

The s10ries themselves steer .a course from sheer pornography 
(Karl Wagner's 'Locked Away') 10 tripping along in.side the head of 
someone who's way over the edge (Kathe Koja's 'Pas de Deux' - I 
defy anyone to read this and sii\l fed comfortable by the end), to 
what could almmt ho:- a touching true story (Nancy Collins' 'Thin 
Walls'), to the inevitable Jack-t he-Ripper story. The quality's 
variable, but there's nothing that's painful 10 read (actually there is, 
but it 's a good pain), and several of them .uc quite excellent. Don't 
be fooled by the names on 1hc fro nt - not that 1hey'rc not good 
s10rics, but 1hcy certainly don'I s1:md om from the crowd. 

This is not :a nice book. It scu out 10 be bloody and sick and 
nasty and twisted and gloriously politically incorrect, and it 
succeeds admirably. I wam more ... 

Ja!..:k Deighton \ S011 of the Ro,k 
l)rt'I! I ,~ 1 -If I ' 

Reviewed by Steve Palmer 

This fim novel by a Scottish writer ncw-ish 10 1hc British scene (he 
is :a veteran of 'Imenonc' :and 'NcwWorlds') s1ands :as evidence 

against :all 1hosc cynics who keep s:aylilg British SF is dad. British 
SF is not de.ad, and here is a unique tale ! O prove it. 

In an unspecified future universe where interstellar travel is 
possible, Alan, the cemral character of the novel, is advancing his 
career as a mining expert with a multi-planet conglomerate. On the 

planet of Copper he meets the woman destined to be the love o f his 
life, Sile, but he also meets a curious and repulsive old man called 
Sonny, For this is a universe where nobody ages thanks to wonder
drug Euthanol. Sonny, sitting alone in his rock-strewn landscape, 
mracts and repulses Alan and Sile; day after day he sits and talks 
about the Rock, a piece of geology with some religious significance, 
for which he is the last gu:ardi.m. 

A web of relationships is .,,.oven in the fim half of the novel, :as 
Alan and Sile embark on their passionate affair, try 10 understand 
Sonny, fail, and then drift apan as non-communication :and an 
influx of media personalities imrudes on Copper's desolate calm. 
Eventually an embittered Sile le.aves Alan. and he remains 10 ponder 
his memories and the fact that somehow Sonny has persuaded him 
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to become the next guardi:in of the Rock 
In part two, Alan, more succnsful but !ondy without Sile, and 

hampered by relationships in his dysfunctional f.J.mil y, tries to come 
to terms with his life. As tht." rears pass he still h.is nm ukcn his shot 
of Eu1hanol. H e ages. Evcnm.illy he is a freak, dev:ated to media 
stardom, ,·enerated, 1htn igno red, -and fim.lly even abused. In the 
.ilmost redemptive ending there is bo1h hope and sourness - mainly 
the latter. 

What marks this novd out as so different to any od1u is its d ear 
focus. Its main theme of age and sexual attraction, and its minor 
1hemes of colonial repress ion and arrogance, shine 1hrough on 

:almost every page. To keep this up over almost four hundred pagn 
is a 1ribute to the author's skill. You don't lose imercn in Al,1.11 and 
the tangled web around him. Yes, there ue moments when 
geologic.ii info-dumps threaten to bore the reader (the Juthor is a 
chcmis1 wi1h :a dear love of rocks ... ) bu! these don't, in the o:-nd. 

spoil the novel, as the relatio nship that you somehow kno w is going 
to fail docs indeed collapse. The more melancholic second pan, set 

some years .after the first and with a broader palette, winds up the 
novd in a satisfying way, except, possibly, 1hc ending - which I 
won't spoil here. 

This is a thinker's novel. As .an enthusiastic Ian McDonald says 
on the cover, it is profound and written with integrity. Action is 
minimal, and while there uc plenty of cvcms to be concerned with, 
they gener.illy emerge unforced from the relationship of the 
characters. 

All in all, recommended. Readers should find their perception of 
chc youth-obsessed society around th o:-m subdy changed after 
they've rc;i,d it. Well done, Orbit! 

Jue Donnell \ llat-..ock]1mct1011 
\rr, I l 111 1-, J 

Reviewed by Sebastian Phillips 

Havvock junction has to be the most tedious book I've read since 
havlilg a crack at Absolom, Absolom back in '83. The b.uic plot is 
promising - a woman rescuing her children from .an immon:al witch 
gets trapped on the highway to hell. Donnelly has a very visual 
imagination and a 101 o f the description is strikingly baroque: it 
should have worked wdl. The problem is that no1hini; really 
happens. Monsters :appear fro m 1hc sh.adows and walk around a bit 
bu1 don't seem capable of catching anyone. We don't care enough 
about 1he characters 10 become involved with thei r struggle, :and the 
book im 't gruesome enough to work as a straightforward go ref en. 

What really stlilgs me is the way that Havwck junction feds 
p.addcd - too much plo1 explanation gets repeated. There arc too 
many b.ad dreams. Too many incidents don't add anything. I can' t 
shake the feeling that the firn draft of this hook was about I ~O pages 
shorter ... 

D:n e Dum;an P,1st ImpeMtn e Round One 
of The (Jn ,ll (~<1me 

( '~ -1 11 1 

Reviewed by L. J. Hurst and Alan Fraser 

Tbt Great Game swaps between two worlds: England in 1914, where 
Edward Exeter, has spent his first summer out of school, waiting for 

the inevitable w.ar, in which he o:-xpects 10 take his commission, like 
any public school boy; and the mher world, Ncxtdoor. Ncxtdoor is 
peopled by peasants, priests, travclllflg players, dr.agons, and gods in 
many forms. In Ncxtdoor 1hey :are waiting for the conjunction of .a 
girl named Eleal, and a man named D'W2rd Kimcr who shall be the 
Liberator. H e won'1 be everyone's Liber:a1or, t hough, as the gods 
and their followers arc engaged in a bloody and underhand rivalry. 

The nory begins with Edwud waking up i11 hospital :accused of 
impaling his chum on :an :assegai. For obvious reasons, concerned 
with the nature of Briti5h justice, he is prepared to fl ee his sickbed, 
and travel with a bunch o f gypsies to Stonehenge, that node of 
power, and cross into the other world. Eleal happens to be there 
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10.·htn ht urives. As the book en& Ed10.·ud realit.c1 1hat al Ian somt 
or 1hr gods ue m.id. 

The Great Gune. xcording to the cover blurb, is pbyrd out 
bc-iwttn men and gods. ,hough 11 was ongmally pbyN:i oul on the 
Nonh West frontier, a linle before Edwud's time: Kipling's Kim 
mxk II a common phrase. I suspect 1ha1 D.avt Duncm hu an01her 
Grul G.une in mmd: how he can play with chase and famuy. There 
an: a lot of n:boes here, from a page 1ha1 menuons bo1h a man '11.'ho 
c:i.nnot remember bis rwne {cf the Mouth of Sauron) Mid the "Old 
Ones" (d Lovecraft), through m the csc:i.pc wi1h the gypsies in 
which the comems of a stew take up pages (cf \V,nd in t},r Willows). 
And, of course, a wounded hero entering a wounded land recalls 
Stephen Donaldson. 

All of thu thrtntns 1h:n this trilogy will be pastiche. I would 
have preferrN:i more originality, but for those who like what they 
know ... Of course. you do know Kim and Wind m 1bt WJ/our, and 
... don'1 you? [LJH] 

I h.tven'r come across D11ve Dunan before, althouVJ he lS 
appuendy 1he author of over 20 boolu. Aut lmJN7,lll'IIC is tht fun in 
1he Crro11 Go1mt trilogy, the 01hers being Pmfflt TmM (a chapter of 
which is indudtd here u a taster) and F,d"rr lndefinu~. I w.as 
confused because tht book is ti1ltd as being a "round" of a game, but 
is subdivided in10 "Am", with the prologue and epilogue called 
"Overture" and "Curtain". A definite c:i.se of mixtd ana.logies! 

Am /mpnatiw follows a well-worn groove of ordinary people 
travelling betwetn multiple worlds, whiln not having a clue what 
they're mixed up in. In a mediaeval land called the Vales. Eleal, a 
crippltd orphan, has been adop1ed by a troupe of itinerant acton. 
Because she is believtd 10 play 11 vital p11rt in a prophecy, she is 
kidnapptd by 1he pricsu of an unpleUllll goddess. In England. it is 
191'4, and young Edwud ExC'ter, abou1 10 join up for the Gre11t 
Wu, i.s lying in 11 hospital bed with a broken leg and a serious he.1id 
wound. xrnscd of the murder of his best friend However, 
unbeknown to Edward, ht hu an even bigger role 10 pby tn 

fult.11ing the same prophecy. 
So far, so b.1id. However, I made the misu.ke of usu.ming this 

book was going to be awful, and i1 most cen11inly i.m •1. The viul 
ingredient dut makes i1 good despi tt all 1he dichcs is the skill '11,·ith 
which Duncan crutes his c:hancten, sets up lll involving plot, ;and 
keeps the pace going. At 1he end I was definitely re11dy for the next 
book, and that was something I didn't think would happen. Po1s1 
/m~ro1t1w wi!l never win any awards, but it 's still a good rtad. {AF] 

I err, I ngl:md Re,;., md 
' I ' ' 

Reviewed by Janet BMron 

The ~iens have come and gone, lnving a legacy of ~cntttn 
apparent 9-year-olds who daim 10 be rejuvenated 1idulu of ages 
betwttn 25 and 79. A cl.&im mC'l with scepticism and almos1 
universal fear and revulsion. 

Although 11 qu01e - 'Replay the 1.ipe a million times ... .' - from 
S1ephen Jay Gould prefaces the book, this is not a novd abou1 
second chances, or sertndipi1y. It is a thriller with mmy of 1he 
anributes and attitudes of a made-for-TV movie, lacN:i with 
melodr.una and sentiment, and is excessively predictabk The novel 
is very Americ;m and very mcdia-0riemed, insert·ing information i11 
tht form of news reports, press conferences and round1able sessions, 
not perhaps surprising since lhe author is 11 jouma.list in Sama Fe. 
Despite tht direct prose and slick 11ction, it leaves a pervasive sense 
th111 tht printed p11ge is 1he wrong medium for 1his 1:Je. 

Mon of the tension rests on 1ht physical vulnerability .1i0d legal 
helplessness of the Rewoundees. Suipped of ~I adul1 riVJu, no 
sooner are they released in10 1he cus1ody of lrg.al gw.rdians, 1han wt 

hnr of dta1hs. Unlikely as 1hi.s nuy Stt'ffi. these attf2Clive-loolung 
young~len art bnng murderN:i by hwbands, f,uhen. t'"''a[lgclacal 
congregnions, rueful th.11 the 'lu-prople' are aliens. 

Focus is on thrtt of the rt"•oundees - Earl, a ussy 79-ytar-old is 
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m 1he custody of dist.ml relations, the only fanuly ll1 the book who 
"1010.· .1i0y sigru of coping w11h their no1-child. Then 1here lS Manon, 
sold 10 a drug company by her sister, and Auon. sold likewJSC by 
hu wde who loses no time ll1 completing their divorce. Aaron and 
Muion escape and are harboured by a commuruty of sqwnmg 
down-and-ouu, who find a new purpose in life in protecting thtir 
pro1e&b. 

Will thty be found fim by the good scientist or the bad drug 
compmy? 

Will E:i.rl shake bis younger relations out of a liferime•s 
complacency, or will they knuckle under 10 threats by outsiders? 

Will Aaron and Marion find prc-pubenal romance? 
No prius fo r getting it right. 

Da\ 1d Femtu 1.. h ( li,11/enget 5 flope 
\ )- j I 

Reviewed by Simon le Bisson 

D11v1d Feintuch's ~a/ort S..go1 i.s an 11ttemp1 at a far fu1ure 
Napaleonic nav:J novtl, in the uadition of C.S. FoR:Sler's Hora1io 
Hornblower. In the .second volume, Ch.Jlargrr's HofN, Nicholu 
51:afort, precipitously pro~lltd by volume one's 1ragedy from 
midshipman to c:i.p1ain, is al la.n ready 10 boud his own command. 
rt.1idy to go out and track down the strange interstellu "fish". 

Bui in 1he bes1 tr.ldition of the nav:l! pot boiler, noihing goes as 
p\;anned. The rivalry of an iruecurt admiral !t.1.ves Seafon 
transferred !O 11n old bucket of 11 s1arship, full of strtet kids and 
priggish aris1ocrau. But 1he 11dmiral's failure 10 fight in a cruci11l 
banle with tht sp11ct-dwelling alitns leaves Seafon !rapped with a 
disablrd s1anhip ligh1•ynrs from home. 

Death seems 10 follow Sea.fort everywhere ht g015: mutiny, 
plague and suicidt. h 's no wonder that he's 11 most uruympalhetic 
narralor - full of self-pi1y and self-l0111hing. Each SC'l•piece disaster 
leaves Seafort 10.•mhing in yet another bout of moral 11gony, unlit he 
rC'lurns from self-imposed isol111ion 10 win 1he day. Whilst most 
modem day spact open hu cbosen the p.ath o f invcstiga.1ing moraJ 
11mbigui1y and indecision, Feimuch's absolurn1 Seafort pits his black 
and 10.·hite views agwut a darkening 1omorrow. 

Thtre's a wurisome grimness to Feintuch's world, .1 world 
'11,·here tht key to everything good 11p~ars to be m unstiming (and 
even vicious) discipline. It's in the background. however, that the 
weaknesses start to show, and you realise 1hat it's al l been done 
before, and bener. The trarulauon of naval novel to SF ,s 
accomplished more effectively in David Weber's ·H onor 
l-brrington' novels; in 1he tcooomically depressed E:i.rth-domina1ed 
in1emdlar society in F.M Busby's ' Huluin' saga; and in the power 
of 1he disciplined man in Heinlein's Sunhip Trooptn. 

Dcspile i1s many Raws. a,,.,,Jlengrr's HofN is a rc.tebble book, and 
will help pus 11way tb.n interminable morning commute. Let's face 
i1, anything (even this) is bener than tht newsp11ptn during 1ht run 
up 10 a ~eral E1ection. 

Philip Fm ... h P.m1dw· J1md10 11 

( e 1 11 

Reviewed by Sebastian Phillips 

P.muli~ j1111ction is a very proficient and enjoyable thriller. It's 
written in that terse, ltnSt nyle which most US crime novels seem 
10 adopt, perfecdy sui1ed to tbt material. A p11ir of bored yuppies 
get involved in burglary and then sun thinking abou1 murder for 
kiclu. Unfortun11tdy, they pick tht wrong ,·ictim and 1hingi $Urt 10 
go very wrong. 

OK, so thu isn'1 the 10.•orld's deYeren plot, but Finch judges tht 
p.ace just right and the reader's auenlion never w11,·en. The 
characters are like;1ble, the anion is believ11blt and •·dl-pKed. The 
only cri1icisrn I would make of this othtl'1'.'ise a:cellm.1 book lS th.at 
it lacks a really turd edge - everyone here turns om 10 be a lmle too 
nice. 11 litile too reuon11ble. The ending smelb Jikt the se1•up for a 
sequel , but I for one am not complaining. 



Parke God,,m The Towero[Beou ulf 
"'"n Bcok, 1?••~ 1-Prr s~ n 
Reviewed by K. V. Bailey 

&ou"'// 1s :;1, sevemh.cemury Scandinavian epic. It is heroic, and 
Puke Godwin spcciafo es in heroes ~ Anhur, Saint Pat rick, Robm 
H ood - dra ti.·ing on legend, ballad and history. imaginativdy 
shaping these into fic1ion. Beowulf p resents a challenge because che 
poem itsel f (as we have it} is a temh- or eleventh-century 
ma1.sterwork. In the three action episodes - Beowulf's slaying the 
monster Grendel. his descent into the mere to kill Grendel's 
mother, and his final and fatal fight with 1he dragon - Godwin suys 
d ose to the main strands of his source, describing events in arres ting 
prose. These episodes, however, he sen imo a scenario involving 
characteristics and moti,·ations peculiar to the novel. 

So, we cncoum er the N orse gods, approaching RagnarOk, fim in 
Asgud and finally wi th their deeds and dooms refl ected in Loki 's 
underworld incarceration. The wild god Loki is here grandfather o f 
G rendel: and both Grendel and his mother u e ponrayed as 
unhappy 'halfling' creatures, aspiring to godhead and beauty but 
condemned 10 hideousneH and 1hc animal ity of endless prey
hunt ,ng, This is made the more poignant bccaw;e, in a shape-shifting 
way, t heir una t1 a1.inable id.-al forms k~p vis ibly breaking 1hrough, 
intensifying frustrat ion. Beowulf, though an unyielding :anu gonis1, 
is shown as not insensit ive. In fact , while facing his b si: enemy, "(he) 
felt an empat hy with the d ragon , almost a kinship", che dragon 
being a rcaHemblage of t he remains of the long-Oead guardian of an 
ancient hoard. Loyal to the old gods, Beowulf also knows, from 
northcro-fanng pries ts, of th.c 'White Christ '. and even semes a 
common prc-orcbined sacrificial role. Although the pagan Beowulf 
poem docs exhibit Christian influences. this fictional dimension is 
audaciously way•ou1, though, given the RiignarOk comex1 , not at all 
meaningless. As well as being a well·told story. containing such 
appealing invent ions :as the love-idyll of Beowulf and lna, it o ffcn 
constant mental stimulation through its symbolic shadowing of a 
critical phase in north•E.1ropean history. 

l· r:trh.:cs {,ordon The Bur111ng •\lt,1r 
Jl,, llo c 11 -H11 i • 

Reviewed by Jon Wallace 

In a rundown part of London. where Jack the Ripper had once 
sulked, wa'l a deserted music hall which w:u soon to be the Chance 
Centre. Sir Lewis Chance, millionaire, eccentric, philanthropist , has 
financed ;1 drop-in cen1rc for the lost and lonely. But Leti.•is Chance 
has a dark secret, several of them in fact ... 

Frances Gordon 's lates1 no,·el swings from moc:km London 
th rough Victorian journeys deq, into the Himalayas and back apin 
via1. the 1960s in a whirlpool ride t hat never really lets up. Bits of 1he 
plot seem a bit d iched {the Thing in the Cellar, come on~ but they 
arc presented in a skewed sort of way 1hat overcomes their roou and 
makes them new :and unusual . As we follow the traLI of the 
Vie1orian, Patrick C hance, and his descendant Lewis Chance into 
1hc dark, Himalayan valley where 1hey will meet their destiny, we 
soon begin to care what happens to them. Add to these characters 
the defrocked priest Raffacl and Lewis' new aide de camp Elino r 
Craven and a cast of extras from the street population and the stage 
is set for a non•nop read. Evil secret sects, suppressed Vatican 
documents and undercover Catholics all a1.dd to the fun . 

There arc fh ws in this book; sometimes it reads like a 
melodrama, but in the end it's a bit like those TV soaps that you 
watch the end of while you're wi i1ing for something else 10 sian 
:and find that the plot hook has worked and you have to wac ch the 
next episode 10 find out what has happened. There is just no easy 
place 10 Stop reading and pu1 Lt down. 

Not to be read on the bus. You'll miss your stop . 
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Sharon Green Com.1erge11ce 
\,vn,o" 1 1 " H 1r i'" 

R eviewed by Susan Badham 

T his book has some good points and lots of bad points. Like, it's 
well ti.•rinen, but tedious. If I ti.·ue the kind of revieti.·er who 
believed t hat authors b.a'ie their books direct ly on their experiences, 
I would be recommending that Sharon Green go into therapy. 
Nobody ha1 nice parents in this book - they' re all domineering, 
manipulative and downright nasty in most cases. Add to this the fac1 
that everyone·s got :m unhappy put and you get as fi.nc ;1 collec1ion 
of emot ional cripples as you could want for the main chare1c tcrs. 
When they arc combined with a ploc that moves al about the speed 
of Golden Sy nip oozing off a spoon it makes fo r a bi1 of a tedious 
read. 

The fantasy background is high medieval, it la Barbara H ambly, 
and the magic is nicely worked out, if a bit conventional: but you 
just k.now that the characters arc going to change and grow into 
bett er people and the problem is ihat you don't believe a wo rd of it. 
They're not exactly stereotypes, just not very original, really. Add 
10 th is the fact that the only bit of intrigue in 1he book nickers 
briefly up halfway through and then vanishes (presumably to get 
you to buy the sequel) :and you have a book t1.•i1h some nicely 
quirky biu :and nmhing in part icular 10 recommend i1. h '5 bog 
s1ancbrd fantasy, folks, so i1·s that"s what you ~,. go ahead and 
buy 1his book. h won·, surpri~ you. Thai I guar.mtee. 

Co lm C,rcen l:md The Pleut) Prmnple 
\ ~• r I I -I 11 ' ' 

Reviewed by Colin Bird 

Colin Greenland's first collection of sho n fiction pro,·ide'i, as you 
would expect, a mixed bag containing cffom stretching back to his 
first published story, "Miss Otis Regre1s• . from w~y back in 1982. 
The chief anraction will be the more recent fiction of which there is 
plenty. Nineteen tales in al! showing the autho r's range from ho rror 
10 mainstrc;rn1 fiction. 

Some of the straight horror stories arc surprisingly effect ive; the 
cponymom "Gr.indma• is a panicubrly macabre creat ion showing 
the aUlhor's dry humour at i1s best. "The Station With No Name• is 
another ho rror story that activates all the genre bells and ~ hist!es 
without being overburdened with originality. 

Greenland uses some of these 'itories to delve into the worlds 
created by other au1hors and in the process p .tys tribute to many o f 
his influences. "Temptations Of Iron• is a convincing Elric talc 
which is uncannily Moorcock.ian - although Greenland did b:asc a 
large pan of his doctorate on Moorcock. You would think that Neil 
Gaiman's S:andman stories :.uc so idiosyncra1ic that any au emp1$ by 
other wri1ers to enter this world would fall mi~rably. But 
G reenland 's "M:uqucradc And High Water· succeeds as do many of 
the others S1ories that ;1.ppeared with Lt in l:ut year 's 7be S,mdm,m: 
Book of l>Teams. 

For a writer whose fiction developed from an academic 
background. Greenland strikes me as .t namral storyteller rather 
than a literary stylist; his fi ction is inddibly entenaining. The 
obvious example of th.is is the Tabitha Jute stories which fall 10 
chart new territory in 1he genre but arc immensely successful 
nonetheless. This collection contains a new Tabitha novella "The 
Well Wishers" which will be a major anraction for many readers. 
It's a pleasant change to find such a memorable character in wide
screen Space Oper.i and this novella is a suitably entertaining 
addition 10 the canon. 

There are a few disappointments; the shared-world stories (one 
from 7be Wecrde and one from T~mps) are best re:ad in th~t context ; 
"ln The Garden" is a slight Plenty prequel. But this is generally a 
fine collect ion for Greenl:and fans to enjoy. 
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Jon Courtena, {,nm"' ood neo \ddn:. 
\., F , J 

R eviewed by Muk Plummer 

ln his revi_.. column m AJ1mo-v'1 Scinict Fiction (December 1996), 
Norm.m Spinud suggnu that on the contincnu.l mamland the term 
'Kicncc fiction· hll been d1Kred11td by the endless ,•a,·es o f TV and 
film t,c-rns and as a result the term •cyberpunk ' is being applied 
mcrcasmgly rn those books from the more literate end of 1he genre. 
As a result. some r.ither unlikdy contmders h~ve acquired the 
cyberpunk labd - I mean, Cmon Scott Card a cyberpunk? Anybody 
fam1lidr with that panicular sub-genre of sf may be rather surprised 
by wme of the books they might encoumcr under 1his revised 
c-,ucgorisation system, bu1 ntoAddu: docs at least confi rm th:u there 
arc still boolu out there "'•hich conform 10 1he txptttations of 1hc 
cyberpunk label. 

This is a fim novd from a new Bri1ish writer. a frttlfflct 
JOUmalm writing about 1hc on-line world. mfflga and - just fo r 
vancty - as comnbutmg tdnor 10 NMII Woma:n m.i.guinc, and New 
English Libnry uc 10 be commended for issuing it ;u a relauvely 
inupcnsi,"' paperback, .i. policy "'·hich should have brought the 
book 10 a wider audience but which bas bttn undennintd by the 
lack of any kind of fanfare surroundmg its public,uion. A1w. it has 
to be s;i id, this i.m'1 a pm,cularly good novel - but i1's no1 a 
p.i.nicub.rly bad one enher. In fact, .l.'i much as anything and nther 
suprisingly givm its sdf-prodJimcd -cuning edge- sutus, it fust ful s 
curiously old-fashioned, hdcn :1.s it is wi1h the cybc:r noir (:i.s the 
cover h.i.s it) trappings which we tend to :i.ssoci:1tt with books by the 
likts of Gibwn or Kadrey from the mid.eighties. h seem unh.ir to 
bunkn this , or indeed ;my, book so heavily with the cyberpunk 
label but the term keeps coming back 10 the rc.1dcr, it's ;,ll here. 
The.rc'5 Alex Gibron [111teres1ing choice or name), :m =idencc 
cb.i.ser, with a re.cording device mounted in h.is ~e and a head full of 
cruci;,l in£orm,uion, and a J.i.pants(' nrttt gang lead by Johnnie T 
{.mother good c-punk n.une, that}. We have v1oow JlrM crime, and 
m.us1vc ill-po·9,,crfu1 mtcm.auonal corpor.mons with plenty or h,gh
tcdi for atmosphere. The atuchtd publirny ma1cnal 1r:ies to give it 
all .i. some••hat more mneues fttl by involung comp.ilUOns wnh 
T ar:m1ino, presum.i.bly on the strength of rome rather gory killings, 
but you're still left with the feeling that you ' re on familiar te rritory. 
Ncvcnhdcss, as a rd.i.1ivdy chc.i.p paperback, and a first novel to 
boot, it's probably wonh checking out a copy if you can, just to 
sho w that there is a market for new Bri1ish sf, whc1hcr it's labelled 
cyberpunk o r not. 

Robert I loldsto1.k l11c,e1ll f.cboes 
\ ,, . ,I' 

Reviewed by Andy Sawyer 

There are places in 1his world - o ften to be found lD the Middle E.ut 
and E.u1cm Mcditcrr.ancl.D, but :dso incarnate u cavtli and groves in 
Western Europe - where the sense of •.i. life of their o"'·n• becomes 
more 1han a dead metaphor. Robert H oldstock 1s a fui1.i.sist .i.t borne 
m these regions. As a boy J:i.ck Chat"'·in senses .i. world beyond: 
visions of a man md a woman {"Greyfacc• and "Grccn£:i.cc") fleeing 
somc1hing unnamable as the wunds and sccnu of their environment 
causes a shimmering effect around him. His girl-friend Angela :1.nd 
the dowser.archaeologist John Glnh uke an interest in this 
pheno menon, :.i.nd through G:i.nh Jack learns w mething of Glamun, 
the prth1s1oric city "'·hich seems to lie at the hean of his home town 
of Exburgh, and "'·bich m some w:i.y bums through into his rc.i.l11y. 

Ten ye,1rs later Jack and Angeb arc marned. with a daughter, 
N.i.1al1e. Jack fttls Grey bcc burst into reality. but wmchow 
Grttnface remains tnppcd m the mystcn ow land wnhm his mind. 
W11h Nu:alie threatened, Jack h.is no choice but 10 use the 
tttbmques of vinua.l realny and lunJ drnrnmg developed by hll 
wife's forme r lover 10 travel 11110 the hw1crlands of his own 
unconscious. ln this domain. both srn1bohc md highly specific, the 
stern of hum.i.nny's cnly urb.111 p.llt lies buned 1n the nory of 
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Greyface and Grce:nface and th6r sacrilege. 
Once more, H oldstock w:mders :i.mong :m::betypcs, where the 

socu.l sdf and that of the. individual fuse and b«omc one. J~k ii a1 
once explonllg his own psychology and an cvcm w the dttp p.ul of 
prc-Biblial time.1, and !us story is. in a very rc.d SCIUC'. alw butory. 
The scenes we re.i.d .u $el within Jack's mind arc nch and powerful, 
full of re.rercnce 10 "'·hat may be: the .i.rchetype. bc:b.ind the Mmo;m 
Bull cuh and the d:irkcr dcmeots o f Old T estamcm rdig1on, but 
there ue other possible res.onances - the refl ecuons implied by some 
of thc nomenclature, for instance. Sttm 10 feed back into the energy 
of the story to remind us that Holdstock's inspiration is fu elled 
above al l by the energy of English myt h. 

Joe R L1nsdalc lbt• l uo-Beur \ fambo 
I, I ~ I , f ' 

Reviewed by Antony J. Shepherd 

7hr T~& .. rJ.lambo ,s the 1hird in 8nm Stoktr·.i.ward winning Joe 
R. Luudale's Jtnes of novds which began ,•1th Sarv..gc St.aso,i and 
conunucd in M .. cbo Mo,o. Together, 1he novels chrorudc the 
adventures of whne. nr.11ght. disillusioned idealm Hap Collins md 
h11 best friend. black. gay. bard-be..dtd Vietnam veteran Leonard 
Pme. And like the 1"-'0 p rcviow novels, they're well-paced, violent, 
but ncvtr gratui1owly, and full of some of the funniest duJogue 
you're likely to find in :1. serious novel. 

Our story bcgin.s on C hrinmas E>·e as f'bp arrives to find that 
LeonJrd has sci the crack house next door on fire, .i.nd is proceeding 
10 'whup the :1.ss· of the people within, After a nigh1 in j.i.il their 
friendly police licutrmull suggests they get om of tOwn fo r a while, 
and there·s wmc1hmg they can do 1h.i.t would make him drop 
charges ... 

His lover. Flond:i, has gone down to a small town in the south. 
to fmd out about the alleged suicide in the town 1.1.J of Bobby Joe 
Soothe. grandson of 1he legendary blues gu1tarnt L C. Soothe. But 
she's not been heard of since-. And. well. 1hc folks of that town 
.iren'1 cx.i.ctly fr=1dl1. Down in Grovetown 11•s like the civil nghts 
movement or the '60s nt''er bappe.nnl. so when ,1 bl.1ck lawytr 1ums 
up polung around mto t he alleged suicide of a black man, "-'ell, 
they're not the kind of people 10 take th.at kmdly. Could bc the 
Klan were involved. 

So our two heron ride off into thc south 10 sec what they can 
find. Sigm that say ~No Coloreds", the N-word in .i.bundancc, and 
where a white man and black man travelling togc1hcr arc definitely 
1101 going to fit right in with the rednecks and good olc boy$ of ihc 
town. Just for being there. The fact they're going round .i.sking all 
kinds o r awkward questions, well, is just asking for !rouble. Which 
they ge1 in abundance. They iakc a beating. and on lhe Sheriffs 
.1dvicc head for home, lo lick 1hcir wounds, hun and sured. But 
they have to go b;ack. to fwd out what rrall1 h.1ppcned to Aond:i 
and 10 Bobby Joe. 

Well, they do, bu1 you're going to have 10 read the book to find 
out, let's jllSI uy th.11 10me of the charactcn arcn•1 .l'l twt> 
dimensional as you might be led to be.li~c ;,long the w.i.y. and 1hc 
climu of the novel is truly apocalyptic. 

Oh. ;md Tu,o.&,1r M,m1"'1 is, of courn-, a Ctlphemism ... 

Marl, Leon The Unified !1cld 
\,, n I\ , I" l 'i'lh ~s I , <;;~ 'I'! 

Reviewed by Colin Bird 

I hate 10 begin by revie•·ing :2 blurb; but here we have an example of 
misrcprcscnuuon, w11h the book being marketed .i.s a "'·hacky romp 
through a itnes of humorou'i SF s,tuauons. The pixilattd conctpu 
arc there {a l=iuttd Atlmtis. the H oly Grail on the d:irk s,dc of the 
moon). bu1 Mark Leon lacks the fecund energy 10 ignnc his 
colourless prCHc". Evr:n the tennis m.a1ch, with the future of Earth at 

sukc.f.tils1oexatc. 
It's a read:ible enough dfon, but the author's lazy philosophy 

UUSl'li the plot 10 grmd to ;m unconvincmg ha.It 100 often. EHis of 



Uon 11'111 know his two previous no,·d s: Mmd Su,fn- and 7M G,ru. 
W;rr. 71~ Um/iffl Firld follows rvents from lh= prrdeccuon 11·i1h 
K''enl cross-refrrences bbdltd u footnotes. I c:an'1 recommend 
such ..i bcklustre book except 10 f.11u o f tl1r ..iuthor's e.irlirr 11·ork. 

I.an McDol\cll \fordred's Curse 
, ~ p; 1 • 1 trr s, , 

Review~ by Lynne Bisph1m 

,ilordrrd', CHr,r as rather m odd11y ;among Anhurim fmtasy no,·eh. 
vttnng .u 11 docs brtv.·e= bl:1ek humour :&nd thr Wrkrr :&nd 
blood.tu asp«U of U'ltic legend. Thr ;1u1hor f..i,·oun 1hc Duk Agr 
Anhur .u: opp<>ial 10 the ch1v~n, ,·,rsion: bu1. as hr chrerfully 
.idmm in has ..iftcni•ord. the book 1s 1 fm1asy, no1 .lll hmonctl novel 
11·11h ..iny cl.11ms 10 authenucity - which goes some way towards 
expl..iining Mordred ;ind Gawain c..ilhng their mo1her. the 11•itch 
Morg.iwse, 'Mum•. It also rxcuscs the sometimes unc..1sy 
combination of Mordred's thoroughly modem cynicism and the 
author's depiction of a D.irk Age fom;uy Britain complete with 
g1un1s, palug cats and talking decapnaml he,1ds. 

The narrator of this book is Mordred, and he recounts his 
version of the evenu luding up to his finding .1 place at Anhur's 
coun ..1nd Anhur'i; marriage to Guinevere • •1th. umurprisingly, 
Mordrtd himself standing centre suge throughout . The book du,·s 
on the basic plot that everyone knows: Mordrtd is 1be rcruh of 
un,·111mg mC'est bctwttn Anhur wd his smer Morgav.·se, and he 
lusu -af1er Gumc,·cre, his fa1her's ,·,ft. J lo,•C'\·tr. as Mordred 1clb It, 
he is dcfin11cly more smntd ag21ru1 thm smmng. undenund.ably 
bmer when thl!' lung and uncle he Ii.is wonh1pi-l r'Jccu h1m o n 
lcam1ng 1ha1 1hc youth he ihough1 his ncphl!"'o' » actu.i.lly his son. 
The rel..u1oruh1p Mwttn Mordrtd ~ Guinevere 1li o ne of muuul 
p:m1on - Mordrtd assumes ,m role uken by Lancelot in mcdievJ.! 
vemons of 1he 1.Je. Munwhdc, Anhur as shown to bc a 
uncumomow png - in need of rcsrumg by the dnpiscd Mordred 
on more than one occasion. 

l'hlli as not a book for re;idcrs 11•ho think 1h;i1 M.Jlory 15 the 
ddmmve voice of the Maner of Bmain. but readers v.·ho enjoy 1he 
humorous subversion of old legends may find 11 useful for the 
proverb1;.il u·..1m 1ourney. 

l\fo:hacl Moorwck fine of \lelrubm1e 
<1, , I t i' ' 

Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas 

Wltl!'n I began re.uiing Jeiencc fiction regululy, some umpty,ump 
years ago. I made a deliberate decision 10 avoid fmtli)', ·••hich I 
1hough1 was a soft option for those afraid o f the real future be.fore 
us; a fu1ure which only sciencl!' fiction could illumine. Ultimndy, I 
go1 bencr (sol!'ncc fiction is a form of fan1asy, after a1I), but hntasy 
still Sttmtd less anr.ictivc - 100 dtpcndenl on formula, 100 
s1mplis11c~ly divided into good and evil, 100 many wiz.ards m 
pom1y hats wd (worse) elves who cle;i,·td still 10 the cider ways 
against the cooung of m211. Then. braving the somev.·h.at lurid 
coven Ill wh.ich Mayflower wrapped Midud Moon:ock's books, I 
encountered Elnc of MdnibonC. 

It wu llll!llcdiatdy obvlOUS th;i1 this wu somnhing more 
complex. The names migh1 h;i,·c bttn cut from the s;imc stock of 
(;mill)' unagcs - the Young Kmgdoms, the Ort-.uning C11y, ,~ 
swo rds Stormbnngl!'r and Mournbl.ide - bu1 the tone w;i.s very 
dtfferen1 . Where other fwtas1es trowl!'lled on a pretence of lushnns 
and ancient wisdom, Elric's world was cleuly tired and haJf • 
..ibmdoncd, as though iu pl!'Opll!' had phys,cally used it up. 
Monstrous crenmns abounded, but the stones turned more on the 
characters, conveylilg an awarrness that although lil the shoner 
term 1he nrugg!c ag;1ins1 cncroachmg disordrr nught sen·c some 
purpose, thr grand swerp of hisiory would rventu-ally reduce 1he 
cffon to jus1 another foomo1c. (M . John l·farrison's 'Viriconium' 
s1orics share much the s;une worldview). Finally, and more 
imponilntly, Elric possessed 11 genuine amb1gu11y of spirit: ahhough 
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he fought for Uw ag.i.inu Ch~os. he d,d so w,th some rclucu.nce, 
nc\'tr sure th..11 one 11•;15 inhcrt111\v prefcr..ible 10 1hc 01her - but well 
a11·are 1h..it neitberv.·.umhcrrnth·good. 

Luer Elnc s1ories ~ J976's 77~ S.,,foron tl;or St-.u of Fatr, and e\'Cn 
1971's Elnc of Mdmboni- Sttmed more d1ffusr, perhaps bcous.c by 
1hcn Elnc •·.is no longer .i.n rndcprndem cre;i1ion but bad bttn 
mcorporattd into 1he r.i.n11fymg 'Etc.m:&! Cb;unp1on• mythos, md 
his pan1cul,11 a.mbigui1y thus submergtd into a • ·idcr argumem 
about 1he utility of lc..idcrsh1p. 1989'1 7M Fortrns of tbt Pr~rl, 
wrmcn at a umc when Moon:ock •·.is eng:iged lil other thmgs, rc;id 
ltkc m af1enhough1. 

Thas ne•· on<"-•·olume edition bnngs 1oge1hcr 1ha.c thrtt no,·els 
ULd SQme of the shoner v.·orks, a1I revised to some extent smce 1he1r 
ongm..il .ippc;irance. Other stones, including 'Stormbringer' wd 
'The V m1shing T ov.·cr', h,1ve b«n ommtd . .md will perhaps appear 
l~ter in Stomilmngcr, "' fu1ure ,·olume in 1he 'Etern.i.l Ch;impion' 
sequence. Nevcnhclcss, reading these 1.Jcs ag..1in ilfter so many yean 
rcmindtd me why I enjoyed them in the fim place - wd, indeed, 
11,hy they remain exceptional. Fmtasy sti ll relics too much on 
unrc.1listic conflicts bct,•ccn good and evil, and im·enttd Cehic 
fo!derol;wenecdfe-o.·uulkingcats,andmorcElrics. 

I n ... S N, lund DTl \\ ',u er 
\ I I I I f ~ I 

Reviewed by Andy Mills 

Wi1h onpna1 Eamasy novels, ~ fine line needs to be drawn by the 
"Author bctwcien cxerc,smg hlli vivid 1magm;i11on and 1hrow1ng 1n 
one "magic· novehy after the 01her. Cross th;it line and you c,m 

move from ~ book which 1s new :&nd c:xc11ing to one which 1, /W:t 
pbm idly. Dry W•tcr pushes 1he bound.ants but - I'm hippy 10 
rcpon - suys on the nght side. It 's ..i uu.ppy, thought-provoking 
rud which whirls 1he reader around from sun to fmu;h. No 
wonder there's an endon.ement from Tun Powers on the back 
cover. had the author's name bttn missmg from 1h15 book. I'd h.ive 
Pl!'Utd this .u a short Powers novel. 

Urry Ngitis. a writer wnh some psychic abili1y, arrivn u the 
descn town of Dry Water, intending 10 bre;ik n,;iy from hu; 
smhifying day job and girlfriend 10 sun afresh and concentrate on 
his li1erary Clrttr. Hi.5 arriv:al in the Strange town is muked by J. 

b1urre lightning norm. Urry th inks the lightning is directed at 
him. He's righ t. A nccromancer, Judzy..1s, considers Urry to be a 
prophet ..,ho ..,iJl bring caunrophic change to the world, and he 
intends to kill our hero. To confuse things, Urry is also sought by a 
former lover of Judyz.as, who wanu him for her own ends. 

The re,1der is immcdi..1tcly plungtd into a maelstrom as Urry 
and the other charactcn encounter ghosts and spiriu, enter a river of 
put lives, mwipulatc 1he lives of people long dead in order to 
change hinory, die and live again, and men up at tbc end for a 
showdown, h 's :ill very b:it :&nd furious, bu1 Nylund introduces 
othl!'r clements 100, demenu which combine to make 1his a mature 
novel. For insuncc, none of the warring chancten ;ire evil; indttd, 
the irony of the whole ;iffair ii; 1h;ir each of them sincerely bd1cvcs 
dm they arc working for the good of the world. And whilst the 
resolution is satisfying. the hero does nOI end up, as in IDOi.i fantasy 
novds. w11h 1hc world al his fttt. 

01:m:t L Paxrnn I ord of H orses 
\ f; ~ ( 

Reviewed by Janet Barron 

This is the third p,1rt of the Wod~n J Children trilogy - but c-m 
nsily be rud alone. since the previous "'orks arc 1101 needed for an 
undcnundmg of the action. 

A skilful blend of legend and history, this is J densl!'ly descriptive 
novel. The detailed imagery, like a tapestry of many tiny Slitches, 
evokes the sighu, sounds and smells of the O;irk Ages interwoven 
wi1h the glinering thrnds of myth. No pJgc-turner. then, but a 
narr.uivc journey to be uken at a leisurdy pace, rich with sensauon 
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and cmouon. The drpth of charactcnuuon a.s to be rr-commendcd. 
S1gfnd and Brunmhild are dud. S,gfnd. murdrrrcl by the 

Burgund kings, his o••n o.Jth bro1hcn, ICJ,'C'S a leg~y of bincmcss 
10 Gudrun. h11 w.do•• - md a po•·cr ,-~wn. ~ firmly in AD '419, 
and dunng 1hc subsequent cl«ack. allwaCCJ arc shifting in middle 
Europe as 1hr f~g migh1 of Rome fec:b the gro,·ing strength of 
Amb. khan of the Huns. For 1hr ukc of the Burgunds. Gudrun 
mwl make a marnagc of political cxprdimcr 10 Atub, as her 
bro1hcn, Gundoh:u and Hagano, Sigfrid's murdrren, anrmpt to 
prcscrvc their power and their people in a changing world. A talc 
which cncompnsn brtray.d and consrqucncc:s, the tidn of war, and 
the 1ouch of a god. 

Evrnu lc:id in smdy progrrssion to 1hr final confron1:uion 
brtwttn 1hr Burgunds and Auila, when Gudrun, wi1h her 
gricvouily mixrd loyalties, is the pivot upon which 1he outcome 
dqxnds. 

I approachrd this novel dubiowly, havlllg read only one (early) 
work by 1hr same author and found little in it to impress. This was 
much more enjoyable, the sort o f thing lo have at hand in case of a 
bout of 'Ou, when pressing issues arc on hold, and a good soaking in 
prose ii what the doctor ordcrrd. 

I 1m P1nH'f\ LHt ( ,di 

Reviewed by Steve Palmer 

This II a new cdnion of :a no,·d fim written in 1992 by o= of the 
best Amcnan if.fantasy authors of rr-cent yeus. In 1995 UUl C..11 
won 1hr World Fantasy Awud and judging by the rcvirw quotes 
was univcrully admired. It is described as a work of nugic realism; 
thur arc no sf dcmcms and nu.ny of the fantasy demenu arc 
hidden under layen of metaphor and obscurement, al1hough to 
fan1asy f.uu - pan1cul.1rly those enamoured of 1hr Anhurim cycle -
much will br-comc dear as 1he novd progresses. The first chapur
head quotes uc from T.S. Elio1's "The Waste L:and· and Alfred, 
Lord Tennyson's · idylls of the Kings" • .,hich gives a good idea of 
1hc territory the reader is in. And 1hcrc is the incvi1able Egyptian 
reference, 1h11 ume !SIS and the 1igil on the slightly bland front 
cover. 

The 1alc concerru a gambler, Scott Cr.inc, who, on a houseboat 
on Lake Mead in 1969, wins a vas1 :unounl of money that he 
considen his own by righ1. Bui as the story progresses it turns out 
that die poker game w,1.1 rather more than it appenrd, and, r.nhcr 
1h:111 win ou1righ1, Scott Cram merely exchanged 1hc money for 
1omc1hing cl1e - his soul. The rca.l winner of the games has come 
back for his winnings ... 

The nory i1 wrinni as a hcltcr-skcher of cveou. char.Kten and 
images, with many twiru and turm. Then is much mention of such 
Lhings u Assump11on and Communion and Tarot, gold cups and 
b.nccs. kn1vC'S thu re-enter pools to be caugh1 by 1unlCli - or was 
1h.a1 a h.m<O - and much mon:. And because this ii Ameria there Ii 
a lot of gunfighung and mniuon of pistols by 1hru c:alibre siz.c. And 
Coon bttr, whatever th.at ii. The fact that the novel ii sa in 
Ameria could make it less nigaging for European readers, but 
probably no1. The -.1ppc-ar:ancc of mathema1ical and high-cnf"rgy 
physia terms docs m.ikr it seem as !hough Tim Po..,crs has thrown 
cvcryihing bu1 1hr kitchen sink into this book, bu1 fonuna1cly he 
keeps the Californian S1uff under control. 

The wn1ing is in places lyrical, and the S1ory1elling is cxccllenl. 
The mult1phct1y of charactcn in places becomes dlificuh. but the 
main char.ictcrs, Scou Cr.inc and Ozzie and M.ivr.wos and Funo, a.II 
suy cons111cnt .ind help keep the rcadrr on tr-.1ck. None of them arc 
whJt you might c;ill likeable, but 1hcy .1rc well dr.nvn, and both 
relevant to and immersed in their own stones. 

This is prob.1 bly an easier, more re.,d~blc work 1han. say, nJt 
AmibiJ Gult'J, .1nd comes recommended. 
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( hn~tophcr Pnest The Presuge 
' :-,., ''' ••Pf' 

Reviewed by Manin Sketchlcy 

Cbru1ophcr Pnest 's 1bt Prmigt has won the Janies Tau BIKk 
Memorial Prize and the World Fant:asy Awa.rd. and was nominated 
for bo1h the 1996 Anhur C. Clarke and BSFA awards; and a.l1hough 
such 1hingt arc occ:asionally subjCCI to bsh1on and poli110 and 
anno1 .&J..,,1ys be relied upon as an indica.tion of qu.ifoy. in the c-~ 
o/7bc Prnt,gt, they are wholly jus1ifird. 

The s1ory 1S a tragedy, an eumina1ion of the influence ncga1111c 
energy an cxcn on the human mind if it remains unchrcked; an 
example of how pathetic human beings an become a they are 
coruumed by biuemrss; a demonstration of the level to which pride 
and par:anoia can ovuwhclm a person 's life, and afff"Ct cvcryihing 
and everyone around 1hat person: and it is an emotionally engaging 
chronicle o f one man's disco11cry of his origins, self and substance. 

The bulk of the story is set around 1hr turn of the century, 
focusing on two magicians - Alfrrd Borden and Rupen Angier -
who, due 10 youthful nai11c1C, tngic coincidences and 
misundcmandings, and mutual pride, begin a feud early on lll their 
ca.rccn, which thni continues for the rest of their livCli. They 
br-comc obsessed with each oLhcr, and the desire of each to ou1do 
the 01hcr consumes them both. 

The story Ii 1old from stVcral viewpoints. each of ... b1ch 
conn11utes a sq,anlC section of 1hc book. which :arc, m tum, 
dmdcd 1.1110 ch.apten. The key C\"ents in the main cb:ar:acten• laves 
arc impancd from their own virwpoinu., and bcnusc of 1hu iniight 
mlO their dttpest thoughts and m01.iva1ioru we su th:a1 esscmWly i1 

is 1bcu mabili1y 10 communica1e 1ha1 fuels their feud, prevents a 
rr-concalaation. and uhima1dy lc.r.ds to their downfall. 

We ICC events from Alfred Borden's viewpoint first, and bcausc 
of this our sympathies inili.dly he wi1h him, while Rupc-n Angier is 
felt 10 be tht villain.. When .,e come 10 undtmand Ruper, Angier 
more fully, however. and apprrc1a1c the events as he secs 1hcm, 11 

becomes dear that neither of them is .,onhy of our sympathy; 
indecd, both dc:scrvc our pity. Bui 1hr plot U so bcau1ifully 
conurucird, and the facu rcvea.lrd 10 us so carefully, along with 1hr 
paranoid conjectures and half•tru1hs that infest the main characters' 
heads, that we arc often unceriain as to whether or not we really 
know what is tmc and what is fu.lse. The obsession of both men to 
discredit or subvcn the other is infr-ctious, and the reader is carried 
along by the strength of their emotions: our loyalties shift with 11 

mm of cvcnu, our emotions arc twi11ed and plundered as 1hty 
betray those around thrm, thcrruclves, and frcqucndy we feel, w. 
When we have seen all the cvcnu, and bttn shown glimpses of the 
pou,bJiues, the missed ch:ances, and witnessed the was1e of 
potential. we come to realise that Priest is not just telling a story 
1ha1 mvolves the frw characters in hu book, but our whole race. 

Despite the SF dcmcot of 7bc Prm.1gt, which is CliSCfltu.l 10 1he 
novd as well u adding to the prnonal 1ormen1 of Rupcn Angier, 
the booli. is not overtly a •·ork of SF. Because of 1hn wmc potcn11a.l 
rcadcn may choose something in :a more famili:ar style or sub-genre 
10 avoid the risk of being disappointed: they will be mis'ling out. 7M 
Prnttgt II one of 1he rubt.lc:s1. mos1 uusfying novels I have read m a 
very long ume, and I cannol rr-commeod it highly enough. Pnest 
has wntten with suprrmc skill and restr.wlt, cr~1ing a b.tcli.drap 
which rcmainJ exactly that whilst enhancing the nory line and 
illw1ra1ing the soci.J rituals of the period 1e11ing, and the kind of 
charx1cn one fcdJ s:addened to lose at 1hc 1um of the last page. 
When you go 10 buy your copy of TM ~mgr, make sure you buy a 
copy of every other book by Christopher Priest that they have m 
stock: it 'II save you a return trip. 



Michael Scott Rohan Maxie's Demo11 
Urhn 11% 1~,,rr (h'l'I 

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery 

The guy sitting next to me on the train v1:;n reading one of Rohan's 
early Winur of ihc World novels. "h that the new one?" he asked. 
"What's it like?" When I said chis was a 'humour' book, he looked 
distinctly unimpressed. 

And there lies a problem. That early. trilogy was quite dark in 
tone, and the sequence that followed, surting with O:usc tbe 
Morning. was more a parallel world swashbuckling romp of high 
advmture. This latest novel, set in 1he s:mie interconnected worlds 
of the Core and the Spir.tl, shows a radical change of style and 
direction 

Th(' eponymous Maxie is a thief, pushing a ton in a stolen 
Ferrari Tesurossa with the cops in hot pursuit. Better than sex, until 
the screen is suddenly full of truck. and Maxie is flying upside down 
off the wes1bound carriageway into no mans land. He survives, but 
who is the odd looking yokel with a scythe on the verge (and what 
is he really culling)? And v.·hy do the inhabitants of the nearby pub 
all look and 5ound like extras from a 16th century theme parkl 

Maxie has slipped into the shadow world of the Spiral, but to 
what ('nd? That revolves around a hungry d('mon, a group of 
adv('nturing cut-throats who want Maxie for 1heir lead('r, and a 
couple of Elizabethan alchemist mages, whose ritual Maxie li1crnlly 
drops in on. Those pair tum out Dr John Dec and Edward Kelley, 
who are equally shocked when Maxie turns up instead of the 
cxp('cted angelic prcs('nce. B('ing an almost unbelievably resourceful 
thief and con man, with ventriloquism, sl(' ight of hand and a quick 
line in paner, Maxie gets caught up in their .1chcmes and finds 
hinuclf in Prague, umil he makes an enemy of Kelley (who Rohan 
paints as a dcviou,;, bullying charlatan), all the while pursued and 
hounded by the le:.1de rlcss pintc band up through the streets and 
diffcrcmagesof Prague. 

Puns, in-jokes and deliberate anachronisms abound; scarcely a 
paragraph g('ts by without one, and the cffecl becomes wearing 
except for some inspired moments (Maxie's encounter with Kafka, 
for example, and 1hc faked angelic conjuration that announces iudf 
"I .un the Walnn . ."), while others ring like purest tin. Wheth('r, a.s 
someone .1aid, "if you like this stuff, this is the .1on of stuff you'll 
like", or you find it strny.1100 far into Craig Shaw Gardener or Piers 
Anthony territory as a disconccning change of style from the 
pr('vious boolu, is largely a matter of personal preference. I enjoyed 
it on the whole, but I think it's going to confu5e a lot of Scott 
Rohan fans. 

Am, Stout The Sacred Se;.,e,i 
• \ ,B 1-. I 1· • 11 1 

Reviewed by Kathy Taylor 

TIN! 5.:irrffl S('tl('n i.1 Arny Stout's first novel, and somewhere within 
it is a halfway decent fan1a.1y struggling to b(' told. 

The first problem is sloppy copycditing. Phrases such as 
'chatting it up' and sentences where the object is far from clear 
abound. This, combined with th(' usual silly spellings of names -
Murcus rather than Marcu5, for example - tempted me to give up 
bf,fore the ('nd of the fim chapter. Why do authors feel they have to 
add extra lcncrs in names, or try to make them unpronounceable ? 
At lc;ASt Ms. Stout counteracts Maarcus with plainer nam('S such as 
Jillian and William. 

The other main problem the book suffers from is having too 
large a cast. This rc-sults both in the charact('n b('ing sketchily drawn 
and the viewpoint changing frequently. Vinually all of the sections 
on Lydia and William could have bt,cn edited OU! which would have 
tightened up the book a little. On(' or two of the character; begin to 
be interes1ing towards the end: perhaps M.1. Stout may develop them 
in the all-too-obviously signall('d sequel. 

D('Spitc th('Se problems, th(' book has som(' merit. Ms. S10ut 
takes the mher trite 'find the King's lost heirs as only they can save 
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us from 1hc fonhcoming ho!oc.iust' plot and produces a couple of 
imnesting twisis from it. It i.1 not immediately obvious which of the 
large cast arc the two heirs and while some of the characters arc 
facile others have slightly more ambivalent motiv,11ions 

All in all would I r('COmmi;,nd it? Probably not Once Ms. Stout 
ha.s some more experience her fantasies may be worth looking for, if 
you like that style of book. but this is all too obviomly a first novel 

Shern Tepper Grass 
\ ( 'JK<f l I/~ <;-+:rr /' /') 

Reviewed by Sue Thomason 

This cl.mic SF novel is set on the world of Grass, one of many 
planets colonised by humans, and one of the few nm dominated by 
the theocracy of Sanctity. Sanctity promises its enrolled member; 
physical immortality, bodily remrrcction through the cloning of 
stored tissue samples. But Sanctity's rule is threatened by a plague, 
an invariably fatal illness with no known prophylaxis or cure, that 
has spread to ev('ry human-inhabited planet but one - Grass. There 
arc rumours that plagu(' victims visiting Gr.1.ss have b('en cured. But 
Grmian society is closed, strictly limited by the noble bon families. 
Sanctity's Hierarch sends his nephew Rodrigo Yr.trier and family 10 

Grass in search of a cure. The Gnssian nobility 3f(' said to be 
obses.1ed with hunting; Rodrigo's wife Marjorie is an Olympic 
medallist in several equestrian events. But Gr.1.ssian foxcn and 
hounds arc nothing like their Terran counterparts. and the 
nobility's mounts - the Hippae - arc not hors('S. 

Rigo and Marjorie, and their children Stella and Tony, are four 
very different personalities, with divcrgem views of their posting to 
Grass. Th(' family arc also sincer(' and practicing Old Catholics, 
with ethics and beliefs which arc sometimes deeply in conflict with 
tlios(' of Sanctity. Rigo :rnd Marjorie take very different approaches 
to their secret mission; trying to gath('r information from the noble 
families on their isolated t5lanciai, the Commons who carry out all 
Grass"s agriculture. craft and comm('fce from a single restricted 
town, and the Sanctity-sponsored Green Brothen who arc 
('Xcavating a city of tl1(' long-vanished Arbai, an imcrs1cllar 
civilisation known only through archaeology. As the family slowly 
gain more :utd more knowledge of the complex links between all 
who live on Grus, they become incrc:a,ingly atr.rnged from ouc 
another. It is eventually left to Marjorie to ancmpt a solution to a 
set of fundam ental ethical dilemma: when, if ever, is it right to kill, 
or to allow to die, to prcv('nt further evil, funher death? When is it 
right to intervene, and when to stand aside? May a sentient bt,ing 
ethically cat its own prc-s('nti('nt larval stage? When is one S('nticnt 
species jusiificd in making a major intervention in the Jives of 
ano1hcrs('nticntspcci('s? 

Gra" is a thoughtful, well-written and fully rcalis('d novel, a 
convincing and satisfying read on many levels. Highly 
recommended. 

J R R T olk1en The \fomter ,md the Critics 
a11d Other Ess,t)S 

!f r,1 lln 1 -+ir •1 

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid 

Despite the tide, this is not actually a collection of essays but rather 
of six !cctur('S and an introduction. They were all alillcd at a general 
audience, but they were also drawn from Tolkien's ac.idemic 
preoccupations so they arc not always easily accessible. Ind('ed, so 
strictly academic is Tolkien in his approach that the introduction he 
contributed to a then new translation of Beowulf reads for the most 
part like a criticism of the book that was 10 follow. {Herc also, and 
throughout the collection, Tolkien has a !)('nchant for dropping in 
quotations from the original Anglo-Saxon or Old English. generally 
wi1hom translation - 1h('S(' pieces may hav(' been aimed at a general 
audience but perceptions of what makes up a general audience have 
clearly changed over the last half century or so.) Anyone, therefore. 
who approaches this book as a way of once more entering Middle 
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Earth 1s in for :a dis:appo1mment - :anyone who :approaches it, on the 
other h.uid. 10 find out more :abou1 ,·hat went m 10 the crr:ation 1;>[ 
Middle Earth v.·.JI find It full o f fucin:aung if Qfttn 1;>blique richn. 

There 11. for~ start. the ptrennu.l fucin:ati1;>n with language. Tht 
m1rodua11;>n. "On Trmsl.mng Bwv.-ulf", for msuncc 1s full 1;>( the 
subdn1c-s of language, the pr«i!.C mc.tning of mdtv1dual ,·1;>rds Qr 
their l~ck 1;>{ :a pr«iw mOOtrn form v.•hich c.r,n n1;>1 only ch:ange the 
mumng of tht m 1ire p1«t but :also throw light upon the society 
dep1cttd :lnd the society 1;> f the poet. He refl«is on the differences 
bt1wee11 a high or ddiber.i.tely J)O" tic language wi1h iu archaicisms 
and met~phors, and a low or demotic form which will be much 
m ore prouic, and how the re~ders (or li~teners) o f the time would 
undemand the differences between the two and :appreciate v.•h:at this 
meant. With further commenu 1;>n the m.-tre and rhythm of Anglo
Saxon ve~, there is much in this c-ssay :alone th:at echoes (it W:IS 
written in 1940) the hngullt 1c pmernsof lordo/tM Rmgs. There is 
more st ill oo this topic in the lecture "English and Welsh".~ivcred 
1he <by aher the public:auon o f ~ Retum of tM Kmg {1955) and 
full of iru.1ghts into Ccluc survivals in our language. Above :all - and 
th is consistency of focus illustrates the vit:al unponmcc o f l.wgu:age 
in C'Verything T o lkicn dtd. from his acackm1c nud.ies 10 his 
rdu:ation to his fiction - there is 1he lecture here 1itltd "A Sccrn 
Vice" which W:IS probably delivertd in 1931. The seem vice is the 
cre:.ition of languages. something that was obviowly :a lifelong 
obsession with Tolkien for he includes examples of Khoolboy 
languages whose vocabulary and grammar were far more dabor.ne 
than any normal schoolboy might construc1, and the essay traces 
this intercs1 through to the creation of "Elvish" verse. 

But it wasn't just the language. Two of T olk.ien's best known 
lectures :are included here: "The Moru1cr and the Cri1ia• which is a 
robwt defence of Sw,i.alf ag::a irut ::aadcmic !rends o f the time which 
saw it :IS p00r fotraturt bu1 tangemi:ally interesting !lllwry. H erc 
we gtt :a s1 irring smemu11 of Tolk.icn 's belief in the poetial value of 
Beowulf and :also in the value of its fantuy. And this is b.rl.ed up 
by "On F.tiry-Storic-s" which was first deliver«! in 1939. preceding 
CS. Lcwis"s essay lecture "On Sci=ce Fiction" (1955) by a good 15 
years and h=cc the fim sc.riow. ilea(ttmic comader:nion of the 
fantastic in 1he history of our gmrc. This is 1101 jw1 :an analysis o f 
wh:11 goes 10 make a fairy s1ory (:and hence what Faerie coruisu of) 
it is :also :an importan t defence of the whole no1io11 of fan1:uy as 
something of worth in the literary and cultural tkvdopment of 
aduhs as ....-di :IS children. 

Piecing :all these v:arious le<:turcs together i1 is easy to build :a 
picture of the sorts of o bsessions and imcresu that went into the 
creation of one of 1he most import.tnl and influential wo rks of 
in1:agmalivc fiction this ce111ury. 

(,cor~c Iurncr !Jrur...1111,g To':...ers 

' ' ' 
R eviewed by L J. Hurst 

This paptrl»ck edition reprints George T umer's 1987 ~ Sea ,.,.J 
Summer. Although 1his new 1itlc IIWl.es it scc:m mo re :apoc:alyptic. i1 
is probably mo re accuntt' - the drowmng towers are huge 
accommod.,1 ion hlocks on 1he tdgc of Melbourne, Australia. which 
arc being inundated ~s globJ.i warming fl000$ :an overpopul:i.ttd 
world, The people have divided into Sweet (who li \'t in the 
Erinborough•!ike suburbs) and 1.he Swill in che towers, who are 
roled by block lords, Wrinen with the help of an Au.malian 
government li terary gr~nt, in some ways it shows. The story o f the 
1ov.·crs 1s topped and tJ.Jled by im·estig:ations m the year 3000. long 
:after thts civilisation has collap~, v.•hen tht' towers Hand w the sea 
like broken teeth. An :arch:aeologis1 and :a numc aniste determine to 
re-crenc !he li\·cs of the 109,•ers. 

V,e Se.i .ind Summer 1s a novel by 1he arch:aeo logm 1rlling 1hc 
11\"C'S of the Con,-..y f.un.Jy from 2040 AD on....,.nis, .IS Dad ts m::ade 
redundant, 1he money «onom)" coll~~- and !ht Conv.·iys move 
cl1»er10 1hcS,·ill. 

The t"-'c i.s told from mul11pl.- pomu of view. Fn.ncis 1s a 
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bnlfomt mathcm:11ici:an who becomes a bookkttpcr for 1he mobs. 
while T eddy bis brother flea :and become$ :a polact officer. Teddy 
c-spccwly gC>CS 1hrough nnny ri1es of passage 10 disco,·er th.u 1herc 
1s still a go,·cmmcnt Ill 1he l;mcl.. 

The towcn wnh then p00r water supplies and 1crriblc llwhmg 
w 1l.-ts uc b;wl. but over.ti( 1he people :arc not b::ad. What is odd :about 
1his book is that t he people art not monlly squ::a.lid. The brothers 
are unplc:1S;uu snobs both. but this is not :a horrible future. If the 
Sww art the uur:ippcd people of J.fol Ma;,c II. the Swill :arc not the 
degenerate bikers. 

It is an odd book to read in which the future problems o f 
flooding sewage pby a major part in 1heir caution for the future . h 
is OOder still that George Turner manages to do this without 
robbing one's face in it. 

Bcrn:\rd \l; crhcr / mpzre oj tbe 111ts 

Reviewed by Graham Andr~ws 

Empire of Ux Anu was fim publish«! under the plain title o f US 
Fournm \The Anu") by Editions Albin Michel. Paris, in 1991. 
Bantam Press brough1 11$ 1he Anglic ediuon {translated by M:arg:am 
Rocques) five years later. The attendant bumf reveals that Bernard 
Werber 1s "a young scient ific journ;iJ11t who has studied ants for 1hr 
l.mfifteen ycars." 

H. G. Wells - it should go without saying - wro1e th r o riginal 
'Empire of the Ants' sho n s10ry. And Werber's most imponant, 
though offstage, ch:ar.u;1er is Edmond (as in H amilton?) Wells. 

"A plot of enthralling suspense•. said the Sunday Timn. I 
wonder ... did the reviewer rrad this :anuy epic right through 10 1he 
very end? It certainly dOll!'Sn "t ma1ch my definitions o f ' plot ', 
'cnthr.tlling" o r 'swpaisc" - ;iJ1hough you may hold mo re 
symp:athn.ic def111i1ions. Werber is a styl1nic reincarnation of Frank 
H erbert - 1hrtt parts exposition 10 o ne part story. ht must have read 
lldluromJ II,~., (1973, 'iru.pired' by 71,e Htl/urom Chromdt 
docudranu of 1971). 

The text is carbuncled w ith t'Xlrxu from the {Edmond) 
Wellsi:an Encyc/op,udia of Re.zlum iind Absolute Knou:ltd~. 
"Compt'tiLors: When the first ants appe:artd, fifty million years 
later. they had lo w:atch !heir behaviour. The d istant descend -• No 
- the effort defeats me, I wouldn ' t mind {much), but the dialogue is 
equally did~ct ir· • ... if w~ cury on like this, the old idt:IS from early 
Ian cen1ury will be coming back: communism, psychoanalysis and 
rchtivity ... the :avenge life expcctancy has gone up. :as wdl :as the 
numbc:r of divorces ... • 

We arc 10ld llut Empire hll enjoyed s:i les of over 800,000 in 
KorCI (Nonh Ko re~). O nce one has said 1ha1, of course. one has 
saidt"Verything. 

Thc~uel isLtjourdtFourmiJ rne D:ayofthe Ants"). But do 
younelves a favour - inste~ of buying the book. wa1.ch the JO-bxt. 
it's-good Emp1reof lhe Anu movie (19n, stunngJo:an Colliru). 

Br1.1n I ou n l rusl \o One !ht· OJJ1e1dl Tlnrd 
Se<1so11 (,mde to the \ Flies 

II 1 t I rf, 

Pau l M1h:hcll /be Ducbo'-'11) Ft/es 
B , , n II ~ I' Sif I l , , 

Stefan Pctrucha. John De,td lo the n orld 
Ron1m & Charles Aldard I 1 n 11 ~ 1, , , , 

Rcvi~wcd by Kay Hancox 

Whoopee, a bumper pile of X-Fdn books. Who re~ this stuff and 
why? I 1hmk the read.!n can be div1dtd up mto thrtt u1egoncs: 
people v.·ho h:a\·e crushes on David Duchovny/ Mulder and/or 
G,111:an Andll!'non/Scully; people who are interested tn the Fontan 
side. and people • •ho Jll'lt rally like the X -FJn and ,·ant to know 
more ~bout how 11 was made. and wm the X-Filn qmz mgh1 down 



the, pub. The rea1.SOn they re;i.d II is b('cause ... well ... basic:ally for 
th(' r(';uons ;i.bov(': 1hey want to find out more about thc, actors, the 
wc,ird siuff, or 1hc, ~riN. 

l( you '1.T(" in love wnh David Duchovny, 1hc,n ~ Duchowiy 
Files is for you. The first p;i.n or 1he book is an unau1horisrd 
biognphy - mainly, gathering by the cmfos at thc, c,nd, cobb]c,d 
togc,ther from m;i.g:azine anidcs. It unpans such :astounding 
inform:11ion ;u "O.iv1d Joyed :arch;ieology and c,speci.illy dinos:i.urs", 
;md harks on :i.bou1 how Duchovny h.u nc,ver h:ad th("npy. Thc,rc, 
:i.rc, 1bm. somc, 1ruly horrid photos (look :11 O.ivid, look .it D.ivid m 
his Yest, look :i.t O.iv1d w1lh no 'lhin on. look :1.1 Dn·id chttkJy 
showing his mpple). The rest (over h.ill) or thc, book is fJlc,r 
ma1eri:i.1: a rtlmognphy. m episode- guuk, :i.nd hot nuff from thc, 
intemC1 X-fi)c, si1c,s :and nc,wsgroups. H("re you :i.mongs1 oth("r 1hings 
you c:an Jc,.im m whach episodes in which Scully drives, md in 
which epi.sodes Mulder cries (D:1,•Kl's sooo in 1ouch with his r«lings 
- :i.nd hc,'s nc,ver b:ad thc,npy). 

U you love mvL:a :i.nd ,.,-,un w know every1hing about sason 3 
of the X-Files then try Trust No Ont. Each episode has a c.ut list, 
dcuils of wmer, direaor, cbte of fint broadu.st, a page of photos, ,i 
l or 3 page plot synopsis~ :1 p.igc, or so of "Back S1ory" which 
dii;;appom1ing.ly gmc,r:ally 111rru out to be: 1;Ja from th(' shot. or 
ractions from 1he imemC1 nth("r thm ;in expl:i.nation of the 
phm.omc,n;a cfucwscd m the nory. Tlus book is th(" best of thr 
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bunch, and if the X•hltJ is yo11r thmg probably wonh£10.00. 
Unfonunatdy, I c;i.n not pro,•ide my suit:i.b\(' rr:ading for the 

hungry Fonem. The conuc book ~JJd lo UN World looks 
promising wi1h slonn of ,·.1mp1rn, Big Foot md goatsuckrrs. The 
go:i.tsuckcr s1ory - 'Supt Co.us' by John Rozum - h-u thr feel of 
1hc X.Fi/n and is ;t0 cmcn.11mng rud. Howevc,r, it suffers from 1h(' 
,:i.mc problem as the ot her 1wo stories m 1h:11 1hr chanctrrs arc 
badly duwn, so much so 1h~t ll 1s difficult 10 work out who is ,·ho. 
Unfonun;ndy 1he first two stones by Stefm Pe1rucha - "Oe;i.d 10 

1he World• md "81g Foot, Warm Hnn• - are eithrr poorly 
wnuen, or vi tal pans of the book have b«n left out as comi.ou:ation 
between one fr.unc and 1he nen is sometimes very tenuous. ;and 

sometimes not 1here at all. 
So. thrtt books wnh the s;une tdeYision programme w 

common, but dm is abou1 -all The CQm.ic book is poor. I im;i.gine 
that myonc who bought it would l"l!'&fC1 i1. 7M V..d,owry Filn is 
probably m tdcal prcsen1 for myonc smincn by O;i.vid, and the 
epliOde guide isn•1 bad if you like that son of thing. 
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